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Murray State Awarded
Largest Ever NSF Grant
•
_
Murray State Uraversitv has been
wittr -the7-proleet and subsiderable inpact throughotit the entire awarded a National Science Founsequently to cooperate in the heldteacher education community. . •
dation NSF') grant of $336,500 for,the
\
"Implementation of this project. based component of the program.
development of a project to integrate
Noting that the development of the
should ultimately result in increased
science and mathematics into the
grant proposal was "definitely a team
science and mathematics literacy,
program to prepare elementary
effort," Boggess said people in several
improved attitudes toward science and
teachers It is the largest NSF grant in
mathematics, and enhanced in--- disciplines — physics, biology, and
OftfurrayStater'
-- =Yeigntrat lteteltirrnt
During a period of approximately 30
secondary and elementary education —
both classroom ' teachers and public
ma* ,signiftont contribiaLons _to the
months,Ae
eilecttNte --achoo1puptia.:21e_explained- immediately, will support the project to
preparation of the grant proposal.
About 150 elementary education
adapt, test, and adopt an in"Dr. John Bartholomy, formerly
students will be involved in the
,
terdisciplinary ,
prograrfriltwing-the- next'three schools-- -viee-pr-esitient-foe ABU-sieved*-*maces,'program- -for entre:1i tary education students.
gave full support to the effort frornstart
years. Their course of study will into finish," Floggess said, and people
Entitled the Integrated Sciencedude a six-hour sequence of integrated
_
such as Dr. Rose and DU Christine Mathematics - Education Project
science, mathematics, and educatain
Parker, associate professor of
(ISMEP it involves an approach that
for four semesters.
mathematics_ sent Fang hours on the
provides fpr a blending of the scientipc,
A planning sununer for the faculty in
project.
mathematical, and educational comIIincludethd
e eve opmentf
o a
1977 will
He also gave. credit to Dr. M. D.
ponents and for classroom, laboratory,
Science - Mathematics - Education
Hassell, professor of biological
and practicum experience relevant to
Resource Center, which will offer
se' iences.. and three former faculty
elementary education programs.
supportive servicet fer the project
members — Dr. Richard Klein, Dr.
Dr Gary W. Boggess, associate
•
through an array of in-service activities
Underwood, and Dr. Doris
Barbara
professor
of
was
a
coorchemistry,
REVIEWING GRANT AWARD — Three of the people involved in preparing a proposal that resulted in a grant of
for area elementary teachers.
West — for their involvement in
dinator .„of __the grant___propOsal
$336„.500 by the National Science Foundation to Murray State University review details of the award. Shown(from left)
,
developing the proposal. --During the summer of 1978, 30
preparation, along With Dr. Jack Rose,
are: Dr. Gary Boggess,associate profeisor.of chemistry, project director; Dr. Jack Rose,superintendent of Calloway CounThe grant will be administered bythe
elementary teachers in the region will
superintendent
of
Calloway
County
associate
ty schools and a former faculty member in the Depirtment of instruction and Learning and Dr.Christine Parker,
Murray State University Foundation.
schools and a former-faculty -meinher - be afforded an opportunity to become
professor of mathematics. The grant will support the developmentof a project over a period of approximately 36-monin
the
•Department
of Instruction and
ths to integrate science and mathematics into the program at Murray State to prepare elementary school teachers.
_Learning. Boggess will serve as the
project director.
He said the ISMEP will result in a
pre-service -elementary science and
mathematics teacher curriculum at
Murray State that should have conEleven persons were honored last and the Louisville Courier-Journal and
night at the annual awards banquet of r.ouisville Times.
the Calloway County Conservation " Ferrell Miller, chairman of the
there has been a violation of law,it may
and objective, he said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Was the
District,
Calloway County School Board and
require legal action.' But the in"Our office has .no ore-conceived
energy crisis real or contrived?
John Tucker received the Goodyear field -representative of the Kentucky
vestigation could also point up the need
KeptuckY Atty. Gen.Ttobert Stephens Ideas -or opinions -as -ttrwhat it will
Award for Outstanding Cooperator. The Division of Soil and Water, said in
for additional regulation by the Public
find," he said. "I don't know how it's
has laurfched an investigation to find
citation read to Tucker by Ellis D. - making the essay contest presenService Commission or new legislation.
going to conie out—it may be that
out.
Morrow, district conservationist who tations:
"The questions haw-beau raised and
He told reporters Tuesday during-a --everything is legitimate."
trst-annual regional-Junior High - presented the award,saictin part. .
. "The. Wise uSe _ Of - our __natural
they should be answered," he said.
news conference that it is his duty as
However, Stephens said there was
"The Outstanding Cooperator Award
Math Bowl. sponsored by the Kentucky
resources is important to every
Asked why the PSC—the agency that
basis enough for the investigation in the
the state's chief consumer advocate to
is sponsored each year by the Goodyear Calloway countian..The conservation
Council of Teachers of Mathematics
regulates
Kentucky's
fact that a great deal of confusion and
public
find out whether there Was, or is, an
Tire and Rubber Company and the essay contest is one means-of teaching
and the Kentucky Department of
utilities—is not conducting such an
uncertainty about the energy crisis
energy shortage in Kentucky— and if
Calloway County Conservation District. our youth the importance of conserving
Education, will be this Saturday on the
investigation. _Stepherts-replied, "they
existsinthe mindsof the public.
so, whether it was "manipulated or
The award- is presented to itlandowner
y-ATay State University eampu,s.
See Awards,Page 12,Column 7
have an awful lot to do." He said he had
"It is my observation that a strong
contrived."
or operator who has applied several
The regional contest will begin at 9:45
not
notified
the
PSC"or
feeling of fear—or near fear-exists In
anyone else" of and participants from eight schools are
He said investigators also Will took
conser_vation practices during the past
the probe, but that they would be sent a
the minds of many,-" he said."When the
into questions of pricing,-inconsistent
year.
expected to compete. Dr. Marshall
final copy of the attorney, general's (;ordon, dean of the College of
delivery- of supplies and other related
public- has tried to understand-just what
"The
Outstanding
District
report.'
was and is going on, the explanations
matters.
Cooperator for the past year is John
Environmental Sciences at MSU, will
given have been inconsistent and
"I want to be able to tell Kentuckians
Tucker. John is always aware of condeliver the welcome address.
See Energy Page 1'!. Column 4
inconclusive."
what happened,"Stephens said.
serving soil and water. Daring the past
Awards will be presented to the
The investigation will be thorough
Stephens said if the probe reveals
year, he installed waterways, pasture
winners in an afternoon ceremony.
seeding -and" - ritanaireinent-,- conSchools expected to be represented in
servation cropping systems, crop
the contest include East Calloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller has
residue manaLement _cever crops and
ElemenWry, Murray Middle School,
filed for re-election, according tö
is a user and believer in no-till farDawson Springs Elementary, Mayfield
Called cooperative education, it offers students an
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
ming."
Middle School, Brazelton Junior High;
optional opportunity to alternate a real-world work
Miller will seek his third consecutive
Named Master Conservationists by
A contract for repairs to the bridge • Reidland Middle School and Trigg •
assignment With periods of full-time academic study...Get
term as county judge in the May
the district were Charles Blalock and
over Clark's River on Ky. 121 New
County Middle School.
the full story on this new program at MSU on Page 13.
Democratic Prirnaw
Charles Miller. Albert -Wilson, chairConcord -Road ) south of Murray has
man of the board of supervisors,said in
been awarded according to state
Murray State Racer basketball coach Fred Overton has
making the presentations:
Trrnsportation Secretary John C.
been named "Coach Of- the Year" in the Ohio Valley
"A Master Conservationist is one who
Roberts.
Conference. See Page Eight.
practices conservation year in and year
The contract, which calls for deck
•
out. A Master Conservationist is one
repairs to the bridge at a cost of $43,247,
No spring football practice at Murray High School this
concerned with protecting the soil while
was awarded to Charbon Bridge Co. of
year. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the story also on
The first.annual musical benefit show
producing his own crops. A Master
Madisonville.
Page Eight.
for the Calloway County Association for
Conservationist is concerned for the
The contract award was one of five
Retarded Citizens,has been scheduled
Jimmy Ford of- Wallis Drug in
quality of the environment which we
contract awards for tiridg and highfor
Friday, April 1, at 7:00 p. m. at the
Murray has been elected president of
leave for future generations. This year
way improvements irilVest Kentucky
Murray Middle School auditorium.
the First -,District Kentucky Pharwe
are
presenting
two
Master
Conannounced by Roberts. The awards, maceutical Association for 1977.
Eighth and Main Streets, Murray.
servationists. They are Charles Blalock
totaling $3.15,981 in West Kentucky
All types of entertainment will be
Other officers elected at a recent
and Charles Miller.
2,3
Local Scene
stemmed from a bid letting held in
Becoming partly sunny today
included in the program, according to
meeting were Edwin Nickell of Lyon
"These
men
have
cooperated with the
5
Opinion Page
Frankfort on Feb. 17. In all, about 11.7
and warmer. Highs in the low and
Max Hurt, geoeral chairman.
Drugs in Eddyville, vice president; and
District in developing their farm-plans.
8,9
..
Sports
million in contracts have been an- Steven P'Pool of Wood Drugs in
mid 50s. Cloudy tonight with a
The CARC will prepare a special
They
both
have
completed
over
90
per
12
Crossword
nounced out of that letting thus far.
good chance of thundershowers.
program
to be given free to persons
Princeton,secretary-treasurer.
cent of the practices needed on their
12
Deaths 8c Funerals
Lows around 40. Thundershowers
attending the program that night.
The largest contract awarded in West
"The first district association, works
land.
Practices
applied
over
the
years
12,18
Comics
likely and mild Thursday. Highs
Members of the Murray High. Sam,'
Kentucky went to Midstales Con- for the advancement of the profession
include complete water disposal
,14
bear Abby
,An. the upper 50s to around 60.
Teens
Who Care' Chapter will start
struction, Inc., of Paducah who bid of pharmacy," Ford said. "With the
systems, .conservation cropping
14
Horoscope
Precipitation chances 50 per cent
$119,657 to construct a bridge over increasing complexities and poten-March 4 to Call on merchants in the
systems,
minimum
tillage,
'crop
18,19
Classifieds
tonight and 70 per cent Thursday.
area, soliciting advertising for the
Wilson Creek on Lowes-Cunningham
tencies of drugs used today,- he added,
residue management, cover crops,
4 Pages
IGA Section
program.
Road (Ky 3391 in GravesCounty.
.'
-pharmacy is becoming more and
pasture and hayland seeding arid
the show will
All
proceeds
from
Also of local interest was the award te
more important to the public. Through
management."
remain with,the local ('AR(' to help in
Cee, Inc. of Lexington (or repairs to the the work of the first district and state
Also honored at the banquet were
the .adult and pre-school programs at
Eggner's Ferry Bridge over the Ten- associations, pharmacy and pharwinners in the poster and essay conthe Day Care Center here in Murray.
nessee River at Aurora. That contract
macists will continue to be someone the
tests sponsored recently by the district
totaled $68,614.
Hurtsaid. public call count on. • _

Stephens To Investigate
Reasons Behind Energy Crisis

s by

125
own
it of
ten
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Awards Presented By
Conservation District

Regional Math

Bowl Scheduled
For This Weekend

Judge Miller
Files For
Re-Election

Repairs Slated
On Local Bridge

inside today

Pharmacists
Name Ford As
District Head

partly sunny

. Musical Benefit
To Be Held Here .

_ today's index

r

POSTER AND ESSAY WINNERS—Awards were presented to Calloway
County Conservation District Soil and Essay Contest winners by Fred
Schultz, left, city scbool superintendent and Ferrell Miller, right, chairman
of the county school board. Winners are, left to right, front roTY, Mark
Jackson, first place essay, Southwest Jamie Miller, first place poster, North:
Eddie Travis, first place poster, countywide and Southwest and Gina
Brown, first place Murray Middle, second place countywide. In the back
row are Terry Byerly, first place countywide and first place Calloway High
in the essay contest and Marcia Cunningham,first place essay at North and
second place countywide.

MERIT AWARD—The Merit Award,presented annually by the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company and the Calloway County Conservation District,
is presented to John Tucker, left, by Ellis Morrow,district conservationist.
Staff rfiolos Ift, Gene McCutcheon

MASTER CONSERVATIONIST AWARDS—Master conservationists awids
\ were presented to Charles liralock and Charles Miller by the Callo av
County Conservation District board of supervisors' chairman 'Alt rt
Wilson.(Additional photos on Page 12),
i f .\ '
.
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Dr. Elder Speaker At UDC
Meet At Gingles'Home -

Prok!ram Presented
Gamma Chapter Luncheon
Gamma Chapter of Delta
-Kappa--Gamma__met fru' a
luncheon meeting in Mayfield
on February fifth at the
Holiday Inn.
The invocation was given by
Mrs. Joyce Fortin. The
hostesses for the meeting
,
were Miss Betty Rogers, Mrs.
Katie Doran, Mrs. Imogene
Heath and Mrs. Ruth Tucker.
--Whe business meeting was
the
presided over by
president, Mrs. Fortin, who
also welcomed the sixty
members and three guests
present.
Dr. Pauline Waggener held
a short memorial service in
honor of Miss Lovey Raburn, a
member of Gamma Chapter
for many years, who died on
January 7, 1977.
Mrs-.-Jo Cure's, eharke of
the program, told the group
about. the .Chalaren's Theatre.
under the direction of Richard
‘'alentine, that is. being
.started.-in- Calloway --County.
She introduced Valentine
and Jeff Lackey who perform
under the name of The
Thieving Magpies." They
delighted the group with their
interpretation of "The Boy
Who Cried Wolf" and "Little
Red Riding Hood."
Members present- for the
meeting other than the ones
already Mentioned were
Georgia- Adams, Evelyn
Albritten, LaNette Allen-,
Barbara Arnberg, Patti Bolin,
Evelyn Bradley, Clara Eagle,
Gela Ellis, Sue Fairless,
Vanda Gibson, Mildred

Hatcher, Rozella Henry, Ann
BerranLnla B Hodges. Opal
Howard, Mary Alice HumJohnson,
phries, Irene
Mildred ..lnnes, Evelyn
Kesterson, Alice Koenecke,
Mary Lassiter, Frances
Augusta
Matarazzo,
Merryman, Lorene McCage,
Mavis McCamish, Pauline
McCoy, Merrie Virginia
McIntosh, Mary S. McKendree, Imogene Monroe,
Katherine Moore, Sue Morris,
Judy Mull, Louise Overby,
Margaret Pickard, Edna
Radford, Eva Ross, Margaret
Rudd, Mary Smith, Rubie
Spahr,
Smith, Dorothy
Carolyn Sparks, Ruby Suffill,
Carolyn Sullivan, I.orene
Swann, Nina Tuggle, Halene
Visher, Golda Waters, Marie
Watts,- -Hobert* Whitne*
Katherine Williamson, Wilna
Nilson, Elizabeth Wyatt and
Laurie Bellew.

Ernest berger
Home S(ene.

Luna Ernestberger
Mrs.
—
Dr. Harvey Elder of Murray picture of Jacksorrls-troops---te—restore citizenship- of- opened
her home for the
Davis:
Jefferson
President
the
State University was the who were referred to as
February tenth meeting of the
speaker at the meeting of the "Foot Cavalry" because of saying a grave injustice was Dexter Homemakers Club
J. N. Williams Chapter of the their rapid movements from inflicted when his citizenship held at 9:30 a. m. with Mrs.
United Daughters of the one point to another and of his was taken from hinrafter the Irene
Mitchuson, viceConfederacy held on Wed- troops' firm lines against War Between the States. president, presiding.
was
in
born
Davis
nesday, February 16, at 1:30 continuously attacking forces. President
The devotional reading was
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Fred A general referred to Christian County which is now by Mrs. Brooks Collie with
Todd
County.
as-'standing
troops
Gingles on Farmer Avenue. Jackson's
reports being given by Mrs.
The UDC members voted
The speaker was introduml_. like a stone wall" and the
June Pritchett, secretary-,
unanimously to support this
by Mrs. John J. Livesay, name took hold.
treasurer.
The speaker also em- bill by writing to Sen. Hatfield
chapter president, who gave
Mrs. May Denny gave a
his many qualifications at the phasized the. deep religious and Congressman Carroll brief talk on the Senior
Hubbard.
University but who also said life of Jackson and of most all
Citizens and their-feeds. The
Mrs. Livesay presided and
of his troops of the South,
he was a "history buff."
members voted to piece a quilt
'Dr. Elder chose as his perhaps giving the name, to led the membersin the pledge to be used to raise fluids for
subject,"Stonewall Jackson," the present day of the Bible of allegiance to the U. S. flag the Children's Telethon.
and said Jackson was born Belt. Jackson had deep con- and salute to the flags. Dr.
"Sewing Machine AtThomas Jonathan Jackson in rvictions of fighting on Sunday, Mildred Hatcher, chaplain, tachments" was the subject of
1824; was graduated from and he prayed as he fired on led in prayer. Reports were the • lesson studied by the
West Point in 1846, and im- the enemy saying, "Lord given by Mrs. Leonard group.
_"4f_ter Ms ritt1and "The mediately—sent into_ the War_ presern LI* soul while I have Vaughn, secretag, and Mrs.
3etur -43oar,—eountyto destroy the body," Dr W Z Carter, treasurer.
. The subject, "How Can I Real Inspector Hound" will be. with Mexico.
agent in home economics,
served
Refreshments were
In 1851 Jackson resigned his Elder said.
klandle Intimate Relation- farces presented in the MS
Mrs 40atuis .,Cavitt, county
-Prior to the program•Mrs.- by Mrs-Gingles to-the -four,
president, md Mrs. Maude
ships" will be discussed at UnierSity Theatre at eight p. commission' to becorde /Jr
guest,
one
members
and
teen
McKinney . read
instructor at Virginia Military Sidney
Woodall were guests. Mrs.
Hart Hall, Murray State m.
Institute, but at the start of the correspondence she had Dr. Elder.
Guar
University, at seven_ p.
made announcements Q.
-Fiiciiiy,Narch 4- "
War Between the-Seates. ws. -rretelViti in ePly to her letter' The Nhirch'irieeting Will be- future meetings. Program
Mrs.
of
Golden Age Club will meet sent to Harpers Ferry for to Senator Mark 0. Hatfield, held in the home
subjects for the coming year
Thursday, March 3
R. of Oregon, who has in- Wesley Waldrop.
were also presented by Mrs.
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate at twelve noon for a potluck duty.
Dr. Elder gave a vivid troduced a bill in Washington
Cloar and members made
of
Diabetes luncheon in the social hall of
American
their choices.
Association will meet at 6:30 the First United Methodist
BASIC BREAKFAST
The county president made
p. m. at First Presbyterian Church.
In general, breakfast should
300 announcements of programs
Cjiurch, 16th and Main
minimum
a
supply
Two plays will be presented
Streets. Open to all people
,calories and 15 grams of for the county homemakers
for the second night at eight p.
interested in diabetes and
protein. A breakfast con- clubs.
m. at the Murray State
Refreshments of double
especially urge all diabetics to
sisting of a small glass of
University Theatre.
be present.
orange juice, a serving of pistachio cake and coffee were
cereal with non-fat milk, a served by Mrs. Ernestberger
Meals for senior citizens will
Garden Department, be served at North Second
slice of toast with butter or to the members and guests.
The next meeting will be
Murray Woman's Club, will Center at twelve noon with
margarine and a glass of nonmeet at 1:30 p. m. at the club. games to follow at one p. m.
fat milk, supplies ap- held March 10 at 9:30 a. m. at
house with Larry Barlett,
proximately 400 calories and the Community Center.
MSU LandscamArchitect, as
18 grams of protein.
Shopping day for senior
citizens has been changed
Marilyn Darlene McKenzie, speaker.
Saturday.
seventeen year old daughter
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd W.Linn
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Friday, March 4
of Murray Route Two, a the Ellis Center at seven p. m.
Day of Prayer
World
senior at Calloway County
program, sponsored by
been
has
School,
been
High
has
Jane Johnson
Calloway County Library Church Women United, will be
Thru Thur.'
named as Research Coor- named to appear in the Board of Trustees are held at the Immanuel
Ends Tonite
dinator for the Correctional publication, "Who's Who scheduled to meet at seven p. Lutheran Church, 15th and
7:30 Only
7:30 Only
Research and Evaluation Among American High m. at the library.
Main Streets, at ten a. m.
Center_at the State _Technical _school students,. for 197f,
-A wai m. touching
-entree will be served-at-tr30-a.Institute in Memphis, Tn.
Ellis Center will be open m. The Rev. Bill Whittaker
77. She ranks thirteenth in
and unique story.
She is the daughter of scholastic standing of the from ten a. m. to three4 p. m. will be speaker. The public is
Louise
and
Douglas
senior class and plans 4o for senior citizens with work invited to attend.
Shoemaker of Murray Route major in social work this fall on costumes for children's
Four and a graduate of at Murray State University. theatre, quilting or own
Friday, March 4
Calloway County High School She is a captain for the lady handwork at 10:30 a. m., sack
Miller, Huntsville,
Brady
and Murray State University takers basketball team, a lunch at noon, and table
Ala., French horn, will
a),
in
majored
she
where
member of SAE, FFA, Clean games at one p. m.
present a recital in the Recital
JACK GENEVIEVE
sociology.
Hall of the Fine Arts Annex,
Teens, Pep Club, Beta Club,
BUJOLD
LEMMON
Recently she received a
will
Fodor
Violinist Eugene
MSU, at seven p. m.
Glee Club. She is a
Masters of Art in Sociology and
Lovett
in
concert
a
present
& 57
ALEX
41
the University
from Texas Tech University. member of
Auditorium, MSU, at 8:15 p.
THE GYPSY
the
history
a
historian
of
on
Harvey
Eider,
Dr.
special
Chinch of Christ.
m., as sponsored by the
ear Between the States, spoke at the meeting of the J.
Thomas Baker, faculty, will
Music
Civic
Murray
N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
be presented in a piano recital
Association. Admission by
Confederacy. He is pictured here dressed in a Conat 8:30 p. m. in the Clara
Civic Music membership card
federate uniform and his scabbard.
Eagle Art Gallery, Fine Arts
or student identification card Building, MSU.
only.
Thursday, Mih3
Wtdnesday, March 2
PTC
Calloway
North
American Red Cross Blood
Bank representatives will be meeting rescheduled for
in Beshsar Gym, Student March 8.
Center, MSU, to receive blood
from ten a. m. to four p. m.
Murray Women of the
Call 767-3876 for information.
Moose will meet at eight p. m
at the lodge hall.
Baptist Church
Flint
Mission Groups will meet at
Day Bridge interest group cif
seven p. m. at the church.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at the home of
Baptist Women, _Baptist
Marge Hays, 1300 Poplar
Acteens
and
Young Women,
at 9:30 a. m..
Street,
will meet at Cherry • Corner
Baptist Church at seven p. m.
Fourth District Basketball
tournament will be played
Murray Open Duplicate
starting at seven p. m. in the
Bridge Club will meet at the
MSU Fieldhouse.
Gleason Hall at seven p. m.
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Jane Johnson
Has Position

\nuance',

The
Bookmark
of Murray, Ky.

"A New Dimension
in Downtown Shopping"

*HARDBACKS,PAPERBACKS, GIFTS
*Hours 10 to 6 during energy crisis

*Southeast Corner of the Court Square
( We buy used paperback books

This spring, Daltonlbrings you a
potpourri of separates.., refined t,
perfection and styled to be the
nucleus of the most sophisticated
wardrobe. Sires 6 to 18.
Solid color iront p-i-e"Med wrap
skirt.
Solid color V-neck vest,
Solid color 3-button blazer,
Solid color polyester long sleeve
shirt,

.00

Mademoiselle
Shop
II1S 4th
Murray,Ky.

Sherri Requarth
Head Of Acteens
The Acteens of the Blood
River Baptist Association met
Monday, 'February 21, at
seven p. m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Elected as officers for the
coming year were Sherri

4'HOSPITAL NEWS

Johnson Blvd., Murray, Paul
Holland, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Doris M. Kumar, 1601
ADULTS 132
Calloway, Mrs. Linda K.
Requarth, Cherry Corner, NURSERY 10
Tolbert, Rt. 3, Benton, Robert
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
president; Jan
Dowdy,
Baby Girl Hartley (mother L. Quist, Rt. 4, Murray,
Sinking
viceSpring,
27 Green Acre Tr. Ct., Christina K. Willoughby, Rt. 1,
Rosie),
president; Teresa Starks,
Sinking Spring, secretary- Murray, Baby Boy Kelso Springville, In., Melvin F.
treasurer; Sherry Lawrence, (mother Sharon, Rt. 7, Chadwick, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Th., Miss Maggie F. Downs,
"
Kirksey, mission study; Metzi Murray.
Rt.5, Murray, A. E. Davis, Rt.
DISMISSALS
Todd, Kirksey, mission ac3,
Cadiz.
101
McPherson,
Marie
Mrs.
tion; Connie Curd, Kirksey,
Spruce, Murray, Mrs. Elenor
mission support.
The prayer calendar was K. Holmes and Baby Girl,
2 Poplar, Paris, In., Miss
/
given by members from 6171
Sinking Spring. An upcoming Mary Jo Rowlett, 1103 Elm,
mission action project for Murray, Mrs. rtemana
Easter and the Kentucky State Rowan, 1656 Ryan, Murray,
Acteen convention were Mrs. Diane C. Underwood,
discussed. All girls planned to 1531 Oxford, Murray, Miss
attend the convention should Barbara K. Tolley, Rt. 1,
get their name and the two Dover, Tn., Mrs. Patsy R.
dollars' registration fee to Bogard, D-4 Coach Estates,
Debbie Bell, associational Murray, Miss Bessie L. Olive,
1103 Thomas Cove, Paris, Tn.,
director, by March 1.
Another Stuciiact Workshop Mrs. Sylvia Rickman, 1617
has been planned for March 26 Loch Lomond, Murray, Brian
at Cherry Corner Churcbrom W. McClard, Rt. 4 Bx. 855,
eleven a. m.to three p. m. Any Murray, Mrs. Patsy M. Riley,
girl, age 12 to 17, is invited to, Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs. Hazek
attend, and each one should M. Scalf, 205 Irvan, Murray,
bring a sack lunch with drinks Mrs. Annette Collie, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Era. M. P#rks,
and dessert to be provided.
An associational study of the Rt. 4, Murray, JenningS B.
Home Missions study book, Richardson, Rt. 1, Hardin,
"Sunsets and SkiTrails" will Mrs. Lottie P. Watson, 1103
be held March 29 at seven.p. Poplar, Murray, Albert L.
Grubbs, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
m. at Sinking Spring.
The next meeting will be Mrs. Lovie L. Pritchett,
held April 18 at the First Dexter, Charles H. Farris,
Baptist Church Fellowship New Concord, Mrs. Neva 0.
Manning, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Hall.
For any information con- Winnie H. Kline (expired), Rt.
cerning Acteens or upcoming 4, Murray.
events, persons may call
Debbie Bell at 753-9840.
02127-77

Thru Thur.
7:30 Only

Sean
Cannery

Cornelia
Sharpe

02-26-77

ADULTS 137
NURSERY 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
PADUCAH PATIENT
Baby Girl Riley (mother
Robert D. Cook of Murray
Patsy), Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Route Six has been a patient at
DISMISSALS
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Nita E. Jackson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, Mayfield,
Mrs. Mildred A. Mittlestadt
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Tommy Murphey of and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Farmington Route One has Mrs. Norma M. Karnes, Rt. 1,
been dismissed from the Kirksey,,William A. Snow;486
Western Baptist Hospital, Harrison Lane, Cincinnati,
Ohio, James G.Smothers, 1404
Paducah.

'The Ne3ct Man"

ii
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The father told his son, "Now,
By Helen Price Stacy
you
"We lived on adjoining I'll give you a whipping if
today."
fire
that
in
Play
farms and I passed their house
8"2 asDad was out of
on my way to aridtrom-scheol.
I started toward the
sight
in
day
every
I'd stop almost
looked
cold weather and help gather stove. My "Grandad
reminded
and
me
at
straight
coal."
in
Carry
eggs and
a
The Rev. Roger Wells, me.of the whipping. He gets
he tells
Pastor of the Vieas Liberty_ laugh even yet when
-rttrniedlo him ahd said,
First Church of Goa, was -boxe
supposed
talking about his grand- 'Pap-paw, you're not
know.' I
you
everything
tell
to
Wells
Lydia
and
Lynn
parents,
whipping."
get-.the.
didn't
who live at Denniston in
was
Menifee County. The couple, For the elderly couple it
sight.
first
at
match
!nye
a
have
both in theis 90s, will
at the
been married 79 years on July mils Lydia' Rupe, 13
approaching a
was
time,
25.
a
looked forward to my neighbor farm to attend
to one
visits with them," said Wells. "working" when off
with a
"heir house was alwaysside Lynn Wells stood
ba most friend watching her. "I aim to
wAan and
--4:important of all, Ma-maw 'Wed her," he saaterWtriei
The couple started courting
always had lots of food." He
tiilded;-Ktiyade tau*-step-iit--414.hef9re
make -an
their house right now and brave enough to
Rupe
there would be plenty of food, "asking" call at the
girl's
"Ssfather
'The
home.
hOÜgh Cooled 16 reed-lateral
away,so Lynn approached her
people."
He could not remember a mother.
"Lydia's only 14," said Mrs.
time that there wes not food to
get
eat in his grandparents' home, Rupe."That's too young to
married."
the
in
"but I still liked to play
"But I don't want an old
fire and roast potatoes. My
pleaded the 16-yearwoman,"
with
stay
to
me
allowed
Dad
Lynn.
old
them lots of times, but be
That was 78 years-ago,"and
didn't like " my roasting
still make over one
they
potatoes in the big iron stove."

Dr. Rose Will
Speak At North
are going." A
The regular meeting of the county schools
session will
swer
question-an
' North Calloway ParentTeacher Club has been follow.
of the
rescheduled for Tuesday, Another highlight
musical
a
be
will
meeting
March 8, at 7:00 p.m., at the
performance by the third
North Elementary School.
grade students and the perMrs. Joyce Haley, program formance of two ensembles
chairman for the FTC, urges with instruments being used.
--all Parents,- f9PuitY.__and_in- -Iliemusical-performanee-willterested individuals within the be under the direction of Mrs.
county school systenc to at- B. J. Herrin.
tend.
A business -session will
Dr. Jack Rose; Calloway follow to include a report from
County School Superin--Donald Dowdy, president of
tendent, will be the guest the Calloway County Athletic
speaker. Dr. Rose, who Boosters Club. All FTC members are enassumed his position as
, superhitendent en July 1, 1976, couraged to attend as plans' will speak on his reflections of for the remaining year will be
"where the county schools finalized, a FTC spokesman
have been and where the said.

another."
.Lynn and Lydia Wells live
alone, cook and clean house.
Some of the family checks on
them daily and the grandson,
likelyhood of intemperate and
Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
By University. of
Rev. Neils, stops often to see
inconsistent discipline from
+++++
Kentucky County Extension
them. In summer they have
The kitchen is the mother's mothers. - Juanita Amonett,
Agents for Home
garden and can several jars of
domain and when-it-is-peerly- -Paducah.
'Economics
fruits and vegetables. She still
+++++
When cooking brussel equipped, crowded or_awksews and quilts.
A garthent
sprouts, put a walnut in th wardly
arranged,
the
A daughter (the couple had pot. This will prevent a cabhomemaker takes the brunt fabric with' a fairly straight
13 children), Mrs. Addison bage smell as they cook. For 'with a pass-on adverse in- hem can be shortened an
Manley of Morgan County said some reason, it cuts ctown-the fluence on the rest of the amount equal to or greater
her parents always "abided cooking odor - Judy Het- family. Inadequate storage than the hern_depth by simply
by the Golden Rule and told us tirman, Hickman.
lacilities in the kitchen andrall-- Wining,UR thc ezizting lam
children to use it in our lives. I
through the house make it Stitch either by hand or
+++++
remember when we were all
Do you ever get so caught up difficult to maintain and keep machine. This will also imat home and every evening In the pressure and rush of it clean and control clutter. prove the way The garment
after work and supper we'd things that need to be done Lack of storage contributes to hangs. - Dean Roper,
gather around Dad and listen that you.try to live tomorrow low morale - and the Mayfield.
to him read from the Bible'and
_tinitrto_tatore4anseutoLutzusig_
-A-0u
pray. It was:like
this, you cheat yourself of the
us it was so interesting."
Mines that can happen to
rAtcall da• ughter and grandson, there i4414417
gtven
for a time to use
one clay atEatif15""
have been problems. There haplpiness or to lose. What are
was the time -soosii.-after the j?-nu ilea-gloday
rda1re 1.6u
couple Married that the bride glad to be alive? - Sue
tried to tell her husband how Fraser. Bardwell.
to build the chimney to their
+++++
According to a Food and Drug Administration
"little plank house in Possum
The brown recluse spider
f FDA) recorded message on
canned goods, many conHoller."
months
several
for
live
can
sumers have called with questions about the safety of
The bridegroom looked without food. Because of this,
canned foods.
from his perch and said, "I'll the brown recluse is difficult
You can tell an abnormal can by checking four faccrawl down and give you the to eliminate by merely contors
britches now if you think trolling the insects on which it
, • Signs of leaking. The hole that allows the contents
that's the way it ought to be." preys. The most effective of
to leak out of the can also allows bacteria to get in A
stained label may indicate leaking.
How is the couple faring this control is to apply sprays or
cold winter?
• Signs of rust. Do not take a chance, significant
dusts to the spider and the
rusting may indicate a leak or other problem.
"They used bottled gas for web. Lindane is effective in
•Severe dents A severe dent may have broken the
cooking," said Rev. Wells, controlling this pest in homes
can's lining, sprung the seam or it can disguise bulges
"and coal for heating. They and outbuildings. Household
in the lid.
manage to keep warm, sprays containing lindane are
•A 'deformed top or bottom of the can. If the top or
comfOrtable and happy."
available at supermarkets,
bottom of the can gives when you press it, or is bulging
So, here's a valentine wish home and garden centers,
outwards, even ever so slightly, it is abnormal. A northat love, contentment and all hardware stores and other
mal can lid is flat and will not give when pressed with
good things of life continue to retail stores. Some of these
your fingers.
abide in the hearts and home sprays can be applied directly
If you are ever in doubt about a can, FDA advise
of Lynn and Lydia Wells.
taking it back to the store for credit.
from pressurized cans. -

Coffee Cup Chatter

Safety of conned
goods is questioned

Abnormal Bleeding

ers

Chestnut St.

Poulan
Chain
Saw

Health Educator

OD

Just In Time
For Easter

Refreshments of punch,
cake, and mints were served
buffet styIe-at-Thitiftilf)
appointed table overlaid with
an ivory cloth and centered
with a floral arrangement.
Present or sending gifts
were nineteen persons who
were high school friends of the
honoree.
VITAMIN A
itamln A helps keep your
skin smooth end soft. It
protects against night blindness and helps -keep mucous
firm
and
membranes
resistant to •infection. Good.
sources of Vitamin A include:
yellow fruits, greeji and
yellow vegetables, butter.
whole milk, cream, cheddar- ,
type cheese, ice cream, and
liver.

-

-

—3Days Only - Thurs„ Fri„ Sat. —

All Macrame Cori
and Twine
Off
Macrame Beads
Check the Macrame
Buy 5 Macrame
Books and Get
Bunny and Enroll
One FREE!
In The Class

20%

Wild
Raspberry

jewelart

,

Is

For

Where

Uniquo

You

Gat'

a
Croft

Your
Own

Supolsos
To Mak*

Sore

Thorn'

90'.

753-0859

753-7701

Hours 10-5 Mon.thru Sat.

NEW' Whisks up dict born
bare floors or deep pile
ca-rpets. Features con
venient removable dust
pan. Compact-2, 3 size ot
2330
other

Sp"cal Mat looks like
grass . . but wears, like
non' Easy. to clean, toot
DM23

Murray Home and Auto

Except for a woman's
monthly menstrual flow, all
• bleeding is abnormal and
should be investigated to discover whether it has a'simple
or a more serious cause.
Nosebleed, for example, is
, usually the result of breaking more serious condition such as
the „fine capillaries in the pneumonia; tuberculosis or
• ncisirils by too strenuous nose- cancer. The stiurce of such
blbwing. It can usually be bleeding should be identified
stopped by holding the nose by a physician and proper
- firmly between the thumb and treatment given.
Since blood in the stomach.
finger for about five minutes
until the blood has time to or small intestine is turned
clot. It is best not to use brown or black by digestive
- cottager other packing in the juices, the appearapce is one
clue which. aloog with X-ray
nostrils.
An occasional nosebleed of examination,helos doctors to
-__hort duration is not cause for determine the site of the.
alarm, but in more serious bleeding. It may be caused by
form it may be caused by an an ulcer or cancer. Red blood
abnormality in the clotting in the feces may he due to
mechanism of the blood or by intestinal infection, colitis.
cancer or hemorrhiiids2
high •blood pressure.
Abnormal vaginal bleeding.
Similarly, blood in the
sputum may be caused by ir- such as after' menopause. is
...
iiion of the MUCOUS mem- caused- not only by-cancer but
branes of'the upper respire- • by less serious conditions.
The most common cause of
tory tract or it may signal ablood in the urine is urinary
infection but it may also be
due to passing a' kidney stone
or to A.benign or malignant
tumor.
In nearly all types of inter
nal bleeding cancer is a possible cause but by no means
816 Coldwater Rd
-the only, one. The fear of
cancer should never be allowed to hinder prompt diag
nosis and treatment by a
See Us
physician. Any delay dc
creases the possibility-of sueFor Your
cessfultreatment. It may also
lead to anemia if the amount
of blood lost is small hot
steady, or to shock and,even
death if there is hemorrhage.

Miss Patti Miller, Mareth
11th bride-elect of Carl
Hosford, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
shower held on Saturday,
February 19, at seven p. m. at
the home of Mrs. Edna Knight
at 603 Main Street, Murray.
The hostesses for the special
prenuplial occasion were Mrs.
Knight, Miss Donna Knight,
and Miss Gina Starks,
For the event the honoree
chose to wear soft grey pin
striped slacks with a matching
burgundy, grey and white
sweater. For hostesses' gift
corsage was of white carnations tipped in red.
The honoree opened her
many gifts which included the
hostesses' gift of an electric
percolator.

ASTRO TURF 249
DOOR MAT

Ji-eaZth-wise

a

Knight Home Scene Bridal
Shou2er For Patti Miikr.

Couple Married 78 Years
Sinl Maintains Own Home

MurroY
Inlerhout
Coupon 56(

Special
95
$79
`.‘,•

a

LIGHT BULBS
Stdt-dard f,osted n 60 75.
100 watts 60A 75A 100A

with
coupon

Bicycle HANGER
Assortment of steel wood screws, regular
HWS101

out of the way,
Keep,
yet still -easy- :o reach. 16 48

Vacuum Bags
Vanet y of l-400•r

Vd(

mm

hags To ettooSt"

Marcile's
Fashions .

New
Spring
Wardrobe!

Wireless
Lighting
FIXTURE

44

For closet, attic basement,
anywhere. Operates on 4
batteries (not incl ): 200

25-FT.
TROUBLE
LIGHT

577

Industrial Shelving UNIT
.

Outlet on, haJactle
power tools, etc 2rcord for extra rr
Switch
04430c;

Variable torwa“)speed, (:)

to 1300

RPM, powerful 2 5 amp
drills in wood metal,
cement, rnortt

ceramic

Permanent pipe jaws,
placeable steel faces. Preci
sion screw grips tight. 1773

Incl. 1 d $tra,gr,•
box, roundover. cover , 1 8
ining bits •
202-460

,c, garage, baserneot
,
Shdp
kshop
way braces, fully-adjustahle ribbed drnitilo
•
..tielve with rolled erigec for added st;ecrol,
r..irigr.
Easy to assemble. 16-D X.30-WX58'•1--1

1620

'97e.

Jeans &
Jackets

1/2

Price

Jewelry

1/2

Poice

ffl
riliffiffi
7
r
- 11
...a.../
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Billy Starks of Hardin Route
One has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Wanda Fare Johnson of
Almo Route One was,
1 1ebruary 23 from
Com1.\
dismissed
nity Hospital,
the
,
Mayfield.

°upon

Wahoul 'oupon

s9

Seal-A-Ml Bags
Special cook rig ()Ouches in
chiSice 'of 3 s,res 7001,,`273

-

d

.dp f•orn strong tool beei
mat

harp,

Sancl,ng d.sr,s
fes.siona. saq,14,*
'electrical tiro; ii,kl.11 CM 500'
T•

•

,Age.sP Ina; 17 dies, 17 taps, ci,e stork,
t
tan wrench 1--lard cbrome hoist" won't rust
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Prices Good
Through
March 8, 1977
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Field's Regular or All Beef

WIENERS

lb
Rainbow Polish Dill

PICKLES
CHILI

Yellow

ONIONS

With Beans

*FROZEN FOODS*
Frosty Acres Orange

Armour
Duncan Hines

Devil's Food, White, Yellow,
Lemon, Pineapple, Butter Gold Yellow

CAKE MIX

JUICE

TREET

Fox Deluxe

Chicken of the Sea

PIZZA

Pepsi or
7-Up
Per Person
Expires March 8,1977

Jr111 t 1 I.'oupon

Bag79'
l2oz....49
69
3 lb

The _Murray Ledger:& Times
11)1

‘‘ alter I. Apperson, publisher
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OPINION PAGE
Page 5 — Wednesday Afternoon, March 2,1977

R. Gene McCutcheOn, editor

The Crisis That Wasn't

The- Editor's
Notebook

Was Uganda Carter's First?
By JAMES-GERSTENZANG
Working Group and the National
And
Security Council staff.
RICHARD E. MEYER
The prevailing view In both places
Associated Press Writers
and at the Pentagon was that any
API — The
WASHINGTON
military alert, even a precautionary
President left speeific instructions: he
one, might trigger an irrational
wanted to be kept informed, but he
response by Amin against the
didn't want.to be bothered with conAmericans.
stant interruptions.
Regardless, a sense of urgency
His top security man went home to
seemed to grow. At the State Departnurse a cold.
ment, spokesman Frederick Z. Brown
And the _National Security_ _Council
told reporters at 1-p.m. that the safety
• Staff in the Whitt House west wing
AtalleriCifiL5 isa.A.ma_tter_s4 the
debated — was this the Carter id:
..strongest concern." At the same time,
ntsteatien-S Itriker-isis, or-wasn'tit?
White House -Press-Secretary- • JodyThere were shrugs. It was decided to
Powell told reporters: "It is safe to
consider the matter "a situation of
assume the President will do what is
concern.'
both necessary and proper to protect
'The concern- was -about Uganda's
'
American lives-anywhere."
refusal to let 240 Americans leave.
Even as Powell spoke, Idi Amin was
Uganda's intransigence seemed to
sending the White House a message.
have seeds in President Carter's press . And as the National Security Council
conference last Wednesday. It
staff read it, the administration's sense
blossomed early Friday, when
of urgency faded.
President Idi Amin ordered the
Amin said he wanted to thank the
Americans to stay in his East African
Americans "for the excellent work they
nation until he met with them Monday.
have been doing in Uganda." He
It faded over the weekend when Amin
likened the meeting to others he had
postponed the meeting. And it all but
with the British; the Kenyans and
others.
died Tuesday when a young American
tourist stepped across the, Uganda
The National Security Council staff
border into Kenya.
knew the guests at those meetings had
This was no Cuban missile crisis, no
not been harmed.
Business went..on as usual. At 2:30
Mayagoe7 There was no meeting of the
National Security Council. There were
p.m., Carter contributed to a White
no Marine landings. There wasn't even
House drive for blood donations.
a military alert.
But with each Ugandan development,
This was a crisis that didn't happen.
Carter got a briefing from Brzezinski.
Wednesday, Feb. 23. A breezy day in
He asked Brzezinski to keep him
the 50s, blue sky flecked with a few
apprised of changes but not to break up
clouds.
his schedule with a constant flow of
Jimmy Carter stood behind a podium
information.
in the auditorium of the roccoco Old
Saturday, Feb. 26. Another spring
Executive Office Building next door to
day. Carter stayed in seclusion at Camp
the White House, holding his second
David, where he had gone the day
nationally televised news conference as
before. Uganda Radio reported that
President. A reporter asked: "What, if
Amin had never thought of holding the
anything, do you plan to try to do to help
Americans hostage.
victims of political repression in
Brzezinski took the afternoon off. He
countries (other than the Soviet
went home to treat a cold.
Union)?"
Sunday, Feb. 27. Amin postponed his
The President: "Obviously, there are
deprivations of human rights, even
more brutal than the ones on which we
have commented up until now. In
Uganda, the actions there have.
disgusted the entire civilized world...."
Carter's target was *President-ForLife Field Marshall Dr. Idi "Big BOOKS
Tom Hansbury recalls this line: "The
Daddy" Amin. Just seven days earlier,
man who won't read has no advantage
Anglican Archbishop Janani Luvriun
and two of Amin's cabinet ministers over the man who can't read."
had died. Amin said it was an
One Saturday night, when Orson
automobile accident; others suspected
murder. Some said Amin himself had Welles was shooting "The Lady from
Shanghai" for Columbia Pictures, he
killed the three men. He denied it.
They weren't the first remarkable wanted to .have a complete set
repainted and ready for use the
deaths in Uganda.
Before the day of Jimmy Carter's following Monday, relates Robert
news conference was out,"Big Daddy" Parrish in "Growing Up in Hollywood."
Amin accused the United States of "Jack Fier, the production boss, told
plotting his overthrow in collaboration him it was impossible. Welles and some
friends came in on Sunday night, broke
with Tanzania,Israel and Britain.
Thursday, Feb. 24. A stormy day in into the paint department, and did the
work themselves. They also painted a
Washington.
On the far side of Africa, the nuclear huge banner, which they hung over the
carrier Enterprise cruised in the Indian studio entrance: THE ONLY THING
Ocean off East African shores after a WE HAVE TO FEAR IS FIER HIMlong-scheduled visit to Mombassa. It SELF. As the early morning workmen
was tended by two cruisers, a sub- arrived Monday, they saw the sign and
marine and 200 Marines — with too few had a good laugh. That is, all but the
members of the Set-Painters Union,
helicopters to invade anywhere.
In Washington, Uganda's charge who closed the studio with picket lines
d'affaires, Paul C. Chepkurui, who and threatened to keep it closed until a
visited the State Department four times full crew was paid triple time for the
2 years, met with Richard FPO< work done by Welles and his pals. Fier
/
in 21
head of East African Affairs. Post was agreed, put the cost on Welles' personal
worried that Amin's allegations of U.S., bill, and had the union painters hang
Israeli and British involvement in a plot another banner, which read: ALL'S
might endanger the Americans in WELL THAT ENDS WELLES."
Uganda.
There seems to be no shortage of
Friday. Feb. 25. Zbigniew Brzezinski,
the President's national security ad- politicans who retire and write. We can
viser, drove to work at the White House. hardly wait for Irving Wallace to give it
It was 7 a.m. Thursday's storms had all up and go into politics.
. passed. In his office — the old Henry
Kissinger office in the northwest corner
of the west wing — Brzezinski found, as
usual, a CIA summary of world intelligence ..on his desk. But there was
Federal Level
something unusual: news service
reports about something the CIA
U.S. Soo. Welter Dee Ituddleston D
•
3327 Datum Buildup
summary didn't'mention.
Washington, D. C. 20510
The news reports said Amin had
sealed Americans inside Uganda until
U. S. Sen. Woridoll H. Ford 0)
he could meet with them Monday. Amin
4121 Dirtier BeRifing
and
Americans
of
lists
had ordered
Vhistington, 0. C 20510
their property, "including chickens,
US. Rep. Carrel Nobbard, Jr. ID)
goats, pigs ...."
423 Came House Office 11000ag
As Brzezinski read the news reports,
Wasbington, D. C. 205I5
telephone calls went out to National
All U S Senators and Representotwes
and
members
staff
Security Council
may be reached by telephone by chafing
William E. Schaufele Jr., assistant
S Cap.tol
cit L
202 2243)2) where .
secretary of state for African affairs.
operator will connect you with the of
alerted.
But the Pre ;Went wasn't
hoof of your choice
Brzezinski didn't think the reports were
State Level
grave enough for that. In fact, Carter
Store Sem Richard Weiseriberaor ID)
wasn't told about them until Brzezinski
Sive Capitol loading
gave him his regular intelligence
Freelifort ky 40601,
briefing at 8:30 a.m. But then,
or
Brzezinski made the news reports his - Route 7 tioyf'Lld, Ky 42064
first item.
itate Rep. limooth C hues CI)
And Schaufele summoned Chepkurui
State Capitol Building
He
Department.
back to the State
frankfort, Ky. 40601
wanted an explanation. The charge
or
d'affaires said Amin wanted only to
201 S. 3rd St.,./iarray, ly. 47071
reassure the Americans that he ineant
State Rep. lloyd C. Oapp(0)
them no harm.
SW,Capitol Building
The State Department formed a
Freakfort, Ky. 4001
, Special Working Group to monitor the
or
crissstarted
calls
situation. Telephone
P. O.i.. is, Wisp, Ky. 420U
ierossing Washington among the Special

meeting with the— Americans until
Wednesday. Amin offered to let a U.S.
observer attend. The United States
would codsider sending troubleshooter
Talcott Seelye, but eventually abandoned the idea. Carter,leaving a small, stone church
near Camp David, said he hadn't heard
about the change. He told reporters the
United States was watching the
Ugandan situation and "trying not to
upset President Amin."
Monday, Feb. 26. Carter sent-Militia
short message tharilrIng hhn fur-

assur,,nces that the Arnericana would
not be-harmed. By day's end, Uganda
Radio announced that the meeting had
been put off indefinitely.
Tuesday, March 1. The' sun was
shining in Washington. Amin rescinded
his order. saying Americans were "now
free to go ..."
Robert Shinn, 25, of Spring Lake
Heights. N.J., was first to try.
Wearing a T-shirt proclaiming
"Tourism in Uganda," Shinn strode
across the Kenyan border.
--bitin,-Uganda was"a fine-time."

c‘godiv mews
serve•

,

Murray Ledger & Times Editor

Volunteer workers are spreading
over our community to solicit donations
for the Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cross.
Some interesting statistics have been
compiled ta the local chapter on its
service In Calloway County UM year.
702. persons were certified' In
Standard, Advanced and Basic First
Aid. 143 of these received training in
CPR — ca:cliopulinonary resuscitation,
the cla,ss. for .trajaing in saving,heart
attack victims.
— 597 from the age of nine months on
up participated in-the chapter's LearnTo-Swim program in the new park pool
and at the university pool.
— 90 persons enrolled in the
Prospective Parents course.
— 80 persons received instruction in
Basic Canoeing and Smallcraft.

— 30 uniformed volunteers worked in
the local hospital donating 3,161 hours
worth $11,063.50.
— 94 veteran cases produced
$3,341.85 monthly, or $40,102.20 for our
county tlItough Red Cross help.
. —.84 suaargeacy mkiitary -messages

were sent

••

"

— 228 Calloway County citizens
received help in the form of food orders,
coal, shelter, clothing or other forms of .„,,.
,
All of this was made possible by the
donations received by the chapter. The
goal for this year is $10,064. Let's make
sure the goal is exceeded.
0+0
Here are some "fast facts" supplied
by Dr. Bob McGaughey, head of the
department of Journalism, Radio and
TV at Murray State:
In 1975 the newspaper industry
employed 378,500 persons, exceeded in
number only by the steel and the auto
industries.
Phillip R. Turner was promoted to
At present in the United States there
Army Specialist Fourth Class at Fort are 1,750 daily newspapers, 7,500
Leavenworth, Kansas, where he is weeklies and 600 Sunday newspapers.
serving with the First Guard Company. There are 590 magazines in weekend
Al Blum and State Rep. Charlie editions of those newspapers.
Lassiter of Murray and Wallace Sears
Among the dailies, 1,436 are afof New Concord are pictured as they ternoon,339 are morning newspapers.
meet with Kentucky Governor Edward
Weeklies and Sunday editions have
T. Breathitt during Citizens Day in increased in numbers in recent years.
Frankfort.
Dailies have remained constant in
Bob Stubblefield of Murray High
number.
School won the "Best of the Show"
In the year 1959, when most present
award in the Student Art contest held
high school seniors were born there
by the Murray Woman's Club..
were in the United States 4,290,000
Deaths reported include Roy Parks births. In 1-975-the number was down to
and Hertle Lamb.
3,150,00,
Mrs. Jack Trevathan directed the
In., fact, no year since 1959 has exmission study held by the - Woman's ceeded it in birth rate. The present high
Missionary Union of the Locust Grove
school age group, 15 to 19, comprises 9.8
Baptist Church.
per cent of the total population of the
United States, the highest percentages
ever for that group:'Included in the
bracket are 20,800,000.
0+0
.Carolyn Dafarty, Murray State
Talk about inflation. Even mailing in
College student from Iran, spoke at the
a tax return costs 30 per cent more than
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
it did in recent years.
She was introduced by Jimmy Wilson of
the International Service Committee.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Aud
Donelson.
Speakers at the West Fork Baptist
Church Bible Institute will be the
Reverends T. M. Sills, J. H. Thurman,
E. R. Taylor, 'Raymond Baker, Galen
Hargrove, and T. L. Campbell. according to the pastor, the Rev. John J.
The %turas ledger & Tunes is published
esers afternoon es, ept SU/Ida/el Juls 4 Christ
Gough.
inas Ilin Sr. Veer s !Nis and Tbank.sgis ing be
New Concord beat Lynn Grove and
Murrill!. Newspapers. ini I0.1N 4th St Murres
43)71
South Marshall beat Murray Training
Sel,/nd (lass Postdge Pind
Murriis Ks
School in the third session of the Fourth
420;1
SURS4'HIPTIl IN HATES In areas sersed bs
District, Basketball Tournament.
earners. $2 50 per month. payable in advance
Harold Wilkins got 20 for South MarBs
roma, end io I4enton Hdrdin Mas‘teld Se.taiia effifi Farmington. Ks and
shall, Buchanan got 20 for New ConPuna. Buchanan and Pury ear. Tenn , $1750 per
cord, and McNeely got 23 and Warren
year By miut to°User destinattotts, Pr= per
year
got 21 for Lynn Grove.
Menit*r . •
Jilted
s Pro:,.
The Murray Drive-In Theatre is
at
Southern
,iwper Publishers
.1vwx
ion
at
showing two features — "Return of
Jack Slade" and "Passion."

10 Years Ago

20 Years ALro

Funny'World
Funny

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

BrOENE-ilfeCUTCHEON
.
14:4a.4.3

The Murray
Ledger.& Times-

HEARTLINE
HEARTIANE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and
my husband and I are both retired and
drawing our Social Security benefits. I
would love to get in a pen pal club so I
could write other ladies about my age
Obviously. I do not want a matchmaker
club, so if you could help I would appreciate it. S. N.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed,
its own pen pal club exclusively for
people over 50. This club has thousands
of members ( male and female )
throughout the country.
For complete information, write to:
Heartline American 60 Club, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
next month. I have a 10 per cent service-connected disability and ,am
receiving $38 montOly compensation
Next month I will be eligible for a nonservice-connected disability pension
Will I be eligible to receive my present
comdisability
service-connected
pensation and, a new non-serviceconnected,disability pension? C. R.
ANSWER: No, you can not- collect
both of these benefits at the same time
You will only be eligible to receive the
larger of the two.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
both 64 years old. We are retired and
drawing our Social Security benefits
During 1976, both of us worked on a
past-time basis while drawing Social
Security. My husband earned $2,100 and
I earned $1,200. We have about POO per
year in interest income. Would we have
to file a federal income tax return'
ANSWER: Since you and your

Bible Thought
Being then made free from sin
ye became the servants of righteousness. Romans 6:18.
C.od frees us from the bondage
sin to go out and serve Though
continue to sin we know forgo.,
ness

husband's total income for the year is
only $3,400, you would not be required to
file a tax return. A married couple in
which both people are under 65 can
have total earnings up to $3,600 before
they would have to file a federal income
tax return.
However, if either your or your
husband's employer withheld federal
income tax from your paychecks and
either of you is due a ierund, you must
file a federal tax return to receive it.
This is the case with anyone, regardless
of age or income.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today. is Wednesday, March 2, the
61st day of 1977. There are 304 days left
in the year.
.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1836, Texas
proclaimed independence from Mexico.
On this date:
In 1585, Sir Francis Drake left Britain
for the West Indies as a privateer.
In 1775, colonists in Providence, R.I.,
publicly burned 300 pounds of British
documents and tea.
..
In 1776, American Marines fought
their first battle, capturing a British
fort in the Bahamas.
In 1861, Dakota was organized as a
.
U.S. territory.
In 1949, an American B-50 Superfort
landed at Fort Worth, Texas, after
completing the first nonstop • flight
around the world.
In 1962, there was.a military coup in
,Burma in which Premier U Nu was
overthrown by General Ne Win.
Ten years ago: Sen. Robert Kennedy
of New York proposed a suspension of
bombing of North Vietnam to
)
America
open the ay to peace talks. '
Five y ars ago: In the biggest narcotics haul up to that time, French
customs agents seized nearly half a ton
of heroin from a shrimp boat in the
Marseilles area.
One year ago: Jimmy Carter won the
presidential primary
Democratic
election in Vermont. •
.
Today's birthdays: Television
producer Desi Arnaz is 60. Former,
movie star Jennifer Jones is 58.
Thought for today: The sensible man'
is not impressed by what conventional
people do or say. — Buddha, Indian
philosopher, about 563-483 B.C.
1'
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Let's Stay Well

The Incidence
Of Caner
Blasingame
cancer deaths involved men; 45 inBy F. J. L. Blasingame, M. D.
volved women.
Q: Mr. A'. A. wants to know if cancer
The reasons for most of these
and cancer deaths are more frequent
changes are obscure
now in the United States. He also wants
to know which cancers are becoming
Jealousy Stems from Insecurity
more common and whether they are
Q - Ms. P,..McM. has been dating a
affecting men and women at the same
young man for the past several months:
rate. .
.He proposed marriage recently, but she
A. According to the American Cancer
is reluctant to accept because he is
Society ( ACSI, 377,000 Americans died
extremely jealous. She asks what
of cancer in 1976, and the 1977 death toll
causes jealousy and whether it can be
from malignancies is expected to rise to
relieved or cured.
about 385,000.
A. Insight on the part of a jealous
About 1,030,000 persons will learn this
person,is perhaps the best hope of relief
year for the first time that they have. or cure. Jealousy must be understood
cancers; 300,000 of these cancers will be
as a sign of insecurity, rather than
of the skin.
strength, that comes from fear anxiety
ACS estimates that 115,000 of the
Jealousy damages or destroys love
victims who will die of cancer during
rather than enhancing or preserving it.
1977 could have survived if they had
Love can and sheuld exist without
received earlier diagnosis and apjealousy. Such love is wholesome and
propriate treatment. These two factors
healthy between stron ripersons.
are important in every case of cancer.
One person has no fright to possess
Lung cancer in men has increased 125
another, as jealousy often implies. A
per cent over the last 25 years. There
secure person can survive the loss of
have been smaller increases in cancers
one love and learn to enjoy another one.
of the'prostate, pancreas, bladder and
In a sense, jealousy produces a
colon, but cancer of the stomach has
miserablel,state for all parties condecreased.
cerned. To a significant degree,
In women, lung'cancer has steadily
jealousy becomes a habit that can be
grown more common. Breast arod colon
broken if it is looked upon as a wasteful,
malignancies have remained about the
dangerous sign of insecurity. An unsame, but cancers of the stomach,
derstanding of jealousy can break the
bladder and cervix have declined.
habit and bring a calm and reassurance
Regular checkups and "Pap" smears
that takes over from frustration and
resulted in the drop in cervical cancers
doubt.
of the uterus .
Copyright, 1977, United Feature
During 1976, 55 out of every 100
Syndicate, Inc.
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—The impact of coffee was
clear when prices at the start
of this March were compared
with those a year earlier. On
an overall basis, the
marketbasket bill, including _
coffee, was up at the
store an average of 11 per
cent. When coffee was
removed from the list and the
1976 and ,1977 totals were
compared, the average
increase in the bill at the
checklist store was - only 2 per
cent.
—The list of items increasing during February was
led br orange juice, reflecting
concern about the size of the
_
—The_rnartietbas
,Arostadamagedflot Kr211,-ent up at the rhei..klist stare
-Eggs, which had
in seven cities during creased in -December andFebruary, with an average January,. decreased at the
rise of 2.3 per cent. The bill checklist store in 12 came.
doWfr 'at-the-checklist cluing Feburaryvand
store in six cities, decreasing unchanged at the checklist •
an average of 1.9 per cent. On store in the 13th city.
an overall basis, the
The items on the AP
marketbasket bill at the checklist were: chopped
checklist store rose an chuck, center cut pork chops,
average of just under half a frozen orange juice conper cent.
centrate, coffee, paper towels,
—A—comparison of prices butter, Grade-A medium
now with those atthe start of 'white eggs, creamy peanut
the survey showed the butter, laundry detergent,
marketbasket bill increased fabric softener, tomato sauce,
at- the checklist store in-every chocolate chip cookies, milk,..,
city,
, rising an average of 44 frankfurters and granulated
per cent. In dollars-and-cents sugar.
terms, the biggest increases
The -cities checked wet •
during the past year have Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta,
come in the price of coffee, Ga., Boston, Chicago, Dallas,
now over 63 a pound in four Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
cities and expected to go New York, Philadelphia,
higher to reflect new boosts in Providence, Salt Lake City
wholesale prices.
and Seattle.

The family grocery bill
increased again last month,
rising to a levet almost 41 per
- cent higher than it was four
years ago, an Associated
Press marketbasket survey
—sllosvs-•
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
food and nonfood items,
checked -the-price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973 and has
recnecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month.
Among the findings in the
:
latest Stirire-Y.

If there are any doubters,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Capitalizing on the pet rock Pentecost said he would be
craze, a 27-year old Louisville able to verify that the soil is
man hopes to get rich by from Plains through -perselling dirt — just plain dirt — sonal testimony" from the
be_ says has aesthetic people he gets it from. And if
that's not enough, buyers can
qualities.
Actually, it's Plains dirt -- have it tested-scientifically;he
soil from Plains, Ga., said.
President Carter's hometown, "But all you've got to do
that Robert Pentecost is really is look at it," he said.
"I've never seen soil like it
selling.
He ran advertisements in anywhere in- my life, if the
two Louisville newspapers on money's in it, we will obtain
Tuesday to test public in- sworn statements from the
terest. If he gets a good individuals in the area."
response, Pentecost Says-he's
rentatost, -who de
going to plunge heart and soul himself as a retired truck into the endeavor.
driver and self employed
The ad proclaimed thatfor a businessman, has been in the
modest price, you can buy mail order business before.
"Your very own piece of He's placed ads before in The
Plains,Georgia.
and
Courier-Journal
"Use it as a paper weight,or Louisville Times, says. ada conversation piece at home vertising ombudsidan Vernon
-Or -office. It SUM draws _the johnstoni ;ribose 'ah is to inattention."
sure truth in advertising.
He guarantees the soil
"I guess it's aesthetic,"
sold by the cubic inch — is Pentecost said. "It depends on
the
from
President's your viewpoint. I feel like
hometown and offers a money- Jinupy Carter is down to
back guarantee.
earth, and this is a momento
"I've got mine. How would to him. Anyone that shares
• you like to own a 'chunk of that feeling might feel like
Plains,Ga.,too?" the ad says. they want to have it in their
• -You'll receive exactly one home. Anybody that doesn't
cubic inch of'genuine' Plains, live in that area will be surGa.,soil." .
•
prised by the color. It's really
The soil, it says,"comes to very red."
• you safely sealed in- plastic,
The ad contains an order
permanently protected and form .that has a mailing
will not Seep out.
address and states that one
"Shake it. The soil moves cubic inch of Plains soil can be
around for your close purchased for_41,00 pius._50
inspection. Your cubic inch of cents postage, two cubic insoil is proudly labeled so that ches for $5.50 and three for
all will know you are a genuine $7,50.
Plains,Ga., property owner."
Johnson said guarantees
The ad states that the soil is loch as the one contained in
• -guaranteed to please" but the ad aren't taken lightly by
that if it doesn't,"send it back the newspapers.
- --and well-refund your money." "We go into-them as far as
. It adds that' the soil supply is our investigation can take
limite4"
us," he said. "He recently
- And it is, Pentecost said in organized this type of
an interView. He went to organization, and we have no
Plains recently ,and made reason to believe it is anything
arrangements with some other than a bonafide offer.
residents there and brought
"It's an enterprise, and we
back 1,500 cubic inchls of soil. hope it works," Pentecost
If he Sells it all, he'll bring said. "I guess the-pet rock had
back a 'truckload next time, something to do with it.,But
Pentecost said.
this idea just kind of fell into
"Right now, it's just a test. place."
We are trying to establish the
If it catches on, Pentecost
desire for the product. But says he hopes no one will try to
I've had a lot of calls move in on his idea.
already," he said, only hours "You can't patent an idea
after the ad appeareth
like this," he Said.
•We make an arrangement
with the people down there.
Hog Market
They will be willing to testify,
Federe State Market Ne‘is Set'vire
if there's any question, that March ..., 1977
the soil is from Plains," Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report In.
11 Buying Stations
Pentecost said. "It all can be Receipts. ludes
Act. 521 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts
.75-100
Higher
sows steady .50
verified. We just went down
higher
there and found a location and US1-2 200-230 lbs . $38.75.39.00 few 39.25
$36.50-36.75
obtained vthe soil. No one was US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
$37/5-36.50
paid."
.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs
$36 75-37.75
Bat if the venture proves Sows
US 1-2 270450lbs
successful, Pentecost says US 1-3300-450
lbs.
he'll probably have to pay for US 1-3450450 lbs.
US24839-6091ba.
futurrriehts to Plains soil.
Boars 11.,00-20.56
I
•

Grocery shoppers ore getting smarter everyday. They
shop for value. They look for cpssality products that have
been value-priced. That is, the best products at the best
prices. High food prices are no joke and smart shoppers
see right through the 'so-called specials so we know we
can't fool you. Mere is our VAttft•PataD GUARANTfE: We
guarantee that our meats are only U.S.D.A. Choice grades
and are VALUE-PRICED. We guarantee that our everyday

These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
Queen of Scot

Coffee Creamer

20°Lb.
Armour Veribest
Family Pack

PORK STEAK

1---

-

101111W

U.S.D.A. Choice

--

Sirloin Steak

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Bar Soap

Tone
BSarzte
h

3/794

Expires 2-8-7/
Good Only At Storey's

Limit I Per Family

Glad

Wrap

Licoid
Food Storage

Extra-Wide

I

150 ft. Ro11484
Expires 2-8-77
Good Only At skim's

COUPON

t 1 Per Family

250:80,19

, Phase ill

4

Expires.2-8-77
Good oily At stereo

Wisk
-

2/4V-

Both
size
Expires 2 8 77
.Good Only At Storey's

2G01 $199
Expires 2-8 77
Good Only Al Slorey s

Limit 1 r'er F

Mrs.
Butterworth's

Wesso

• Syrup
24 oz Bot 894:,

60.dt
7
4
14
22ox
xpfr
:
il s28.
t ;
osiy Al Stony
's

COUPO

Limit I Per Family

Expires 2 3 77
Good Only AI Storeys

Oil
48-oz. So
Expires 2-8
Good Only At Sto

Kentucky Delegation One
Of Largest In Washington

shelf•prices are VALUE-PRICED so that in the long run your
food bill will be lower at Storey's. We challenge you to
shop Storey's end compare our everyday, VALUE-PRICED,
low shelf prices.

4 roll

72`

51b

81`

woz16`
I 6 oz

Limit 2 Per Customer With 7.50 Add.
Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

1)0 mino

Sugar
Philadelphia

Cream Cheese

-

3 Breast Quarters
3 Leg Quarters
2 Giblets
Fleichmann's Twin Pock

Egg Beaters

46

FRANKFORT;Ky. CAP) — security," he said. "The
When Gov. Julian Carroll goes governor does not determine
to the National Governors' it, the (state) Department of
Justice does totally." ,
Conference, he goes big.
The governor has been
The Kentucky delegation to
the winter meeting at under criticism for the
Washington totals 20, which number of troopers he uses as
might-be the largest of any security. He has referred
queriesto thejustice agency.
state.
Nichols said Mrs. Carroll is
But John Nichols, press
secretary to Carroll, said the along to attend tctivities for
Living is not that easy and all wives of governors,"which
every person • on hand is they are expected to attend."
One affair included a
justified.
For one thing, he said by reception at the British
and
telephone from the capital, Embassy
another
Carroll heads a committee "of scheduled Tuesday night was
greatest interest to the federal an evening with President and
Mrs. Carter at the White
bureaucracy."
It is the National Resources House.
£avito.ninatal _ Nichols also said all 2A)in the_
sad
Kentucky entourage did not
Management Committee.
The involvement by The arrive
governor determines the are not going back to this state
number of people who have to at the same time.
Carroll was scheduled to
shoulder the _load for the
testify Wednesday morning
state," Nichols said.
Carroll and his wife are before a Senate subcommittee
staying in a suite in the on the federal strip mining
Regency-Hyatt Hotel where bill.
Several legislators were on
the conference is being held.
That reportedly costs $230 hand in Washington—including state Sens. William
daily.
Other Kentucky delegates Quinlan of Louisville, Sen.
are in single and double Walter Strong of Beattyville,
rooms, reportedly costing up Rep. William McBee of
to $54 a day. Nichols said his Burlington and Rep. Jerry
Kleier of Louisville.
cost $38.
All
head
respective
The press secretary said the
state is footing the entire bill, committees on welfare and
but that he cannot at this time public utilities.
"The governor. makes it _a
confirm any costs. ---Along with Carroll and state practice to bring with him
officials are four statt 'legislators who can help mike
troopers, though Nichols Judgments on the impact of
declined to confirm the governors' conference activity as it relates to our
number.
"We're not discussing state," Nichols said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The No. 1 mine under Big
"I don't know how they could Block Mountain has not
forget so fast," says the widow produced coal since the blasts,
of one of 26 men killed a year but the other two mines have.
4g0
inonth
MTWOW111be-Shiit'llown
-01te- of
Kentucky's worst mining March 9 and March 10 by Blue
disasters. "It don't make me Diamond Coal Co. of Knoxfeel too good, I can tell you ville, Tenn., which owns
that."
Scotia, as "commemoration
Glenna Sturgill is bitter, days."
confused and "real sorrowful" . "This is something I will
that no commemorative never forget. And I don't see
ceremony is planned for her how other coal mine families
husband and the other men could forget either," Mrs.
Who died in a Letcher County Sturgill said.
coal mine last March.
Since the bodies were
James Sturgill, 48, her
husband, was killed in the removed from the pit, state
second of two methane gas and federal teams have
explosions in Scotia Coal Co. worked their way back into
No. 1 mine last March 11. the 3't mile shaft — about
Sturgill and 12 other men went 1,400 feet beneath the surface
into the No. 1 mine two days of the mountain — and have
after an explosion in the same reached the area, known as
pit killed 15 men. They'd gone "two-southeast mains,"
both _ explosions_
.in to make repairs so that a where
federal team could investigate originated.
But investigators still don't
the first explosion.
Within a few hours of the know what ignited the
time they entered the mine, -nethane. Ironically, they say
however, another explosion it may be sometime this
rocked the pit. Sturgill and 10. month — a year after the
other men died, and two disasters — when they are
crawled to safety, saved from Ole to pinpoint the cause of
the concussion of the blast by he explosions.
Mrs. Sturgill said she will
a wall.
Letcher County Judge Estill spend March II at the
Blair says the community •emetery where her husband
wants to forget its worst 13 buried.
tragedy in history and for that
reason plans no "year after
ceremony." The Scotia
Employes Association, which
represents. the miners,
decided to place flowers on the
graves but to hold no service.
"I think they should have
something," Mrs. Sturgill said
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)--in a telephone interview from
Louisville industrial conher home at Eoila, just down
sultant Ed Jacobs has Obthe road from Oven Fork
tained initial approval from
where the mine in which her
Saudi Arabia for plans to
husband died is located.
"I'll tell you. They might construct a $22 million
polyurethane manufacturing
could forget that easy, but I
plant in the Middle East
can't," she said; weeping.
nation.
And the othr widows can't
either. But this happens down 'Jacobs, president of Ed
here. People are used to it, I Jacobs & Associates, said
guess.
Tuesday he is seeking either
"1 don't know why they an American or German firm
don't want to do anything, to participate in the project.
unless they are just trying to He said he: is confident the
forget, to block it our of their plant can be operating within
minds, and I can't understand about a year.
anything like that," she said.
The 45,000-square-foot
"I live with the memories of
proposed plant is aimed at
'Jim day in and day out."
giving the Saudi Arabians,a
She-said she had thouglit.7
the
---- chance to capitalize on their
Scotia Employes Association,
oil resources by converting
the union that represents the
some of the oil into a more
miners, would have planned
sophisticated petrochemical
something because "it could
product.
happen to them tomorrow.
Their time could come
Polyurethane is a common
tomorrow, and it seems like foam product that can be used
everyone has seemed to block as insulation, in waterproofing
it out. of their minds, tried to and in manufacture of various
forget. I just don't know."
product+ ranging from fur..The bodies of Mrs. Sturgill's niture. to automotive and
husband and the other 10 aircraft parts.

Middle East Plant

Gains Preliminary

Approval By Jacobs

Armour Veribest Boneless Boston Butt

COUPON
iimitr Per Foinity

Sani48.oz Bo
Expire!. 2-8-77
6sod 0110 It Stwey's
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Fred Overton Named As
OVC's 'Coach Of Year'
league. They are the people
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportstditor you are battling night in and
Fred Overton lives by night out," Overton said.
"When those people choose
philosophy.
One of his favorites has been you as the coach of the year, it.
this: **Get up every morning has a lot more meaning. These
and tell yourself something are the people who really
good is going to happen and know what takes place and
what it entails to bring the
sooner or later it will."
%.• During his first two years as club along and in their mind,
basketball coach at Murray you do as good or better .of a
University, Fred job than anyone else in the
State
Overton did exactly that every league," Overton added.
Overton had words of praise
morning. Not too many good
things happened as his teams for Jim Calvin, the assistant
struggled to-1046-8nd 9-47-- easel and-et**drawl-Abe hos&
records during those two recruiter.
'I'm just tiekled tu deatti to
5 1130115
But this year, thanks to an have a guy like Jim Calvin as
outstanding group of new my assistant coach. He went
recruits; something good has out and made it possible fOriis
happened. Murray State is 17- to have the kind of people we
9 on the year and the Racers have. There's no way you can
finished in a tie for second in make it without having good
the Ohio Valley Conference people around you.
"Jim Calvin has certainly
with a 9-5 league mark.
Because of that success, proven he can recruit with
Overton has been named as anyone in the country,"
.the co-Coach of the Year in the Overton said.
Overton also praised his
Ohio Valley Conference along
with Jimmy Earle of Middle players for their attitude
during the season.
Tennessee.
"The kids we have are
Of course the first thing
that comes to mind when you special to me. They work
receive such an honor is that hard, they put in as much
you have an awfully good dedication as possible and
feeling because it was selected they've never given up in all
by the other coaches in the those close games we've had.

They certainly are the ones to
be commended.
"I never really thought
about being the Coach of the
Year. Some people had
mentioned to me that I might
get the honor but the only

Fred Overton
thing I was interested in was
turning this program around
to where we would be competitive and have a fall house.
We wanted people to go away
and feel like they were entertained for a couple of hours
and got their money's worth.

"To some degree, we have
achieved the goal this year.
The only real disappointing
loss to me was the, one_t_c_
Western Kentucky on our
court.
"I can handle the other
losses because they were
either on the road or to a
better team. The Western
game is really the only one of
our nine losses that I felt we
should have won," Overton
added.
The Racers will go into OVC
at
play
Tournament
Clarksvrtle FT-kW-with- a
three-game losing skid.
MIMI was upset 1342-kt
home by Western, then fell 7470 at Middle Tennessee before
losing 99-88 to Anstin Peay in
the MSU Sports Arena_ this
past Saturday.
Despite losing to The Peay
by 11 points Saturday, Overton
is optimistic about Friday's
game against the Governors.
"Personally, I feel if anyone
is going to beat them, it will be
easier to do it Friday than it
would Saturday. If they get in
the championship game and
are only a win away from the
NCAA Mideast Regional, I
don't think anyone can stop
them.
going to
''But if anyone is.

Barry, Wicks Engage
In Fisticuffs On Floor

High Schools Can't Ho!
Spring Football Practic
Through their efforts, there
was a new vote. It needed a
two-thirds majority to pass
and it failed. Here too, begins
another problem.
Every school in Kentucky,
with the exception of girls'
schools, was allowed to vote
on the proposal. That meant
schools such as Fancy Farm,
Wingo or any other school
without a football program
could vote on the issue.
By The Associated Press
There is no more spring
"Maybe they don't have a
NationaJ Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
football practice, for Murray provision for' something like
Atlantic Division
High or any other school in the this. But on soccer and
W L Pct. GB
volleyball amendments, only
state of Kentucky.
36 ,_2.3 .610
Philphia
"Last spring at the State those schools with those
31 31 .500 6L2
Boston
•2 Track Meet, I heard the programs were allowed to
28 34 .452 9,
NY Knks
23 38 .377 14
Buffalo
Kentucky High School Athletic vote," Hine said.
2
29 42 .323 17,
NY Nets
"Why not allow only schools
Association was going to- do
Central Division
away with spring football with football to vote on the
36 24 .600
Washton
33 26 .559 2'1 practice," Murray High grid football proposals?" asked
Houston
34 28 .548 3
S Anton
Hine.
coach John Hina said.
31 27 .534 4
Cleve
"I feel too if they are going
2
104
.426
35
26
N Orins
In the fall of 1976, Hine to limit one sport, then why
-2
12,
.397
38
25
Atlanta
received a letter, making the not have a beginning and
WESTERN CONFERENCE
rumor official.
Midwest Division
ending point for all sports?"
Bylaw 27 of Section II cif the
41 20 .672 —
Denver
The new bylaw to Article
37 26 .587 5
Detroit
KHSAA says that no longer
if a
31 31 .500 10't will spring football practice be Two says nothing about
Kan City
school may have winter
28 34 .452 1342
Chicago
where
27 35 .435 14L2 permitted. And there is
Indiana
weight programs or modified
the problem begins.
21 44 .323 22
Milwkee
practice sessions without
Pacific Division
"Inthe latter part of the fall, equipment.
39 22 .639
Los Ang
myself and .some other
So then comes another
38 25 .603 2
Portland
coaches along with some issue:
35 28 .556 5
Goldn St
principals tried to get the "We at Murray High house
31 32 .492 9
Seattle
26 34 .433 12',2 article amended that at of grades nine through 12. I
Phoenix
Tuesday's Results
January 1,- 1977, schools that.asked if I could have football
Golden State 101, Boston 94
have football programs would practice for this year's freshNew York Nets 104, Buffalo
be allowed to practice, man group,since none of them
95
San Antonio 132, New York beginning on the Monday after, have played at a varsity level
Knicks' 127
the Regional Weestling before.
Los Angeles 92, Atlanta 90
Tournament and ending by
"So I wrote to the comChicago 102, Indiana 85
March 21," Hine said.
missioner, Tom Mills, and
Denver 110, Detroit 94
Kansas City 126, New Orleans
One of the stipulations of the asked him to reply to me as
104
amendment was that a quickly as possible and also to
offered
107
Philadelphia
108,
Portland
Games
team could have no more than send copies of. his reply to
Wednesday's
other member schools," Hina
Kansas City at New York 15 outdpor practices.
Nets
and high said.
coaches
Several
Denver 'at Washington
Hina also asked if junior
school principals in Western
Buffalo at Indiana
Kentucky pushed for the highs could have spring
Los Angeles at Houston
practice.
Chicago at Phoenix
amendment.

Pro Cage
Standings

One group is running
through tires, another group is
working on defensive drills
and yet another group is
learning more sound football
fundamentals.
Every spring, people come
out and watch football
practice at Murray High.
Afterall, it's part of a
tradition. But that tradition is
no longer.

PORTS

beat them, then Austin Peay
must be a little off somewhere
in their game. And if they
were to experience something
likethat, It probably would be
in their first game."
Overton said he plans to
have some changes for
Friday.
"We're definitely going to
play a different type game
than we played here. We're
By ALEX SACHARE
not going to stall around but
AP Sports Writer
we are going to have to keep
Larry O'Brien is not getting
them from scoring up around
his message across. Or maybe
90 points or more.
it lust takes a while to sink in.
-.IV-games they have lost
Just one daY after the
have been in the 60-70 point
Basketball
National
range-.-Weore-geing-totaveto. -Assuciatitni commissionercontrol the tempo on them.
"I feel very confident about
Bowling
the game and really, I don't-Standings
know what makes me feel that
Sunday Couples
way. I feel more confident
Bowling League
about this one than the one on
L
W
Team
25
55
night.
Foirsome
Saturday
floor
Fearless
our own
31
49
Losers
Born
"We've got the stuff to beat
37
43
Meta
2
1
3944 40/
Horny Toads
them. And I have a lot of
41
39
Seldoms
confidence in our kids. I just
42
38
Monldes
Funky
2
/
4 471
32,
Udowthables
hope we will have people who
60
24
Truckers
us
support
and
down
will go
High'Nam Game(SC)
CO
Friday night. You never know, Fearless Foursome
619
Born Losers
our season might go on
617
Born Losers
High Team Game(HC)
through Louisiana (Mideast
796
oursome
rs
Feari
Regional).
788
Born
756
be
could
Untouchables
"I think there
Team Series(SC)
High
left,"
another • miracle
1821
Born loses!,
1793
Overton said.
4Fesirless Foursome
'

Long Tradition Ends For Murray High

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's a beautiful spring day
and there are small groups of
young men wearing shoulder
Pads.

MITRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

gives you a chance to work
with kids on basic fundamentals and working them
into positions where you feel
they will fit the best.
"Now, I will have to do that
But junior highs (grades in the fall, which really, we did
seven through nine in one in the fall anyway. But now.we
building) are not considered will have to do it‘nore so and
members of the KHSAA. That much quicker.
simply means that schools
"In the spring, you don't
such as Marshall County and have a varsity football game
Paducah Tilitinitin",--tilireh- tieing YOu on 'Friday night."
house only grades 10-12, could
All in all, it simply means
then have spring practice for much more work and much
more hurrying at a time when
freshmen.
The ruling simply means the the temperature and humidity
decision for spring practice at is at its greatest.
"I'm really kind of lost,"
junior high is simply left up to
Hine said.
local officials.
"This is the first time since I
"I don't feel that's fair," began coaching that I haven't
Hina said.
been involved in spring
"Because we have grades football practice. It's sort of
nine through 12, it seems they like someone cut off my left
are penalizing our school arm," Hina said.
organization. If we allowed
One of the reasons spring
our ninth graders to play on football was eliminated was to
the varsity level during their keep from interfering with
freshman year, it would be other spring sports. However,
different," he added.
at Murray High, spring
Another problem: When can practice was over last year
practice begin?
March 26 and did not interfere
"We could start our practice with tennis, track, golf or
last
the
after
the first Monday
baseball.
day of school. That would
Hine said his spring pracmean we would be having our tice sessions in the past have
'spring practice' beginning on always ended by April 1.
June 6.
"I know in any kind of
"That would interfere with organization it's very hard to
,American Legion baseball and rule and control all the many
with the local summer issues and phases athletics go
leagues. We certainly don't through," Hina said.
want to do that.
"The KHSAA has my ad"We usually begin our fall miration for Ihe many wonpractice the first Monday in derful things they've done for
August but as of July 1, our sports. I'm a friend and a
fieldhouse is open for those strong supporter of the
who want to work on weight KHSAA.
programs."
"But even though I'm in a
Just how valuable has minority, I feel they've done
spring practice been?
something wrong with the
"The most valuable thing elimination of spring football
about spring practice is that it practice," Hina added.
According to Mills, because
Murray High includes grades
nine through 12, the ninth
graders could not have spring
practice.

Horny Toads.
High Team Series(HC)
Born Losers
Fearless Foursome
Honry Toads
High Ind. Game(SC)
Men .
Toby Alter
Toby Allen
Toby Aller
Women
Nancy Todd
i
Nancy Todd
Vicki Overby
High hid. Game(HC)
Men
Toby Alter
Sandi
Ttm
Randy McMillen
- Women
Nancy Todd
Vicki Oferby
Linda Eldndge
High Ind.Series(SC)
Men
Toby Alien
Bill Houghton
Tim Smith
Jellies Holland
Women
Nancy Todd
Kathy Zea
Vickie Holland
High Ind.Series(HC1
Men
.
,
Toby Aller
as Houghton
Randy McMillen
Women
Nancy Todd
Debbie Lindsey
Vicki Overby
._ _IRO Averages__
Toby Aller
Lloyd Todd
Kenneth Perry
Joe Orlando ... . .
.....
Kathy Zee
Nancy Todd
Jane Houghton
Vickie Holland.

issued a ringing edict to Western Conference.

1

Balls 102, Pacers 85
coaches and players against
Rookie Scott May scored a
outbreaks of violence on the
court, Sidney Wicks of the career-high 25 points and
Boston Celtics knocked down Wilbur Holland had 22 as the
Gold& States Rick Barry- Bulls --posted their lemetil
with a looping right and straight victory and handed
players- from -.both henches-indiana, its fourth _straight
joined in the fracas at the loss.
Spurs 132, Knicks 127
Hartford, Conn. Civic Center,
Larry -Kenon scird
where the Warriors beat
and George Gervin 28
points
night.
Tuesday
101-94
Boston
The fight broke out with 3:54 as San Antonio posted its
to go in the fourth period of the seventh victory in the last nine
games, pouring in 77 points in
intensely played game.
"He (Wicks) was grabbing the second half.
me the previous two times
down the floor and we couldn't
get a call," said Barry."When
he did it again, I pushed him
away with my arm and
evidently my elbow caught
him in the face. Then he
started swinging."
A subdued Wicks did not
MADISONVILLE,Ky.(AP)
dispute that account.
The Kentucky Supreme
—
face
the
"He caught me in
1543
has struck down a lower
Court
with his elbow and I went after
ruling that permitted a
court
2323 him, that's all," he said. "It
2236
Madisonville, Ky. North
2164 was just one of those flash
Hopkins High School junior to
things."
participate in interscholastic
Both men were ejected from
215
214 the game, and they may well sports.
190
A Hopkins Circuit Court
be hearing from the comjudge ruled last August that
182 missioner's office shortly.
176
Todd Shadowen could par154
ticipate in interscholastic
Blazers 108,76ers 107
from an sports even though he moved
rallied
Philadelphia
733
Union County to
225 18-point deficit to go ahead from
215 107-106 on Henry Bibby's Madisonville over the sum217 basket with 1:18 remaining, mer.
210 but missed a chance to clinch
With the announcement of
198
high court's ruling, the
the
Caldwell
when
the victory
free throws Kentucky High School Athletic
two
blew
Jones,
619
Association (KHSAA) imwith 18 seconds left.
464
mediately suspended North
464
Hopkins from participation in
Nuggets 110,Pistons 94
489
David Thompson scored 13 interscholastic sports. That
419
412 points when Denver reeled off means the school is barred
20 in a row late in the fourth from participation in the
673 quarter. The victory gave the ongoing district basketball
596
Nuggets a five-game lead over. tournaments.
584
KHSAA rules require a 36Detroit in the Midwest
594 Division.
week wait before a tran555
sferring student may parKings 126, Jazz 104
553
Ron Boone
Brian..
Shadowen, who plaYi- bOth-177 and Bill Robinzine combined
163
points as Kansas City football and basketball, and
153 for 71
255 moved 'to the .500 mark and his father obtained the court
game ahead of restraining order against the
154 one-half
150 Seattle in their scramble for Hopkins County Board of
135
the final playoff berth in the Education.

North Hopkins
Suspended In
Tourney Play
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Loyola Of Chicago Pulls Off
Shocker, Oral Roberts Upset
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Although Detroit stubbed its
toe on the final hurdle, Coach
Dick Vitale still is hoping for a
telephone call from the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association and a post-season
basketball bid.
"I 'pray the selection
committee will judge us on 27
games, not on one night,"
Vitale said Tuesday after his
19th-ranked Titans were upset
by Loyola of Chicago 79-71.
The loss was only Detroit's
third against 24 Victories. And
Vitale has an gay explanation
for the defeat.
"They shot it and we didn't," he said.
Detroit, which had been
shooting at a 51 per cent clip
during the season while
averaging 91.7 points per
game, hit only 32 per cent of
its field goal attempts against

Loyola.
"We executed well but we
didn't shoot well, and all year
that's been our best thing,"
Vitale said.
Houston Lloyd paced Loyola
with 23 points, while Andre
Wakefield scored 20. High for
Detroit was Terry Tyler with
25 points —19 in the first half.
"I feel confident that they
selection
NCAA
(the
committee) will evaluate us in
a fair way," Vitale said about
his team's chances for a postseason bid. /
In the only other game
involving an Associated Press
Top 20 team, fifth-ranked
Nevada-Las Vegas, playing at
home, crushed Hawaii 124-84.
Eddie Owens had 25 points as
six players for the victorious
Rebels scored in double
figures. Hawaii has not won a
road game in two years.
Anthony Roberts, the

St

nation's second leading scorer
from Oral Roberts, tallied 50
points in a losing effort. Senior
guard Carlton Byrd scored 30
points in his final home game,
leading Florida State past
Oral Roberts 91-87. Harry
Davis and David Thompson
had 24 and 21 points,
respectively, for the victorious Seminoles.
Appalachian State, behind
Mel Hubbard and Tony
Searcy, upset Furman 70-64,
while . Virginia Military
stopped East Carolina 88-77 in
the semifinals of the Southern
Conference tournament.
Searcy scored 18 points,
while Hubbard, who finished
with 13, converted a threepoint play with 2:47 left,
breaking a tie and giving
Appalachian the victory. Ron
Carter finished with 22 points
and Will Bynum 19 for VMI.

Cleveland at Seattle

Paris, Tenn.
PAT SO
I"
SO
CAAMr

COME SEE
COME SAVE

MI

no

PM-10 PM
Friday Night March, 4th
SPONSORED BY THE PARIS DOWNTOWN MERCIVINTS ASSN.
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Laker.Boys Have Injury
Problems, Girls Strong
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Things were looking good
for Robert Slone. Just when all
of his problems seemed to be
going away, something
happened. No, he didn't get
called in by the Internal
Revenue Service for an audit.
That would have been better
news than what Slone received
Tuesday morning.
It seerfis that Slone's
Calloway County Lakers will
be minus on, of their top
players when the District

a
nd
he
ed
ht

like his ankle has a knot on it. shalt also have size and depth, which sports a 13-6 season.
He had really been looking two things Slone does not have • In two previous meetings,
the teams exchanged 10-point
good in practice and appeared on his club.
be back in top shape.
Calloway will bring a 16-13 wins.
"We are in really good
'Right now,I'm feeling kind record into the game with the
of depressed," Slone said.
Marshals. The Lakers have physical shape," Laker coach
played Marshall County twice Marianne Davis said.
If Lamb is able to play this season, losing 79-62 on the
"The girls are excited and
had angry words for Manager League Promotion Corp."
Thursday night against road and winning 62-57 in ready for the District. We're By HEIRSCHEL NISSENSON
The promotions group is
Billy Martin, and in the PitAP Sports Writer
Marshall County, the Lakers Jeffrey Gymnasium.
trying some new'Clefenses. We
greater royaltiesfrom seeking
said
who
tsburgh
Pirates'
locker
room,
Jackson,
Reggie
should be in good shape. If not,
If Lamb can't play, it will be don't have anything really
there could be trouble as thi - either 6-2 junior Marc Darnell special planned. We're just they'd name a candy bar after where pitcher Larry Demery Berger's outfit — Topps
Co. of
Marshals are one of the most or 6-0 junior Gene Dale going to go with the basics him if he ever played in New and utilityman Ed Kirk- Chewing Gum
Brooklyn, N.Y. — for use of
physical clubs in the Region. Lockhart who will get the we've had all year," Davis York, can't even get his patrick came to blows.
Berger, who annually tours the pictures. Pending the
picture on a bubble gum card
And in addition to their starting nod at the other said
contract
of
the
spring_ training camps outcome
being.
time
the
for
physical strength, the Mar- forward spot.
The Laker girls have been
- While - Jaelisen----quietly1 signp players-fer-bubble - negotiations,_Berger_
Tommy—Mmpered 1Th inTuries all
High-s-Co ring
New York gum cards, was requested by sona non grata in major
Futrell will start at one guard season..Sophomore - center reported to the
for Mets' General Manager Joe league clubhouses.
Tuesday
camp
Yankees'
spot _along with_junior _Randy__ Stephanie _Wy2tr injured an.
Rivers, however, wasn't
ankle just before Christmas' hislirst workout in pinstripes, McDonald to vacate the
McCallon while leapers
The Yankees' speedy
barred.
I
he
the
when
gum
entered
premises
bubble
the
Berger,
Sy
'le freshman forward Mina
Wells and Glen Olive will
- center fielder. ..just. didn%
--Todd injured an ankle just man, was kicked out of the teasn's clubhouse.
•
"It was very embarrassing bother to show up on time.
New York Mets' clubhouse.
"We are going to have to after the first of the year.
feel like coming out
didn't
"I
long-time
a
is
to
who
bomJoe,
colorful,
the
fact,
In
Both are not in top shape
rebound better Thursday than
friend of Mine," said Berger, here that early," he griped.
we have in our past games yet. Wyatt has had another bastic Jackson was upstaged
he was acting on a "They're giving me a hassle
"but
center
by
clubhouse
own
his
in
with Marshall County," Slone injury to her ankle but acfielder Mickey Rivers, who directive issued by the Major already. I don't need that
Wyatt
was
Davis,
he
said
Crum
Coach
to
reason,
cording
said.
the
of
two
lost
has
Louisville
By BILL HENDRICK
hassle. They're hassling me
"Our defense will have to be should be able to play Thur"concerned" before the last four games in which Williams
Associated Press Writer
on every little thing. If they
has not played, and Crum more effective and we'll have sday.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — poll came out.
don't want me, they can trade
Susie Imes and Rose Ross
"In our conference, because maintains his injury "had to . play more aggressively.
Louisville Coach Denny Crurn
me." -• We've had our problems with will definitely get starting jobs
thinks college basketball polls we do not play a double-round- something to do with it.
finally
When
Rivers
are
up
came
year.
Both
this
the
conference
at
teams
guard
big
spots.
our
robin,
your
lose
you
"Anytime
are "great for the fans" but
than aubour
appeared;
more
"We just can't match them outstanding defensive players
with a formula to determine leading rebounder and a guy
meaningless otherwise.
in arrears, he found a note
But Crum admits now that who would get the No. 1 seed scoring 14 points a game, it on the boards. We might be and both are good shooters.
from Martin.
-Creek
Tates
Lexington
and
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
even
but
will
them,
was
starter
than
factors
quicker
the
and one of
Another definite
hurts," Crum said in an inthere are exceptions.
"I tore it up," Rtvers said.
that's debatable at times," be Felicia Pinner in the pivot. Louisville • Ballard remains this season to take fifth. Henry
He thinks the latest their ranking in The AP poll," terview Tuesday.
games in a row "I really didn't read it, but I
eight
won
Clay
Associated
'final
the
in
1
No.
exceptionally
overPinner
said.
your
an
is
Slone
"That,
said.
Crum
Crum said he thinks
Associated Press just might
think if said I'm going to be
"They are as strong as any tough rebounder, sometimes Press high school basketball in finishing its regular season.
help his team win a national all winning percentage and Memphis State, a team that
up
moved
fined,"
19-3,
_
-Owensboro,
your conference-standing. We humiliated Louisville lir their team well face. They went up pulling•down as many as 15 to pollof the season.
title.
sixth.
for
not going to run
"He's
position
one
10
won
has
27-2,
Ballard,
a
also
is
after
She
won
game.
and
a
20 in
Louisville was ranked 10th were ahead in that area. We last meeting, will be the team to Mayfield
games in a row after losing to Owensboro defeated Apollo, a spring training,"-Martin said.
and
up
offensive
the
went
on
strong
just
threat
AP
had
The
in
Mayfield
ahead
are
also
Con*Metro
the
in
beat
to
in the AP poll released
No. 1 ranked Jeffersonville, strong third region contender, "Him or nobody else."
beat Owensboro Apollo which boards.
ference tournament.
Monday, ahead of Metro poll."
Meanwhile, the media
Ballard got 13 of 15 first three times this season at
Ind.
is one of the bigger teams in
The forward spots will be up
What it all means is that
Conference rival Cincinnati,
largely ignored Jackson, who
place votes and 148 points to Apollo.
Critter
Todd,
Mina
state.
the
until
grabs.
for
play
won't
Louisville
which was 14th.
had to try on three pair of
weekend, McKenzie, Renee Overbey hold the top spot through all
last
"Then
Lexington Tates Creek, 16-3, pants before he found one that
Being ranked ahead of Friday night. Then the Cards
nine weeks of the AP Kencould
McKenzie
Christian
beat
and
Press
Marilyn
Associated
the
Mayfield
of
winner
The
the
By
on
take
will
seventh.
moved up one spot to
Cincinnati means a No. 1 seed
fit, popped a button off his
Tuesdays Boys Games
County which has been ranked all see a lot of playing time. tucky poll.
Tates Creek lost to Ballard 48- uniform shirt, couldn't find a
and a first round bye for Florida State-Georgia Tech
Trn
Dist
2nd
moved
17-3,
County,
Shelby
teams in the • Also expected to log a lot of
42 in the Fayette County batting helmet his size and
Louisville in this weekend's contest Thursday. In other Lone Oak 70 Pad St Mary 57 '
4 among the top
state all season. That shows playing time is sophomore up one spot to second after
but _defeated finally was plunked -in Ahe
60 Dist Trn
Metro Conference tournament first round games Thursday,
beating previously undefeated
you how tough- Marshall guard Mimi Winchester.
Madisonville to finish Out'the back by a batting practice
in Memphis. And for that CinCumati plays St. Louis and Henderson Co 85 Webster Co 71
Shelby
Ilth Dist Trn
Winchester has made great Elizabethtown at
County is going to be.
Tulane battles Memphis State.
season with three straight serve from Ken Holtzman, his
Heights 27
"But our kids are in a good improvement this season. A Counly last Friday night 44-43. mins.
"Basically, I'm opposed to Ft Campbell 71 U Ira
9th Dist
and
•
Oakland
former
Nearing Record
out
closing
County,
frame of mind and have been smart player who runs the Shelby
post season tournaments," Apollo 84 McClean Co 54
Louisville Iroquois, 19-3, Baltimore teammate.
and
votes
place
first
two
with
few
makes
been
and
We'd
hard.
well
offense
working
because
now,
Crum said. "But
10th Dist Ira
moved up two places to eighth
ANAHEIM (AP) — The
In the Pirates' camp,
of the poll, we will only have to Drakesboro 84 Muhlenberg C 61 rolling along pretty smoothly floor mistakes, Winchester 126 points, was the only this week. Iroquois has won 11
California Angels will have to
tempers flared during some
defeat.
llth Dist Trn
until Lamb hurt his ankle," can also be an offensive threat Kentucky team to
to win the
games
seven
win
games in a row since losing in horseplay between Demery
sell a lot of tickets to offset the
Hancock Co 65 Whitesville Trin- Slone sighed.
with her outside shooting skill. Ballard this season.
national championship. It ity 61
the Louisville Invitational and Kirkpatrick. They pushed
$5.2 million contracts given
had
20-1,
Elizabethtown,
• Wyatt is not quite up to par
The Lakers enter the
would take the others eight
Tournament, Iroquois beat and shoved each other and•
- 13th Dist Tim
free agents Bobby Grich, Don
tournament off impressive )et but Todd is getting back won 20 games in a row before previously irated Valley 81-80
Auburn 54-Lewisburg 47
wins.
threw it few punches before
Baylor and Joe Rudi. But the
17th Dist Ira
road wins against Reidland and Renee Overbey is the loss to Shelby County. at Valley this season.
"I have said in the past that
being separated . by teamteam already is moving on a
74 W Hardin 71
becoming more powerful as a Elizabethtown, now third with
and Hickman County.
are seldom very ac- Meade Co24th
polls
Dist Ira
season ticket sales record, a
Erlanger Lloyd, 25-2, fell mates.
spot
2
No
the
held
points,
121
really
is
Winchester
Marshals
forward.
the
with
game
The
curate. They are for the fans Lou Iroquois 63-Southern 55
On the signing front, the
club official says.
from fifth last week to ninth
will begin 30 minutes after the coming up as a guard," Coach for several weeks.
more than anything else,"
26th Dist Tror
With the new trio apparently
for the season. Erlanger Lloyd Philadelphia Phillies reported
was
again
22-1,
Ashland,
61
Seneca
64
said.
conTrinity
Davis
girls'
Lou
the
af
conclusion
it
when
Crum said. "But
in talks
providing the drawing power,
28th Dist Tra •
"Our depth is increasing," voted No. 4. The former No. 2 has performed impressively ' -definite progress'
test, which begins at 6:30 p.m
determines where you're
Lou Westport 61 Eastern 55
the Angels have sold more
team heads into tournament this season but has not played with third baseman Mike Schadded.
Davis
Thursday.
seeded in a
get
to
going
33rd Dist Ira
league home
than 5,000 seasontickets, the
The loser of the Marshall play with an „impressive many teams outside its midt, the major
Marshall County will carry
tournament, they do have Walton-Verona 64 Boone Co 63
the Mets
while
champ,
run
club announced Tuesday.
region.
to
team
only
The
record.
County
a 1f10 record into the tourney County-Calloway
34th Dist Ira
some meaning."
some
Covington Holmes, 14-4, said there was
They need to sell only 650
season
this
40
Latin
Ashland
Coy
84
defeat
Cath
High
Coy
Murray
play
will
game
GIRLS
LAKER
And the fact that the latest
apnothing
but
movement,
of
out
and
in
more in the 45 days before
bounding
after
73 Beechwood 62
Holmes
Coy
Clay.
Henry
Lexington
was
girls
Tiger
The Laker girls will bring an Friday night. The
poll gave Louisville the No. 1
37th Dist Ira
their home opener to establish
Henry Clay, 16-5, scored the AP poll this season, preciable" in their efforts to
11-9 record into their contest will enter the tourney with a
seed in the Metro tournament Bourbon Co 82 MM! 20
sign slugger Dave Kingman.
a record.
impressive wins over Ashland finishes in tenth glace.
against Marshall County two-game losing skid.
39th Dist Trn
will help in another way too,
The current mark is 5,658,
Crum said, because it will give Maysville 67 Mason Co 53
set in 1966, the Angels' first
43rd Dist Ira
Larry
forward
injured
Lex Tates Creek 76 Bryan Sta
year of play at Anaheim
Williams an extra day to rest. sa
Stadium.
6-foot-7
a
Williams,
46th Dist Tim
sophomore, fractured a bone Casey Co 114 Lincoln Co 91
' 48th Dist Ira
in his foot two weeks ago. The
TENNIS
Nancy 76 Eubank 59
— cast came off this week and Somerset 75 Pulaski Co.60
FRANCISCO
SAN
Second-seeded Sue Barker of the lanky starter has ''been
44th Dist Trn
England defeated Linky shooting some and jogging," Oneida 67 Clay Co 65
50th Dist Trn
Beshoff of South Africa 6-1,64 Crum said.
Knox C 48 Corbin 37
"I don't know if he will play
in a first-round match at the
51st Dist Ira
have become ac- Luigs will open in center field.
Joe Tom Erwin
Durham, Mark Wezet and with a .356 average. He also fans
8100,000 San Francisco Friday. But one more day Middlesboro 58 Lone Jack 47
He can play practically any
customed.
24
doubles,
11
RBI's,
34
had
Murray State University Greg Cruse, return and all will
59th Dist Trn
tennis might be crucial for us,"
pro
women's
The outfield promises to be position, and has been used in
homeruns.
2
and
triples,
47
Mullins
63
Dorton
starting
the
baseball
-game
will
55
a
probably
open
make
Crum said.
tournament.
Backing Walker at first will one of the fastest in Murray's the infield his first two years
a
Durham,
schedule March 18 against rotation.
history. They'll also be well with the 'breds. He'hit .281 last
Iowa State at Murray.
righthander, was 3-0 last year, be sophomore Bill Wagoner,
average with their year.
above
last
.357
at-bats
hit
14
who
in
righthander,
Notre Dame will follow Iowa Wezet, also a
bats, according to
and
gloves
David
Freshman
year.
State to Murray, and then will was 6-1, and Cruse, a southGreg Toole, who has spent Barrett will relieve Brown at Reagan.
come Chicago, the University paw, was 3-2.
his first two years with the
of Iowa, Western Michigan,
Three sophomore lefties, second and neweomer Mike
John •Siemanowski will Racers on the bench with
Dakota, Purdue, Mark Miller, Andy Rice and Calicchio will back Courtney return for his senior season in injuries, will be in left field.
North
his Houston Aeros teammates, goalie Gary Kurt and poked in Brown, Memphis State. Mark Riggins, will be back. at third.
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
right field. He has a career He's a speedster, a strong
who went on to blast the a goal with only 1:31 gone in Louisville, and Arkansas Rice and Riggins were both 4-1
AP Sports Writer
The infield starters have a batting average of .338, and defensive player, and a solid
State. In between will be last year.
HOUSTON (AP) — Gordie Phoenix Roadrunners 8-3 in a the game.
combined batting average of last season had 41 RBI's, eight hitter.
Howe, slowed by a painfully 'home-and-home
New corners to the staff are .315, and Coach Reagan says homeruns, II doubles, and two
Howe has learned to take the World Hockey Association
Depth will come from
bruised left foot, played the doubleheaders with. Ohio righthanders Cliff : Buechel they are capable of the fine triples.
milestones of his career in game.
Brown Crouch, Bruce Austin
Elsewhere, the Quebec rest of the first period, then Valley Conferense foes Middle and Clay Vangilder and lefties defensive play to which 'bred
.
stride.
Veteran Utility man Al and Darrell Niswonger.
the retired to the dressing room Tennessee, Austin Peay, and Mike Grieshaber and Jack
edged
When he scored his 700th Nordiques
goal, his father was informed Edmonton Oilers 5-4 and the where his foot was placed in a Western Kentucky. Road Schraw.
games are scheduled for
Mike Cathey, a three-year
of the feat and replied,"What Calgary Cowboys whipped the cast for at least one week.
"I put an extra inner sole on Arkansas State, University of letterman who batted .346 last
Winnipeg Jets 6-1.
took him so long?"
before the game and it felt Missouri, and Southern spring will return for his last
'crowd of 8,707 pretty good," Gordie said. "I
A Houston
"When I seared my 800th, I
season behind the plate. He's a
tried to leap up in the air and I assembled to see Howe, told Marty to get it to me
The Thoroughbreds, who fine receiver and does an
came down right on my hockey's all-time scoring early. It really starts hurting have won nine OVC Cham- excellent job of handling
.
leader, go for the historic later in the game."
backside," Gordie laughed.
to
according
pionships during Reagan's 19 pitchers,
Howe's 900th goal gives him years as coach, will likely be Reagan.
So. Tuesday night, when 900th goal.
They were hardly seated an even more commanding among the favorites for the
Gordie scored his 900th career
Two newcomers, Ted Poe
goal to extend his legend, he before the sore-footed Howe lead in the goal-scoring title this year. Reagan's 421- and Dan Teel, will give the
merely skated about ac- took a pass from his son Marty department over Winnipeg's 183 record at Murray ranks position depth. Poe is a junior
cepting congratulations from at the blue line, skated up to injured Bobby Hull, who is among the Top 10 in the college transfer with imsecond with 840.
country.
pressive defensive and ofReagan thinks his '77 'breds fensive statistics. Teel, a
www The victory was Houston's
15th straight at home and should have a solid pitcig "freshman, has an excellent
Keep Your Family Safe
gives them a home record of staff of veterans and rodries; arm, and was impressive
at heme,..the best in three good catchers; a speedy, during fall workouts.
25-1-4
At Home kil
Own
major league hockey.
hard-hitting infield; and one of
Every starter in the - infield
Cowboys.,Jets I
the best outfields it Murray in will be a proven performer.
TWO goals apiece by Ron years.
Don Walker, at first base, has
OUR PRE-SEASON SPECIAL CAN
Chipperfield and Lynn Powis
pitthers a career batting average of
Only
three
helped Calgary boost its lead graduated from last year's -297, and last seaSon drove in
SAVE YOU OVER $1,000!
to three pants'over_Edmonton team which was 36-12. Three 34 runs and had nine doubles
Avoid the ever increasing dangers of highway driving
and four over Phoenix in the of the returning pitchers are and four homeruns. Terry
and public facilities. Promote family togetherness and
race for the fourth and final seniors — righthanders Dick Brown, at second, has a_-good health through the fun and physical exercise of
4
playoff berth in the Western Allegretti and Curt King and career batting average of .31
'swimming. Have your own standby water supply in
case of fire or other emergency.
Division.
lefty
Skorusa. King, who and last year had 2) RBI's,
Nordiques 5,Oilers 4
didn't figisre in a decision last doubles, and 3 horneruns,
Third-period goals by Marc year, and Skorusa, 1-0, will be Robin Courtney, who started
Eddvville. Kr
Route 1
Tardif and Francois I...scombe used primarily out of the at third last year as a freshCall 388-9667 collect to arrange
-Next door to Harolde's
enabled Quebec to defeat bullpen. Allegretti, 2-4, will man,hit .317, had 23 RBI's and
for your Free Estimate
Size
Any
its
strengthen
and
Edmonton
starter
Shape
led
one
likely be used both as a
Any
hotnerun. Stan Giesler
Vinyl Liner
Fiberglass
Stainless Steel
lead in the Eastern Division to and a reliever.
the team in hitting Wit season
10 points over kill Cincinnati.
Scott from his shortstop position
Three
juniors,

Baseball Players Acting More
Like Children Instead Of Men

Ballard Holds First In
Final High School Poll
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Crum Thinks Poll May
Help Tourney Changes
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Tournament opens Thursday
night at the Murray State
Sports Arena.
Jimmy Lamb, a 6-1 junior
forward who had been down
with the flu and was just
getting back in top shape,
twisted an ankle in practice
and had to be carried off the
Moor.
"It makes you feel like
saying 'What's the use?"
Slone said.
"We- don't really know how
severe it is. We had to carry
him off the floor and it looks

oulti,„1.1.10.11upTrims,
PORTS

-

Experienced 'Breds To Open
55-Game Schedule March 18
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Howe Reaches Another Milestone
By Scoring His 900th Career Goal
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An Exciting New
Family Shoe Store

SWIMMINGPOOL

COMES TO MURRAY

Open Daily 9:30 AM to 8 PM
Sunday 1-5

Jakr,

PROGRESSIVE POOLS

'

OLYMPIC PLAZA

PI
2, 1917
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.BIG FOOD SAVINGS

Nabisco

Prices Good Thurs., March 3 thru Wed., March 9

Saltine
Crackers

Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

°

Mrs. Bila
Rt. 2

This Week's
Winner:

Jib. Box

•Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time Too ALP IR_ The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.. as. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

Save 50'

Folger's

Coffee

.kimptoyees of Parkers and thew Families not eligible to win .AdWts
only may register..You do not have to be present to win.

Your Choice

49'

Drinks —

2 lb. can
csopsi Wow

10 oz.
6 Bottle Carton

Plus Deposit
22 oz. Save HP

Save 12

PRODUCE

,
Hunts

Pork Beans

Fresh Crisp

16 oz.

Juicy

and

In Order To Do Our Part To
Conserve Energy Our Hours
Will Be

14 oz. Save 14'

Save 22'

9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Until The Emergency Is Over

Sere 17'

Blackeye or
Purple Hull Peas

4 $100

15 o t

for

AMERICAN
i.CtO

•

Kraft
Slices

Cheese

3 cons $1

4

Lettuce
Oranges

Large Head 294
51b. bag

89'

Fresh Crisp.

Van Camp

Beanee
Weenees

Kitchen Kraft

Seve 24
. .

REFRESHING

Carrots

Ice
Cream

Golden Delicious

25'
4
3 lb. bag 69
1 lb. bag

Apples

Assorted Flavors
1 2 gal. Save 34'

Singles

12 02. Save

Park Lane

26'

Morton Beef, Chicken, Turkey

Pot Pies

Save 16'

Frosty Acres

Prepared
low.....J/407.•\.\\WaiWoiN/./

Mustard

9 oz. Save 7'

Apple Sauce
Whole
Only

303 Coe Sive 23'

Fleish.mann's

Eggbeaters

Musslemann's

Government Inspected

Corn on Cob

3 ..$1°,°

Frosty Acres

Rhubarb

20 oz. bag

49"

(Limit 4 Please)
Field
Boneless

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Picnics

Wieners

99'

8 oz. Save 16'
Limit 4 Please

7

Bacon

12 oz.

•

Jiffy

Corn Muffin
Mix
1/2

8

oz.

2 39'

Fresh Cut

Chicken Pads99'

Chili
Roll

Breast
Thighs
Legs
Wings
Necks & Backs

r,

COUPON

Macaroni
Dinner

89'
lb. 89'
lb 394
lb. 29'
lb.

ur ua

COUPON

Kraft

lb.

"If You Matc

29'

71/4 oz Save 6'

1 lb. lei
VC* This Carpet+
Offer Expires 3-9-77

'ou ant :eat 0 ur • rice

f(

Downtown Shopping Center
11.

2

for

Fields

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Lettuce

Pot Pies

‘
12 oz59

Armours Westerner Sliced

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Beef
Chicken
Turkey

Large Head

lb.
Lw

) Fresh
Crisp

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

•
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New York City Faces Bankruptcy Threat Again
•W.YORK_ 4 AP4 —New YOrk City
faces its worst threat of bankruptcy
since its financial emergency began 15
months- age. And as-happened srveral
times before, city banks, the unions and
now President Carter are locked in a
coltest to see who blinks firs&
The city's current troubles stem from
a $1 billion lawsuit it lost last
November. That amount of notes which

.And PresIdent.Carter on Tuesday, - - citythrough its immediate cash
were placed. - in a three-year the city's billion-dollar rash crisis haS
will grow to $198 million by. March 1.5 if
crisis.
Stated that the city and other local . Last Friday New
moratorium at the height of the crisis in - made sharply conflicting demanda.
no outside help comes. Based on the due
York applied to the
authorities "will have to deal with the
dates of city bills, New York would first
1975 now .must be paid off under the
The city banks demand tight outside
. federal .government for a $25s million
-state- rourt-rulhig,--at the-peril-of-the budget controlshefore-they-rwill--iend----k"Faage--iinaheiel--pleture--first -spaveil ors,
tfithTtit throTigh-/Wifeh:Tfii—--defouR- -oft- partvents
without federal participation." His
the city money. The unions have called
city's solvency.
then to welfare recipients, later on
first possible default could occur on
other remarks, later clarified by White
salaries, and finally the city will default
for an end to outside controls and
March 7 unless aid is found.
The city's dilemma after three demand that both the banks and the
House press aides, seemed to point
on payments to bondholders.
months of negotiations that finally federal government commit money
City bookkeepers calculated that
toward extended long-range federal
City Hall spokesmen said they were
broke down this week, is that each before further union pension funds are
New York would run $21 million short of
loans to the city, but this helping hand
still studying President Carter's
party that has the money to help solve committed.
cash next Monday, and the shortage
did not necessarily include pulling the
remarks and had no comment.

Garbage
Can
with lid

Decorative
Bark Chips

Aditt*._
Homebuift

Picnic
Table
beds

9 ft.
TV or CB

Antenna
Mast
Galvanized

with he's 4 2a's

assembled

Not exactly

$3895 as shown

unassembled
$3395

50 Lb. Bog
HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY

ome items not exactI as •ictured

Motorcraft
Oil Filter

Decorative

Marble Landscape

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

STP

Oil
Treatment

Chips

We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

99

Camping Season Is Almost Here
Get Ready Now & Save

9

y Ford
fits all Ford cars IL trucks
some Chryslers, DeSotas L Dodges

Sa• GROIVININI S 1.1C

Mk

C:=......,

cn-f

Con yak

tt

Tent
Waterproofing
Sleeping Bag

4-44 MAPAC UNI•ST YfiftEt
SCUFF RESISTANT
MAR
SPRING LOADED FLOATING
BALL CASTERS
YiNYL LIP CLINGS TO FLOOR

Just Received
Large Shipment

Clay
Flower Pots
& Saucers

•Peat Moss
•Lown Lime

Sportline
$6
95
Special

Potting
Soil
All Sizes
& Kinds

ATF
Type A

NON SKID SLIMIER GUARD

Heavy Duty

Transmission
Step Stool
Fluid
Safety

Standard & Decorative

DISCOUNT PRICES

with Rollers
$

257

Reg. $15.97
Reg. $14.95 Special

Assorted Styles L Colors

Shredded

Table Lamps

Foam Rubber
Single I. Double Bed Size
All Sizes & Shapes
From'2"

'11'

Reg. 29.97 • 51500

Reg. 21.97 -

Reg. 1797 • 59°°

Reg. 23.97 - $1 200

Jason
Made
A
Basket

DISCOUNT PRICES
Adjustable Metal

121)02'

Heavy Army Duck

20 Gallon Plastic

Camp Cot

Trash Can Liners

Shelves $9.47

3 shelf 12Dx36Wx37H

$12.47
$15.37
5 shelf • 18Dx36Wx7211 $19.37

4 shelf - 12Dx36Wx6OH

Screen Room

5 shelf - 12Dx36Wx1211

Speci•
al$39
95

Pepsodent
Tooth Paste

Daisy

With Free 25e Bic Shaver
"By Gillette"
P2 Twin Bladed Shavers

15"2 oz Can

sale2 for98'
Transparent Tope
'2X450
NO. 104

§

Z

. ••••...,

:Z."-

Noxzema
tolEMA Medicated
Skin Cream
Arm In Arm
Deodorant
With Baking Soda

Pain Tablets
IN
Apm

Rijeka or Unsceitted
• 5 et. Can

Orf sruUct

Sale$1°8

Skin Care Cream

28

Bufferin
00 Tablets

Now

Rose Milk
You can really feel the dif
ference.8 oz. Bottle

58'

Sale

Daytime

Rugs

Pampers
$219

1/3

Greasless-Medicated
4 oz. Jar

Sale78'

Osoic• of Regular - Soper Held •
Unscoated - Sew Unscsated Ultimate NwIti. 11 oz. Cwo

s.,„„794

Men's Wrangler
Denim

Jeans, .

Shirts

Pre-Washed, Several
Styles To Choose From
Priced from

SanforizedWestern Cut

3/4-15,16

Sizes

14-18

Painter
Pants

Pink or Gold
. Beth Site

Triple Guord Seams
Sizes 26-38

I

Sale2 49'

o, I
I

for

N•I;

BoysBig
Bell Denim

High Potency iron and
vitamin
tonic.
40
Tablets.

Sores I 14

$199
Sale

wen

Off

Men's

Dial
Soap

Geritol
Tablets

iii•

For Babies Over 11
lbs. with custom-fit tapes

Ladies Denim
Wrangler

$999 to $1999

Miss Breck
Hair Spray

411e.bAmileed.R.v.v.v‘.

27" x 54"

Reg. 4.99
Asst. Colors

Peck of 10 Pens
6 the, 3 Block I led

Candied Popcorn
And Peony's
Toy Surprise Inside
3 Roses

For hot, smooth, close shaves, takeS all
leading brands of aerosol shave creams.
Complete with Trac II Razor and aerosol
shave cream.
Model G94-3

Scotch Magic

Sale

Super Sale

Gillette
Hot Shave
System

Armour
Chili
With Beans

Asst. Styles
14 Colors

Ball Point
Pen

Bic
Butane Disposable
Lighter

Shavers

Ladies House Shoes

Bic

Prices in Uncle Jeff's Health & Beauty
Aids Dept. Good ThruSunday

Disposable

Entire Stock

%fern,

Shorts
1

$1099

$199 & up
%EDE•111
la

•
.6"W'
II
II

Sizes 12 Ssio to

24 Months
Toddler Sizes 2 4

II

II
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Fire Marshal's Office Hopes To
Alleviate Problems Of Handicappe d

Funerals

Final Rites Today
FOr Ira JosephThe funeral for Ira f Pete)
Joseph of Kirksey Route One
is being held today at one p. m.
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
tHe Rev. 'Johnson Easley officiating. Burial will follow in
the Soldier Creek Cemetery in
all-C-ounty-,Mr. Joseph, a retired farmer, died Monday at nine p.
in .at the Benton Municipal
. Hospital.
lie is' survived by one
laughter, Mit. Hilda Parks,
Murray Route Seven: two
sons. Wavil Joseph, Benton
-Route Three, and Willie Wade
Joseph, Kirksey Route One;
nine grandcnildren; twelve
--great graolktirldren-, two-step
great grandchildren.

J. Rollie Pace Is
Dead At Age 73;
Funeral Thursday
J. Rollie Pace died this
morning at 1:35 a. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 73 years of
age and a resident of Benton
Route Eight.
Mr. Pace was a member of
the Walnut Grove Church of
Christ.'Born October 26, 1903,
he was the son of the late Sid
Pace and Manda Starks Pace.
The Marshall County resident
was a retired carpenter.
_Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lillian Darnall Pace, one
son, Jewell Pace, and two
grandsons, Joel and Doyle
Pace, all of Benton Route
Eight, and one sister, Mrs.
Leonard Jones, Benton.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at three p. m.
at the chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, with Bro. 0. D.
McKendree and Bro. Don Hall
officiating. Burial will be in
the Hiatt Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

•
aft

.1.1•11•••

of superior at the
The Murray High School Girls Ensemble received the top honor
Pictured, left to
Saturday.
on
University
State
Murray
at
held
Festival
Regional Music
Marci Mowery,
Covey,
Starr
Mathis,
right, top row, Lisa Francis, Krista Russell, Verenda
Gadberry,
Debbie
Hart,
Linda
Bailey,
onna
-D
'Alley,
Kim
row,
Karen lickscin, middle
Sheryl
Cole,
jean
Robinson,
Kelley
Karen Turner, Diana Mizi,`front row, Becky Hough,
Noffsinger.
Vocal
Amy
was
pictured
Not
Knight.
Linda
and
Nall, Donna Mueller,
and Kim Alley,
soloists receiving superior ratings were Karen Jackson, Lisa Francis,
for their perSteve Hussung, Krista Russell, and Sheryl Nall received excellent
formances.

Dinner at a restaurant,, a
call from a pii1511c-tho one-booth
or an elevator trip to the top
floors of a high-rise are activities most people take for
granted. But for those confined to a wheelchair and for
other physically handicapped
persons, the "routine" can be
difficult, if not impossible.
Officials of the state fire
marshal's office say they hope
to alleviate many architectural barriers encountered daily by the handicapped. The office has long
been charged with inspection
of public buildings for fire
safety violations but only
recently has begun checking,
building plans to ascertain
that requiredfacilities for the
handleapped reAll public buildings and
remodeling plans submitted to
the office after June 21, 1974,
are invalid unless they comply
with state regolatinns for 4,1e
handicapped.
Mike 'Greenwell, a deputy
state fire marshal, said he has
notified the state's architects,

engineers, and building
contractors on -several occasions of the new codes. "We
have a moral obligation as
well as the statutory duty to
see that public facilities are
made more accessible to
everyone," Greenwell said.
He added that the building
trade was generally receptive
to _compliance with the
standards although a common
complaint has been the expense involved in making a
building more convenient for
the small number of handicapped individuals expected
to use it.
"No one has yet refused to
comply with the regulations
when told to do so," Greenwell
stated. Noncompliance could
1ead-to-proseentton: The state
fire marshal's office is also
empowered to prevent a
building from opening if
standards are not met.
Stanley Boyd, also of the
state fire marshal's office, has
met with several members of
the Action League for
Physically Handicapped
Adults ,(ALPHA) to learn
more about needs of the
handl-Capped. Boyd said
ALPHA, 'a faur-year-old
Louisville organization, had
"opened his eyes" to inconveniences for the hanTo meet from 6 to 9 p. m. on dicapped that he, a "normal"
Wednesdays in Room 254 ef person, would otherwise have
the Education Building on the never noticed.
Boyd said state regulations
campus, the workshop will be
taught by Dr. John- Taylor, include-far more -than-ramps
chairman of the Department or specialized bathroom
of Instruction and Learning at facilitieS. For instance, he
said some buildings may be
Murray State.
He said the workshop is required to install knurled
designed to enable individuals doorknobs to warn the blind
to. identify their values and to they are about to enter a
compare them.. with those potentially dangerous area.
existing in contemporary Public telephones and water
fountains should be accessible
society.
The cost for 12 hours of to everyone, he added.
John Jarrett, chairman of
instruction is $12.
Anyone wishing to enroll ALPHA's architectural
should send a check for $12 barrier removal committee,
made out to Murray State said his group would like to
University, along with name, see the regulations expanded
address, Social Security to include subdivisions
number, and the course title, apartments and factories.
to the Center for Continuing "Right now you can be offered
Education in Sparks Hall on a job, but you must find a way
to get in the door," he exthe CaMplis. information plained.
Additional
Jarrett said ALPHA was
about any course in the Life
and Learning series may be , also concerned about the
obtained from the Center for k inconvenience voting booths
for
persons
in
Continuing Education, Sparks pose
And, he noted
wheelchairs.
UniverState
Hall, Murray
sity, Murray, Ky., 42071, that a permanently disabled
telephone (502) 762-4159 or 762- person must now submit a
doctor's statement when
2086.

Values Clarification Workshop
Set To Begin At Murray State
A four-session workshop
entitled '"Values
Clarification" will begin on
Wednesday, March 9, at
Murray State University as
another of the Life and
Learning adult education
community service series
sponsored by the Center for
Continuing Education.

•

•
4

PROGRAM PLANNED
"How Can I Handle Intimate Relationships?"
Sondra Ford of Murray State's
Counseling and Testing
Center, will discuss the emotional, physical and
.psychological aspects of intimate relationships. This will
begin at 7:00 p. m. March 2 in
Hart Hall. This program is
sponsored by the United
Campus Ministry Student
Council. All discussions are
open to the public.'

Receiving the top honor of superior at the Regional
Music Festival held at Murray State University on SaturCONCERT CANCELLED
day was the Murray High SchoofMixed Madrigal Group.
A concert by the Symphonic
Mitchell
Hussung,
Steve
row,
top
They are, left to right,
- Bind arid-Wind Sinfonietta at
Mowery, Craig Thurman, and Charles Vella, middle row,
Murray State University
Linda
and
Russell,
Krista
Bailey,
Lisa Francis, Donna
scheduled for 8:15 p. m.
Knight, front row, Karen Jackson, Kim Alley, Kelley
Tuesday, March 8, in Lovett
Robinson, and Sheryl Nall. loan Etowker is director of the
Auditorium on the campus has
group.
been cancelled.

Energy. . .
THE EV7gONMENTIL
PROTECTION AGENC4'
15 AFTER 1tE JUST
ElECALISE I SiT A TREE!
•).

IT WAS A KITE-EATING
TREE ONLY SIT IT
TO GET EVEN...

/ FIFT4- CENTS SAYS\
THEY'LL THROW q0L1
IN THE SLAAAMER!

Crossword Puzzler

be
ACROSS
OMO MOOR GOTO
7 Aeritorrn
MOO MIMI WOO
I Labels
fluid
ORO OROOROMOR
5 Ugly, old
8 Denude
woman
MOOR OROO
9 Labored
Heavenly
OR ORR DOOM
10 Poker stake
body
ORR ROOM
ORR
11
6.4uSTCal
12 Turkish
OR ROO DOR MO
StruMen!
regiment
16
name
Girl's
MOM OOM
120000
13 Wine CUP
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(Continued from Page 1)
Stephens would not discuss
what form the investigation
will take, other than to say it
will rely both on first hand
investigation and on studies
and information available
from federal and state
agencies.
He said about 15 staff attorneys have expressed an
interest in helping conduct the
probe.
"Only the people in my
office that want-to do this will
be involved," Stephens said,
"because they've still got
their own regular duties to
do." He said he thought the
staff has the expertise to
handle the inquiry, though he
a
acknowledged . that
preliminary part of the probe
will be spent learning about
various distribution systems.
Stephens said the need for
confidentiality means no
progress reports or "public
pronouncements" will be
made during the course of the
investigation, which he .said
could take several months.

•
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HONOR AWARD—Roy Cothran, left, principal of
Southwest Elementary was presented an Honor Award
at the awards banquet of the Calloway County Conservation District held last night. The award was presented by Calloway County School Superintendent Jack
Rose in recognition of Cothran's efforts in conservation
education through practical teaching and, the
promotion of the conservation essay and poster contest
within his school.
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Finance Secretary Russell
McClure to go ahead with final
-drawings of the structure and
seek private financing.
The center, to be known as
"Inn Kentucky," would be
financed by state funds as
well.

Awards...

Woodrow Wilson was the
only President to have earned
a Ph.D. His doctorate was
awarded in 1886 at Johns
Hopkins University.

I Continued from Page 1)

and Gene McCutcheon, editor
of The Murray 'Ledger &
Times.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, said in making the
presentation to Cothran:
'The main topics for
everyday discussions seems to
be' shortages of everything,
such as fuel, food, fertilizers.
At the present our county is
faced with a fuel crisis. Let us
hope that we can avoid food
crisis and other shortages by
proper use of our natural
resources.
"One way we can avoid
environmental shortages is
through -conservation
education of our youth. At this
time the District wishes to
recognize the efforts of Roy
Cothran, principal of SouthAwards were presented to west Elementary for his
winners in the poster contest leadership in conservation
by Fred Schultz, superin- education through practical
tendent of the Murray city teaching and the promotion of
schools. Schultz said, in the conservation essay and
making the presentations:
poster contest within his
"The subject 0( this years school.
Conservation Posar-ft•.ntest "We might note that
was Forest — Use And through Roy's efforts, SouthRenewal for My Community. west had more entries of
The contest is sponsored by essays and posters than all the
the Courier Journal, Kentucky other schools combined.
Educational Department and
citation,
McCutcheon's
the Calloway County Con- presented by Milton Walston,
servation District. The poster a member of the district board
contest is designed for grades of supervisors said:
1 through 5th and for the "Honor
are
awards
purpose of creating an interest_ presented by the Calloway
in conservation and the en- County Conservation District
vironment."
to individuals or organizations
Jamie Miller is the school who have contributed to the
winner at North Elementary conservation
effort
in
School and received $8.
Calloway County.
Eddie .Travis is the school "The District wishes to
Southwest honor at this time Mr. Gene
winner
at
--Elementary and received $8. McCutcheon, editor of The
He is also the first place Murray Ledger & Times, for
county winner and will receive helping us promote cona $25 savings bond and plaque servation. Through his
from the Courier-Journal.
willingness and leadership of •
Gina Lynn Brown is the printing conservation
school winner at Murray messages, we are able to
Middle and received $8. She is reach the public and keep
also the second place winner them aware of
protecting our
in the county and reglived environment."
$10 for this achievement from
The banquet, held at the
the Calloway County ConColonial House Smorgasbord,
servation District.
was sponsored by Dees Bank
awards
were of Hazel. Bank of Murray,
Honor
presented to two individuals, Peoples Bank, Production
Roy Cothran, principal of Credit Association and the
Southwest Elementary School conservation district.
these natural resources. The
essay contest is for grades 6
through 12 and this year's
subject was Forest-Use and
Renewalfor My Community."
Mark Jackson is the school
Southwest
at
winner
Elementary and received $8
from the District.
Marcia Cunningham is the
school winner at North
Elementary and also received
$8. She is also the second place
winner in the county and
received $10 from the District.
Terry Byerly is the first
place winner at Calloway
County High School and also
first place winner in the
county. He received a $25
savings bond and plaque from
the Courier-Journal and $8
from the District.
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HONOR AWARD—Gene McCutcheon, left-, editor of
The Murray Ledger & Times, was presented an Honor
Award at the awards banquet of the Calloway County
Conservation District held last night The award was
presented by Milton Walston, member of the\ district's
board of supervisor, in recognition of the newspaper's
help in promoting conservation in the district.
Photo By Ellis Morrow
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — $35,119.
The Kentucky Democratic
He said the total dollar
party is collecting about three amount is higher than the
times as much money as the actual number of returns
,Republican party under a 1976 because a husband and wife
state law allowing Ken- are each allowed to contribtfte
tuckians to 'designate $r of $1 when filing a joint return.
their taxes to either of the two
Of that total, $26,476 was
major political parties.
the
for
earmarked
If the most recent figures Democratic party, and $8,643
tabulated by the state for the state GOP.
Revenue Department are a
'a RV
the
said
Carpenter
good indication, the state's percentage of taxpayers
OP.0111f)
majority party could reap as taking advantage of the
much as -$120000- under the political checkoff — now just
law. The GOP stands to under 12 per cent — will
garner about 839,000 of the pot. probably increase slowly as
Corn- the April 15 deadline apRevenue
State
missoner Maurice Carpenter proaches. But it shouldn't
said Tuesday that the latest -increase by muchihe said._
_ KENTUCKY OPENS LA. OFFICE — Kentucky Commerce Commissioner W. Terry Mctabulations show 72,500
By April 1, he said, each
Brayer, left, and Gov. Julian M.frroU are shown at the Official- opening ceremonies a
191,000 returns contained party should be able to get an
the Kentucky Department of Commerce's Los Angeles branch office. The office will be
contributions to the Political • idea Of whatit will receive tn
West Coast headquarters for Kentucky's efforts ta attract new industry and business to
Party Fund, for a total .of tax funds.
the Commonwealth.
Carpenter has ordered his
dfpprtment to tabulate the
contributions at the end of
eath• month, just as it does
Bradford H. Rice of the U. S. Department of Commerce District Office in Memphis,
with any other tax revenue
Tenn., and the Kentucky Department of Commerce Deputy Commissioner Dick
account. .
"It's a touchy thing," he
Robinson sign an agreement between the two commerce offices to continue joint
said. We wanted it to be
programs. Called the State-Federal Cooperative Plan for 197, the Agreement forBlending traditional__ clinics, financial institutions, program at Paducah Com- Byars of Mayfield, a con- handled publicly."
programs that promote Kentucky trade and stimulate evports and producmalizes
classroom learning with thi laboratvies., --insurance, munity College in 1974 before struction technology major
The law requires the state
the plan calls for Kentucky to continue providing space for a U. S
Also,
tivity.
reality of on-the-job ex- public utilities, news media, moving to Murray State the assigned to the City of Fulton; treasurer to pay each party its
trade specialist satellite office.
Commerce
of
ment
perience is the crux of a new and public and private next year, pointed out that an Richard Wade of Paris, Tenn., share of the fund before next
technology
a
manufacturing
employer is also able to make
program at Murray State schools.
Jan. 1.
Jane Rogers, program a much better assessment of a major assigned to the Lingl
University that is designed to
Kentucky's checkoff
Don
and
Paris;
of
the
on
Corp.
employee
prospective
described
add another dimension to the coordinator,
system, put into law by the
career preparation process. cooperative education as twit of a'year's observation Taylor of Elizabethtown, a 1976 General Assembly, is
Called cooperative "productive employment than on a 30-minute interview. construction technology similar to the federal system
They.expect to have about 40 major a.ssignesito Shiunt_lauifh -which -allows taxpayers to
education, it offers students supervised _by both unviersity_
an optional opportunity to and employer so that it is a students in the program in and Son, Inc., of Indianapolis, designate $1 of their federal
alternate a real-world work meaningful extension of the May, with more beginning in Ind., the general contractor on tax to a Presidential Election
August. A few students have the heating and cooling plant
assignment with periods of classroom."
Fund The $1 contribution
Starkey, who worked eight already begun working in the project at Murray State.
full-time academic study —
doesn't increase the amount of
apMrs. Rogers said
and it extends literally to all years with the cooperative field. They include:
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - being sold from farm to farm agreed to pay up to $1 million
paid or decrease the
taxes
Ivor Parks of Murray, plications are still being aceducation program at the
academic disciplines.
Commissioner as breeding or dairy stock in the first year to get the
Agriculture
refund
Cooperative education is not University of Cincinnati assigned to Fisher-Price Toys cepted for the cycles to begin
has received were required to be tested at program under way in KenHarris
Thomas
the
in
difference
The main
The
August.
in
and
May
engineering
an
in
as
the
tucky, including $1 a head to
before
Murray
Murray
joining
It
education.
new in formal
two systems is that money the backing of a legislative stockyards for brucellosis,
began at the University of State staff in November, 1975, supervisor; Kathy Robinson program is open to any designated on Kentucky committee for . brucellosis which causes miscarriages in veterinarians who do the
Cincinnati in 1906 and grew said the program provides an of Frankfort, a political student who has completed the returns goes directly to the controls that were voted down cattle and can be transmitted testing and 50 cents a head to
the stockyards.
slowly through the 1960s. Since opportunity for student and science major assigned to City sophomore year and has an two major political parties, when proposed as legislation to humans as undulant fever.
Harris said failure to imCattle sold for slaughter
1989, however, when about 130 employer to select each other Manager Dick Brown of academic record that meets v,tale the federal tax money last year.
requirements.
minimum
"Bud"
the
as
is
the program could
to
James
effort
made
plement
match
Henderson;
at
were
tested
slaughtcolleges and universities had
In the 1976 General
earmarked for political use
and
Harris mean "catastrophe" for
programs,it has mushroomed career goals with jobs
fan .intpendent, Assembly, a bill to require erhouses,
producers.
until more than 1,000 schools available.
increased stockyard testing said delays and • incomplete Kentucky livestock
do it
can
states
other
"If
addition
the
In
to
obvious
the
from .
cooperative
offer
now
Carpenter said lle expects for the cattle disease passed results
not reason why we
there's
benefit of practical ex-,
it
made
have
slaughterhouses
education.
eot
never
to
but
returns
.the Senate
more 'than 900,000
can't do it," Ite said.
Don Starkey, director of the perience, Starkey listed these
filed this year. He said his through the House Agriculture difficult to trace-the sources of
other
to
He said 37 of Kentucky's 68
the
advantages
Kentucky.
Resources
in
disease
the
Natural
Office of Cooperative and
238,000
and,,
processed
• iaff has
As a result, he said, stockyards 4have.- begun the
Experiential Education at student enrolled in the StateConference returns, with anoffier 25,000 to Committee.
Murray State, is enthusiastic cooperative education
But on Tuesday, the Interim Kentucky is not brucellosis- • additional testing voluntarily.
10,000 arriving- in the mail
Russell Walker of Ashland, Valentine, director of debate
Owners of some larger
about the dual benefits for program:
on free-- 350 of the state's 91,000
Committee
Joint
said the Tuesday..
State,
Murray
at
at
major
their
physics
say
—
freshman
An
to
a
a
test
opportunity
stockyards
have
to
known
are
herds
cattle
the
.
in
students and employers
The commissioner said Agriculture and Natural
drew "the strongest
operations would be crippled
are
_there
and
diseasethe
program which will begin its career choice in the field flurray State University, was event
a
approved
up.
Resources
picking
was
volume
named first place speaker at array of speakers I have ever
by the costs of labor to do the
first full one-year cycle in before graduation.
He said 200,000 persons have resolution supporting sub- restrictions on movement of
He
conference."
the
at
seen
Intercollegiate
Kentucky
the
7
of
Development
selfKentucky cattle to the states tests and of construction of the
May. Another cycle will begin
of
of
Department
160,000
sequent
with
refunds,
gotten
Association added that any of the top 10
pens, and
confidence, skills, maturity, Oratorical
in August.
Agriculture efforts to enact that have eliminated the required, isolation
have won the those mailed to date. would
speakers
in
would
head
and
of
(KI0A)
conference
a
cents
human
50
the
.understanding
that
the
leaves
disease.
"A student
The lag time is the result of regulation requiring the added
XIOA competition in previous
Georgetown Saturday.
do little to make up for the
brucellosis-free
the relations.
35
The
between
campus
which
testing.
process
an approval
— Earnings to help defray
He was chosen from a field years.
added expense.
sophomore and junior years to
routes the refund requests The regulation now is states include all those borpleased
much
very
am
"I
from
speakers
college
outstanding
of
expenses.
-I don't think there are but
dering on Kentucky except
work a year with a parCircuit
DepartFranklin
in
opposed
Revenue
the
from
-- A headstart in competing all the active collegiate speech with the performance of both
or three that till have any
two
has
Tennessee
and
Tennessee,
ticipating employer as a fullCounty
DeparBoyle
the
Court by
ment to the Finance
emphasized
he
entrants."
our
a
by
Kentucky
in
for
in
programs
jobs
Harris said,
the
labor
problem."
market
testing
stockyard
the
a
begun
time salaried employee in
and then to the Stockyard and 14 others that
panel of three judges — Dr. "As for Russell Walker, he is tment
however. "If it works a harof
herds
its
rid
to
program
job related to the student's after graduation.
department's
the
Department.
challenge
Treasury
"Employers find
dship on the farmers or on
the Gifford Blyton, director of the excellence looking for a place
infected cattle, Harris said.
career choice," he explained.
needed no Carpenter said there are authority to impose the added
He
happen.
to
Speech
School
High
Kentucky
be
program
to
them we'll go back and find
cost-effective
DepartU.S.
the
said
He
"After the junior year onTrial
stockyards.
in
on,
returns
expense
40,000
about
• usually
it
another way to do it
combines League; H. Howell Brady, coaching whatsoever."
of
ment
has
Agriculture
campus, the student may because
•
10.
is set for March
Walker's victory in the that chain at any one time.
work a second year. Six hours recruiting and training at a former University of Kenfor
arguing
member
One
Georgetown
of academic credit are reasonable cost," Starkey tucky debate coach and competition at
Tuesday's motion, Sen. Joe
in the Inawarded to a student for each continued. "An impressive counsel to the Kentucky earns him a berth
Wright, D-Harned, said he
Oratorical
successful year of work ex- indicator of the effectiveness secretary of state; and Ms. terstate
believed the legislature should
contest
national
Association's
1976
the
of the program is the 50 per Bruce Florence,
perience."
have passed the bill last year.
Claire.
write
Employment opportunities cent nationwide retention rate Speech Teacher of the Year. scheduled for Eau
"Too often the legislature
He
spring.
the
Wis.,
in
later
Louisville,
a
of
Aubrey
of
WW
cooperative
education
are wide open, with nationinspecial
to
yield
to
tends
Clark of
wide placement in many students by employers as sophomore, and Murray's will be joined by Mike
terests," Wright said, "and in
Universit).
State
Morehead
comthe
in
other
entrant
permanent
employees."
fields, including business,
this case I call the stockyards
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
second
who
awarded
was
the
in
industry, government, Mrs. Rogers, who started petition, was also rated
interests."
special
honors at Georgetown.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ( professional offices, hospitals, the cooperative education top 10 in the state. Robert place
Preyiously, only cattle
A Presidential Scholar at State Agriculture ComMurray State, Walker is the missioner Thomas Harris
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold E made an appointment today to
Walker of Ashland. He has try
U.S.
to convince
won several speaking awards Agriculture Secretary Bob
since he joined the Murray Bergland that snow and cold
State debate team last fall. can indeed leave farmers in
including the First Speaker's need of federal aid.
Trophy in the Ohio Valley
Harris, who left for
Conference Forensics Washington Tuesday night,
Tournament in November.
hopes to get federal guidelines
Walker and Aubrey will changed to allow assistance in
appear in :a public debate recovering from the damages
against the British Travelling 'of winter as well as.flood or
Edinburgh drought.
from
Team
University at 7:30 p. m. March
Kentucky is trying to get
8 in the Student Center three types of aid for farmers.
Auditorium at Murray State who have suffered winter
damages
and
losses
amounting to well over $108
million, Harris said.
He said the government can
Hundreds From Minnens Regular Jean Stock I
provide low-interest loans for
replacement of lost livestock
Foreman, and repairs of cold-weather
Dr.
Terry
coordinator of the Religious damage to water systems,
Studies Program at Murray roads and other farm
State University, presented a property.
It can also provide
paper and served as chairman
of a session of the recent assistance with the costs of
annual meeting of the Mid- extra feed needed in the cold
Western Region of the weather and the costs of
of transporting feed brought in
Academy
American
from out of state, he told the
Religion in Chicago.
His paper was entitled Interim Joint Committee on
in Agriculture and. Natural
Motives
Hundreds of Fantastic Tops On Sale Now/
"Scientific
Schleiermacher's Speeches on Resources Tuesday.
Increased feed costs have
Religion."
Foreman, 'who joined the accounted for more than $47
faculty at Murray State in million of the farm losses,
1975, was the chairman of a Harris said "Feed was
session on "Phenomenology of doubled in many instances to
Biblical try to .maiatain body heat and
Religion I and
during 'the body weight of livestock."
Exegesis"
Warm weather hasn't ended
meeting, which fociked on the
interaction of science and the need for assistanct, since
Minnens Murray, Bel-Air Center,
religion. Foreman earned'the many farmers who thought
Ph. D. degree in religious they had enough feed for the
Open. Nights & Sundays
winter ran out, Harris said
studies at Yale University.

Cooperative Education At
Murray State Offers Alternative

Harris Receives Backing Of
Committee On Brucellosis
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Walker Wins At

Harris To
Push For
Federal Aid

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Re-Opening

Denim Jeans!

*Thursday, March 3*

Reg. $18 to $26

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
CATFISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 900 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Highway
68 81 80
At Aurora

I,,

Foreman Serves As
Chairman At
Recent Meeting

'11 A15

T-Shirt Sale!
Reg.-S9 to $14

'6 T0s9

A Tremendous Denim Sale!!!

Denim Blazers, Vests, Skirts, Gauchos
Denim Jackets, Dresses, Overalls,
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Phone Addict:
Be a Ham
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by Cm ocago Trtbon• 11V Nelms Sod Inc

--DEAR AW!' t hyasuIut,uirfu,the
who's afflicted with "telephoniti§"—especially longdistance calls. She hides her phone bills so her husband
won't know how high they are.)
She should consider becoming a "ham" radio operator.
. communisation all.
.Amateur- radio permits long-dist Ayr,
over the world for free except for the initial price of the
equipment one needs.
It's a great hobby. but I'm not so sure female hams are
kosher. (Ha Ha!)
IDEA MAN IN N.Y
DEAR MAN: Great idea! And female hams are indeed
kosher. I'm told that there are approximately 12,000
licensed female hams in the U.S.A.

DEAR ABBY: Do you know what the only absolutely
foolproof method of birth control is?
OKLAHOMA CITY
DEAR OK: Yes. It's "NO!"
DEAR Al3BY: I am a 50-year-old married man who is
fairly successful.. My wife and I raised a son and a
daughter --both of whom are now married.
I never qualified as the world's best father —or eveii—
close to it. In fact, I was always too busy to be the kind of
_father I should have been to my son. We never had a really
good father•son relationship, but luckily he turned out all
right.
Six months ago, I saw an ad for "Big Brothers"—an
organization of men who volunteer to take a fatherless boy
to a sports event, lunch, supper, or just let him hang
around on a Sunday afternoon.
Impulsively, I volunteered my services and lined up an
11-year-old boy from a broken home. I picked him up and
brought him to my home, and we spent the afternoon
getting acquainted. He was very quiet and shy at first, but
later on he opened up. He's a wonderful, sensitive kid who
never had the breaks, and he appreciates my attention.
I've spent practically nolinoney on him, but the time I've
spent has already paid big dividends. His grades have
come up amazingly, and he's changed a lot of his ideas. I
think I've helped.
I wish other dads my age who were too busy for their
own sons would look-into "Big Brothers." It's given me a
second chance at being a father. Spread the word, Abby.
FEELING GREAT

,
24111%
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BRO1L-R-GRILL

GEBERALORECTIIIC

#BRG2OT

TOAST-R-OVEN

34

9Re.

39.97

Ideal for those cooking jobs you don't
want to heat the big oven for. See re-

sy\iv
net'

Look to revitalized ambition
ARLES
and lofty inspirations to help
you put over most ideas and
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gre
Certain changes are in order, plans now. A good day, under
others are NOT. Don't buck the generous Mars influences.
tide needlessly nor penetrate SAGITTARIUS
too deeply into unknown waters ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 31°40
You have such a fine capacity'
before you have the know-how
for handling big problems, it
and the facts.
would be a shame to let little
TAURUS
tio06.7
annoyances "get you down."
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A day in which it will be Stress your innate optimism.
important to use your best CAPRICORN
judgment, If, on second (Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Vi
Just "keeping busy" is no
thought, an idea or plan seems
impractical, don't waste time guarantee of success. The_,
trying to MAKE it workable.
important thing now is to be
GEMINI
selective in your undertakings
I May M to June 21)
and waste no time on unif you keep' matters in line,- productive ventures. KNOW
you should be able to make your goals.
some smart, progressive moves AQUARIUS
now. Look into others' ideas and (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
tactics: you- may be able to
Some advances indicated,
incorporate some in your own especially in the fields of art,
program.
designing. New suggestions
may be made to you. Appraise
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
carefully, n:.ting all factors.
Procrastination in facing a PISCES
"big" probldn or undertaking ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
will pile up complications. Bear
Mixed influences. You may
this in mind and go about this face some odd situations while
day emphasizing your more traveling, or through compractical and ingenious side. munications. Obstacles, faced
LEO
philosophically, could prove
July 24 to Aug. 23) 41244tg interesting as challenges.
-Retreat" is a -word not
your
in
usually' found
YOU BORN TODAY are
vocabulary, but it could be used endowed with great courage
strategically now to reinforce and ambition, but sometimes
strength, improve tactics.
are too headstrong. You are an
intellicent reasoner and your
VIRGO
WP
opinions carry a lot of weight. If
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Do not hesitate to advance an developed on the higher plane,
unusual idea IF you hAve given you can learn more than one
it proper thought. Burbo take skill, since you are extremely
into consideration the previous versatile. Pisces boasts many

-plans of associates —and artists, inventors, jurists,
• musicians and physicians. You
possible opposition.
LIBRA
take the difficult in stride.
.ftrl,
Outstanding traits: per(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Where the obvious means to ceptiveness and vitality. Birthprogress are skimpy, YOU date of: George M.Pullman and
, figure out preferable, more Alexander Graham Bell, infeasible ones. But have ventors.

PHONE 753-1919

Model 2331

ba'e details Ifl store.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

FLOOR
BROOMS
166

STAND
MIXER '
97
J

(›-

9R

ri

9 oz.
Automatic

furniture polish

WITH PUMP

#M55
A new Concept in brooms.
Really gets up the dirt.

36"
RUFFLED GINGHAM

eg. 59.97

Includes dough hooks for mixing and
kneading bread dough, stainless steel
mixing bowls, and 12 speeds. See rebate details in store.

TIER CURTAIN

1,),"alrlist‘.( 1044.4

.397

. 2.97
VALANCE . . . .
SWAG VALANCE ... 4.88
Washable, fast colors. 50% Kodel Polyester/ 50% Rayon.

36"
RUFFLED

36" KITCHEN

TIER CURTAIN

377

PLANTER STAND

988

Kitchen print on natural
colored grounds. Washable, little or no ironing.
100% cotton Osnaburg.

Solid high-density
Fibre-wood construction. Simulated walnut grained finish. Easy
to assemble. Size
31 ',..2"x101/2"x28';

444

3.33
VALANCE
SWAG VALANCE. . 5.66
Embroidered eyelet ruffle. Washable, fast cal-,rs. 65', Dacron Polyester' 35°0 Rayon.

36" FLORAL

TIER CURTAIN

377

Model

Sol id heavy-density Fibre-wood construction. Simblated walnut grained
finish. Easy to assemble. 471/x
1 6h/1 'x 251/2".

MAGICOLOR'S
SAVE
FINEST
2.00
SATIN PLUS
FLAT
LATEX

X4
A
e
I r

LUSTER PLUS
SEMI-GLOSS

47
Quart
.

3

Req. 4.47
Extra scrubbabio. 1 coat coverage. ramp
and stain resistant.

CEILING WHITE
FLAT LATEX

7, 1 0,

97

-ma. Q.9, ,,i easN, to
rioolv. ,Ino• coat ciwers. Ea,-,\,, clean- p.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.

1-6 Sunday
753-8777'

97

1

Warranted 1-coat coverage, fade and stain resistant, and washable.
4•0111m•immon.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
1,Irrlit

Ruffled tier with
white
on
lace
50°,,
backgound.
Kodel Polyester '
5000 Cotton. Fast
colors. Washable.

VALANCE . . 2.77
SWAG
VALANCE. . 4.88

HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
1988

)(GI

ADVERTISE

Compact, lightweight
models equal the performance of regular
size Bissell sweepecs.

TIER & VALANCE

FOR THURSDAY, MARCH 3, 1977
What kind of day will patience, be vigilant, precise.
tomorrow be? To find out what Watch trends.
the stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
given for your birth Sign.

•

8

Choice

Fasts two-sided
without muss and
fuss. See rebate details in store.

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 99069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

Frances Drake

88
Your

T93B

BROILER

DEAR FEELING: I know the organization, and it is
wonderful. Consider the word spread.(P.S. There are "Ellg
Sisters," too.)

Your Individual
Horoscope

WHISK-IT
OR
ZOOM BROOMS

Rights Reserved

Acses of Free Parking

GALLON
Pen. 9.97

Latex
Redwood
Stain

BIG K LATEX
REDWOOD
STAIN

47

•

0
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McBrayer
Xalls For
Specialization

Transit Authority Receives
Loan From Transportation
The Kehlikky-Departitient -77 lista! year and -up to
of Transportation 1KYDOT) $500,000 during the 77-78
has granted a $150,000 loan to period.
TANK, which began public
the Transit Authority of
Northern Kentucky (TANK) operation in 1972 has been
in order that it may continue operating with capital frpin
the sale of bonds at the time
its operations.
began
authority
Accepting the check from the
with
Com- operations, along
Commerce
state
missioner W.Terry McBrayer receipts from the fares
and Transportation Secretary charged customers.
When the revenue bonds
John C. Roberts were TANK
chairman Duke Faulconer, expired recently, the citizens
Kentucky
Northern
TANK General Manger John of
referendum
Williams, TANK attorney reject/Cl/ a
David Schneider and state proposktito increase the sales
Rep. Elmer Dietz (1)-Ludlow). tax to assist TANK. As a result
The money for the loan was the Transit Authority was
made available through a faced with the situation of
newly created Mass Transit either ceasing operations or
Operating Fund, administered locating immediate financial
by---KYDOT. '
Roberts noted that, as
commerce commissioner_
designate, McBrayer worked
for passage of the legislation
which led to creation of the
funding during the special
session of the General
Assembly last December.
McBrayer said he was
The surge of nostalgia
confident that these funds will
serve as an immediate relief currently sweeping the
to TANK's present budgetary country has caught up with the
crisis and its need for staff at Kentucky's Carter
Caves State Resort Park. A
operating funds. •
Memories"
According to state Planning "Mountain
is
for March
planned
weekend
Grayson,
Calvin
Engineer
under the conditions set by.the 11-12 at the park near Olive
legislature, transit operating Hill.
A tiny community tucked
authorities may apply and
Eastern
obtain loans to aid their into Kentucky's
is just off
Hill
Olive
Highlands,
-transit-public
respective
east-west Interstate 64. The
systems.
Grayson said that TANK park entrance is eight miles
has been authorized to borrow north of Olive Hill on Ky.-182.
up to $350,000 during the 1976- A clear, shallow mountain

assistance.
In addition to local
revenues, TANK receives
financial support in the form
of a grant administered by the
Federal Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA). The problem is that
these funds are reimbursable
rather than advance money.
Since the UMTA operating
program did not begin until
1974, TANK actually funded
itself, with the bond money
and local funds, for about two
years.
"However, the loan is
purely an interim measure
designed to keep TANK
operational while they look for
other revenue sources,"
Ilatierts said.

Nostalgia Inspires
Mountain Memories

First Tornado Watch*
Prompts Reminders
Kentucky experienced its "watch" individuals should
first tornado "watch" of the determine the best shelter
year Feb. 23, prompting state area for use if necessary and
Disaster and Emergency clear the lawn of outdoor
Services officials to remind all furniture, trash cans or any
Kentuckians of actions to take other objects that might by
during a "watch" and blown away, since such items
can be deadly weapons in high
"warning."
! "Tornadoes can occur at winds.
A transistor radio and a
any time, "Robert L. McFerren, deputy director of none-electric light source
DES, said, "but we know that should also be available, and
they are Most comnicm around matches should be on band.
here in spring and early Residents of the affected
areas should remain tuned to
summer."
He-said that it is most im- a local radio or television
to
portant .that everyone know station and watch the sky
southeast.
the
a
the difference between
If a "warning" is issued,
"watch" and a "warning."
in the affected area
people
the
by
-A 'watch' is issued
National Weather Service should insure that windows
whenever conditions exist that are open on two sides of the
could cause tornadoes, house, east and north, so air
"McFerren explained, "and can pass through without
there are definite actions that creating a vacuum.
Residents should also insure
should be taken. A 'warning' is
everyone in the household
that
has
funnel
a
when
issued,
actually been sighted and or immediate area is warned
people in affected areas and seek shelter immediately.
"Wherever the shelter is,
should take immediate safety
"McFerren continued, "all
precautions."
He advised that during a pictures, mirrors and other
hanging objects should be
removed from the walls."
He also noted that schools
MISS YOUR PAPER?
have tornado plans and that
Subscribers who have not
parents should not go to
schools when a warning is
received their home-delivered
given.
copy of The Murray Ledger &
-Parents only expose
Times by 5:30 p. in. Mondaythemselves and their children
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. on Saturto needless risk," he added.
days are urged to call 753-1914
"In nearly every case the
between 5:30 p. in. and 6p.
child will be seer in school
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p.
than at home."
and 4 p. in. Saturdays to insure
McFerren reported that
Cells
delivery of the newspaper.
additional safety information
must be placed by 6 p. in. weekis available through local
days or 4 p. in. Saturdays to
DES, civil defense, and other
guarantee delivery.
preparedness
emergency
organizations.

"We do more
than just
fill out tax
forms. We can help
you save money."
tle,.ry W. Block

Reason No. 1 why H&R Block
should do your taxes.
Peopie don t come-to H&R Block just to
have their tax forms fitted-out They come
because Block can help them save'money. We dig for every honest
deduction and credit. And we see that
you get the benefit.of the latest changes
•
in the tax law.

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME

TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia S.
WPC! NOUN'S

753-9204ev,

9..9

trim m Sat.

stream alongside the road
splashes and bubbles a happy
welcome as visitors approach
the park.
Once there, the lodge appears,as the scenery calls for,
rustic; and there's a. big
fireplace. A craft display with
some items dating back
almost 200 years, located near
the entrance, will be the
starting place for the
Memories"
"Mountain
weekend.
After Friday evening dinner, served with a homecooked flavor, folk singers
Dick and Ann Albin will entertain. The versatile couple
- seem to weave a spell over
audiences with their varied
repertoire of songs and their
fascinating explanation of the
dulcimer (one' of the oldest
mountain instruments), its
history and how it is made by
old-fashioned
hand. An
hoedown will end the
evening's."promenade" down
memory lane.
Beginning "at 10 a.m.
a
morning,
Saturday
children's concert will be
presented. Later activities for
everyone will include a nature
walk, a string band concert,
tall tale contests and
workshops on mountain
musical - instruments,
mountain ballads and folk
dancing.
Caves are numerous in the
park and special tours may be
arranged.
The Saturday night finale
will be a concert by Dick and
Ann Albin and Lilly Mae
Ledford.
All special events are free of
charge and open to the public.
Overnight guests may take
advantage of low off-season
rates and may make reservations by dialing toll free in
Kentucky, 1-800-372-2961. In
surrounding states the tollfree number is 1-800-626-2911.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP( —
Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer has said
regional
Kentucky's
universities should speciatliz,e
more in educational opportunities.
"We have had a tendency to
education
higher
treat
programs like a covey of
quail," McBrayer told a news
at
Monday
conference
Morehead State University.
"Specialization should be
the key, with different
programs excelling at different schools," he said.
McBrayer, a 1959 Morehead
graduate, visited the campus
as a guest lecturer.

- "statevorernmern-neeas-4e
rely more heavily on our
public universities," he said.
--Weitave-talleit to- uttttze-the
vast manpower, ,.and brainpower resources available on
the various state campuses."
McBrayer served in the
994-1
state legislature before
heading Gov. Julian Carroll's
AT MURRAY STATE RODEO: This bucking horse, Miss Mo, will, be featured in the bareback riding event of Murray
Centransition office. He later
State University's Spring Intercollegiate Rodeo March 4,5 and 6 in the West Kentucky livestock and Exposition
of Tenserved as Carroll's chief
ter. She is shown here giving a college cowboy a good shot at the prize money during the 1973 University
executive assistant. He was
nessee at Martin intercollegiate rodeo held at Union City.
appointed commerce commissioner earlier this year.
his
told
McBrayer
audiences that he expects to
remain active in state politics.
"I have served in the
General Assembly for 10 years
and have enjoyed my
state
with
One of America's fastest Murray to compete for team Caulfield, Mo. For the past 12 been honored by the IRA association
growing sports, the in- and individual points toward years, 77 Ranch Rodeo many times for his out- government," he said.
tercollegiate rodeo, returns to possible qualification for.-the Company has provided the standing herd. In 1972, his
"I chose a long time ago to
. position to serve
the Murray State University College National Finals Rodeo stock for many of the top horse, Cripple Creek, better get into..1
campus this weekend with a in June.
rodeos held across Missouri, known to rodeo participants as -Kerntucky. And when 1979
Sponsored by the Murray Tennessee, Arkansas, No. 101, was honored as the comes around, I will take a
three-day program scheduled
Rodeo Club, the Oklahoma and Kentucky. it, Bucking Horse of the Year. strong look at the governor's
State
the
in
6
and
for March 4, 5
race," Mciirayer said.
West Kentucky Livestock and program this weekend in- also has---had - several of its
The intercollegiate program
cludes performances Friday animals to qualify for the.
Exposition Center.
goat
race,
barrel
a
includes
and Saturday nights, begin- International Finals Rodeo at
and other contests for
More than 20 teams from ning at 7:30 o'clock, and at 2 Tulsa, Okla., for the past four roping
‘ssi.R.1well as bull riding, Ttt, Nattmlat twit,
as
girls
colleges and universities p.m Sunday.
gamind anti char%A...
years.
..thrn
roping
calf
steer bulldozing,
Featured will be bucking
across the Ozark Region of the
ticv. Ynik t'it in 1871
tereil
Don McKee, a partner in the and team contests for the It haul b nutinbu rs
National Intercollegiate stock .from the famous 77
boys.
Rodeo Association will be in Ranch Rodeo Company of 77 Ranch Rodeo Company, has

Intercollegiate Rodeo Returns To
Murray State For This Weekend

I

02-25-77
ADULTS 135
NURSERY 09
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Blaustein
Girl
Baby
(mother Linda I, 519 Shady
Lane, Murray, Baby Boy
(mother
Mittlestradt
Mildred), Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Baby Boy Hopkins (mother
Nancy), Rt' 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Opal J. Gabel and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Springville,
Tn., Mrs. Betty C. Rogers, 411
Pryor, Mayfield, Mrs. Nancy
J. Manning, No. 7 Riviera Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Patsy J.
Chambers and Baby Boy, Rt.
2, Benton, Edwin C. Warren,
Rt. 1 Bx. 211, Murray, Mrs.
Peggy J. Peoples and Baby
Boy, Likins Tr. Ct., Mayfield,
Mrs. Modena C. Hackett, 904
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Lee M.Lafser, 1704 Plainview Dr.T4
Murray, Kenneth W. Winters, L.
1500 Glendale, Murray,
Sherwood Potts, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Martha C.
Nichols, 712 River Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Donna K.
Jackson, Rt. 4, Bx. 169,
Murray, Mrs. Melissa A.
Smith, 619 Ellis Dr., Murray,
Jerry D. Lamb, 213 Irvan,
Murray, Mrs. Ardee A. Riley,
409 Cherry, Murray, Robert S.
Colley, Farmington, Mrs.
Aline Jackson, 807 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, Chester L. Paschall,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Alvin M.
Jones,323 Woodlawn, Murray,
Jesse T. 1Ludd1eston, Cerluean
Rt. 1, Cadiz, Porter T.
Charlton, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Bessie B. Dunn, 744 Ellis Dr.,
Murray, William F. Oliver,
Rt. 1 Bx. 184, Buchanan, Tn.

JjJJILTH&BLAUTy
BIG

Prices
Good Thru
Sunday
CreatesJong
lush lashes

UiTRA-

1
(
...„.
••

MASCARA

MEDICATED
FOSTEX CAKE

by

FOOT POWDER
DE SENE medicated ••rosol p•o.
Initant Pool comfort P•I•lp. proven!

Athlete • Foot too

SKIN CLEANSER

99 ORUEGR.

44
OUR

1

REG. 1.77

WATERPROOF

1 22

LoF- -

SPRAY-ON

Hot,Tired
Itchy Feet?

IASh

4-0Z.
3
3/

6-oz. Oesenex

L'OREAL
ULTRA RICH

LOREAL

INSTANT
HAIR CONDITIONER
REGULAR OR EXTRA

-

1144

GENERAL

PRO 4

PORTABLE PISTOL DRYER

YOUR
CHOICE

U

OUR ,REG. 1.66
iti
W 5s
ORISSsii
'
04"
hair rasa+ coctsues
12
&K:1011ot
OS

...• •

./

g88--REG.
17.88

Schick

DRISTAUV

Plus Platinum
with occlusive

--onsmoz,. ••

TEFL ON coating

••••-•

itt tic N s Smut Conostton!Nay Fever Wiwi/Head Colds NINON

DRISTAN

CAPSULES 15'S
PROVIDES BETTER AMMUNITION
TO FIGHT HAY
FEVER

OUR
REG. 1.07
SANKAMIRICARD

ELECTRIC

15 c.c. DRISTAN MIST

VAPOR NASAL
- SPRAY

12

OUR
REG.
1.44

Bel-Air Shopping Center
91 Mon.-Sat.
Equal Oliportunity Employ.•r
1-6 Sea.
limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking

/S3-8777

SCHICK

PLATINUM BLADES
5'S

') REG. 88

U
mew charge
•0.
*OW..

•••••
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WHY PAY MORE
BIG .101114
SELLS FOR?

•

-

OPEN 9 a. rn. to 9 p.
7 Days A Week
This- Ad rood $tarchl
thru March 8

Equals A Chicken and a Half - Mixed Parts
lb.
0400••
•00000••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Kuntry Fresh

CHICKEN BREAST

lb.

0n4

Kuntry Fresh

LP7

CHICKEN WINGS

lb

39'

Tender
i,rnik.,
CHICKEN

lb.

59'

lb.

49C

Kuntry Fresh

CHICKEN THIGHS

lb. 694

Kuntry Fresh

CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS

lb

794

LIVERS

Frozen Turkey

DRUMSTICKS

Quarter Pork Loin Sliced Into
Lb.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Arrowhead

Ground
Fresh Daily

FRANKS

Big John
Supertrim

GROUND
BEEF

PORK LOIN

(4 lbs.
or more)

Reelfoot
lb.
•••••••••••••••••
Field's

Mrs. Weaver's Turkey or Chicken
8 oz.cup.

BOLOGNA

SALAD

Field's Chunk

Reelfoot

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

LARD

69'

4 lb. carton $169

Naval Size 138

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2

0For

California
Jumbo

LETTUCE
Heads For

Red
LeafLeaf

—

Great
For Stew!

CARROTS
lib.
bogs

LETTUCE

-

Red Temeo

RADISHES
1 lb. bag

%MEE CLIP & SAVE
Nabisco Saltine

CRACKERS

lb.

N( 0 U

sPk\J-

49°

N(0 U
S AVE

lb. box
Tax applicable to reg: Price. Limit one
coupon per family at BIG jOHN5
Jr Olidi,M,11 Offer I Vires 3 8 77 AAA,

••■•
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Big 32-oz Bottles

49

6

32-oz bottles $
Phis Deposit
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••
Fisher Boy - 2 lb. box

44!

FISH STICKS

Tetley - 16 ct.

3,0,51"

TEA BAGS

Libby Tomato

SAUCE

8 or. Can

Sweet Sue Chicken &

194

DUMPLINGS

24 or. can

PEPSI

694

Pride Pa. Instant Mashed
2 oz. pkg.2,,

POTATOES

25'

Richtex
.__u__
-.

Ingtit

3 lb can
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Dish
Liquid
32 oz

Ballet
6rolpkg.

V.

BATH

DERMASSAGE

TISSUE

/
1 2 gal
•
•
••••
•••
•
•••••
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
••
•••••
••
•
•
•
••••••
•
•
lieifetz Pickes 32 oz. jar

Bath Size Dial

DOMOWY OGOREK

89

xrertlt coupon)

sip° Renuitt Solid Air

SOAP

bars

FRESHNER

Hs de Park 14 oz can

Lipton 100 ct.

49' CLEANSER

194 TEA BAGS

Big John's Twin Pak - 79 Value
9 oz. pkg.
•
•
••••
•
•
•
•••••••
••
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••

There's Always Lots of IS YOUR CARD PUNCHED?

WEXFORD
CRYSTAL
This week's special

-Big John's Fresh Baked Treats Are Mixed

In Big John's CASH POT

BAKED RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES!
FROM OUR DEU
Famiif Fried

with each

Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00

$3.00
purchase

Garman Chocolate

9 pieces chicken-8 potatoes
16 rolls— carton tole slaw
FROM OUR DEU

NOW WORTH

V2

V2 b. 79'

Every Health & Beauty Aid At
Big John's Is
Reg. $1.59 Miss Brock 11 oz.

Reg. $2.15 Tablets

POUDEN
T
60 et

Reg. $1.99 Arm in Arm

Reg $159

Roll-On 2.5 oz

Monthwash
_

ll'IPIP

USTERINE

'Bath Sire Dial

SOAP
ggo

4 ban $1100
Plitt'.

1401.

1.mot nrn•
• Tax applicable to reg.
,
r• coupon per family -at BIT. OF4v.

Reg. $1.13 5 oz.

69

Reg $2.17

Reg. $3.05 Powder

RIGHT
GUARD

Johnson & Johnson
011ierefnx

BABY
POWDER

"h..Pares..;8 —
10aifilli1a Off

TI

$2.42

Ys
COFFEE
;lb 40c 0,
applicable to reg. Prir e 1.m.1 oneTan!
r. coupon per family at II(. 1011.0)

1201

'

II 11 II laS,

Reg.

044141.

II

Offer hPireA I

Z.

i1,11,41110
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E. Hel p

W2ntorl

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

FOR
WATKINS
unknown;
UNITED STATES
FULL TIME bookkeeper
" AVON
Products.
Contact
It is HEREBY ORDISTRICT COURT
All
display
ads,
with
previous exHolman Jones, 217 South
Sell beautiful producDERED that this order be
WESTERN DISTRICT
classified displays
perience recording cash
13th,
753-3128.
phone
you
find
you'll
ts
for
week
a
once
published
OF KENTUCKY'
and regular display,
receipts and disburnever looked so good
six consecutive weeks in
AT PADUCAH
must be submitted
sement
journal, general
experience
No
CIVIL NO. C 76-0101-P at least one newspaper
by 12 noon, the day
ledger and payroll. Send
TAX
SERVICE
753Call
necessary.
of
before publication.
, A UNITE.D STATES OF regularly issued and
with
resume
5750 or write Glenda
For
All
AMERICA PLAINTIFF general circulation in
reader
qualifications to Box
3247,
Fernier
Box
Duke,
Indiriousl
KenCounty,
classifieds must be
vs. ORDER FOR SER- Calloway
32W, Murray.
'PISMO'S
Self-Employed
Paducah. Ky.42001.
. submittal by 12 noon
VICE BY PUBLICATION -tacky.
the
day
before
11011ERT G. SMITH, EX . It, is FURTHER OREXPERIENCED
John 0. Pasco
3. Card Of Thanks
said
that
DERED
publication.
DEFENDANTS
Apply
MECHANIC.
Avows
1650 Ryes
On motion of plaintiff,- defendants shall appear_
Murray Muffler and
THE FAMILY of Edgar
9 con. - 5p,.
to
plead
Coned States of America, in this cause and
Automotive Center, 7th
753-5791
Wilkinson would like to
5 lost And Found
the complaint within ten
for an order requiring the
and Maple St.
thank everyone for the
of
date
the
last
appearance of defen- days after
COLOR PORTRAITS,
flowers, food, cards and
publication of this Order,
dams, Robert G. Smith
bring us yours for extra
FOUND A SMALL brown
kind expressions of
thereof,
the
default
in
Smith,
and
and Patricia A.
copies. Made from any
Terrier dog. Near WANTED
sympathy shown by
A SALES
and it appearing that this Court will proceed to hear
size into any size.
Lyruihurst Resort. Call -person to
and relatives.
friends
sell Jim
cause
this
adjudicate
enforce
a
to
and
actiOn
is an
Wallets low as 24 cents,
436-2345.
Also thanks to the
Walter Homes in the
in the same manner as if
lien upon real property
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Coleman
Blalock
Murray area. This is
the absent defendants had
situated within this
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
. Funeral Home, Bro. R.
your opportunity to
with
process
LOST
TWO
year
old
black
district- and described as been served
753-0035. Free parking
B.
and
J. Burpoe
make _good money.„ as_ a
Doberman Einachec off
the; 4.,c9n1,,_
our rear- en- - -- Wendell- H.n11e The
sales
person. if inKentucky.
Highway
of
732.
Chain
monwealth
A tract of land lying and
trance.
Family
terested call Gene Allen
choke collar. Answers to
Dated this 5th day of
being in Calloway County,
502442-7368, Paducah,
Max. Call' 436-5414.
Kentucky, in Sections 8 November,1976.
WE WOULD like to take
Ky.
SPECIAL
Reward.
Charles M. Allen,
and 9. Township 2, Range
this opportunity to thank
THIS WEEK!
Judge, United States
3 East and being more
all our friends, neigh- LOST BROWN leather
District Court
Golden Delicious
particularly" described as
bors and relatives who
billfold around MSU
10 Business Opportunity
Apples
beginning at a point in the
came to our 25th wedFieldhouse
on Friday
north right of ,way of the
and
anniversary
ding
2. Notice
$2.50 Bushel
YOUR
OWN
night the 18th. Please OWN
Murray-Mayfield
old
for the many cards and
business. Annual inMurray Coal
call Tammy Boone, 753Road, said point being the
gifts. A special thanks to
come should be between
5636.
8. Ice
southeast corner Of the BROTHERS FOREIGN
hostesses, Mrs. Inez
the
4th
Street
408
S.
$16,000 to $25,000.
AUTO SERVICE invites
Billy Carroll property;
Andrus, Mrs. Vicki
Personal investment
6. Help Wanted
you to bring your
thence in a northerly
Denham, Mrs. Debris
should
be
$3,000.
WHAT
Porsche,
WE
do
Volkswagon,
best is
direction and along the
,Lovett and Mrs. Emma LADIES - Would you like
Remainder can be
care.
Needline,
7534333.
prompt
in
for'
or
Audi
for
property
Carroll
Billy
Edwards. Mr. and Mrs.
financed. Contact
a private home fashion
and courteous service.
a distance of 330 feet to a
Willis Pritchett
Standard Oil Co., phone
showing and receive
FACTORY
BELTONE
Located on Industrial
stake; thence in an
753-2432 or Mayfield,
free
fashions
or
a
part
753-0521.
fresh
batteries.
Wallis
Road.
Call
Memory
4
In
easterly direction and
247-2223.
time
job
with
high
Murray,
Ky.
Drug Store,
parallel with the old
IN MEMORY OF Hassell
earnings? Call 1-247Call 753-1272.
Murray-Mayfield Road
Holy
Hutson who passed
the
8935, 1-623-8885 or 901- WANTED blieve
YOU
DO
for a distance of 113 feet
away Feb. 27, 1975.
885-9150.
Bible is God's inspired
AUTOMOBILE Cleanto a stake in the Clovis
like to
We miss you so, dear
you
Would
Western
Dark
word?
Up and detail man. If
Bazzell property; thence
Daddy,
H.O.D.A. HOUSE of
learn more about God's
Fired Tobacco
you're good - give me
southeasterly
a
in
Call 753It hurts to see your empty
you?
for
Decorative Accessories
plan
Growers
call. Excellent opdirection and along the
chair.
0984. It is not a recorWanted - women looking
Association
portunity for right man.
Clovis Bazzell property
Yet it's a comfort to know
This is also our
for
ding.
exciting
and
Call Humboldt, Tenn.
distance
of
for
a
line
1
j
For
rent
532
sq.
ft.
You're with Jesus in that
business phone.
rewarding career in the
901-784-2002.
approximately 350 feet to
Great Somewhere.
decorating field. No
office space.
a point in the north right
experience necessary.
13. For Sale Or Trade
of way of the old Murraytilities furnished. You never won any We train high school
Mayfield Road; thence in
medals,
1969 10 x 58 "BUDDY
graduates. Part time or
Phone
a westerly direction and
Special 10% Off
Your
picture never hung
full time. For more
mobile home. Will
753-3341, or
along the north right of
in the Hall of Fame.
information write Sylvia
consider taking car,
Gold & Yellow
way of the old Murray753-3342
But you were "great" ill
Hulen, Manager, 715
truck or van on trade.
in the
May(ield. _Road for a
the hearts of your family
Oakcrest
Drive,
Call 753-6763.
Kountry Kitchen
of
apdistance
FOR
SALE:
One
It's
with
loving
thoughts
Paducah,
Ky.
42001.
proximately 147 feet to
miscellaneous disc
14. Want To Buy
and tear filled eyes
Ends March 7th
the point of beginning and
jockey? Please don't
We whisper your dear
acre,
containing one ( 1)
WANT
RELIABLE COINS AMERICAN ano
Stark's Hardware
take too seriously what
name.
more or less.
woman
for
foreign. Also old gold.
WKYQ
Jay
Diamond,
12th & Poplar
Rebert G. Smith and
housekeeping and being
morning
personality,
Call 753-9232_
We
thank
the
Lord for you
Year"
300
Our
Patricia A. Smith otipartially responsible for
says on the radio during
Daddy,
taMed title to the above
care of 5 year old and WILL BUY Standing
his show 5 a.m.-10 a.m.
And letting us have you
described property by
infant. 2-3 days per
timber. Large or small
Unfortunately, Jay
the long years through.
Dolphus
deed from
week. References
tracks. Top prices paid.
sometimes gets carried
Thankful also when
Christenbury, Sr., et ox,
required. Call 753-8760.
Up to $400 per thousand
away and says things he
health was gone
dated the 16th day of
b.f. for clear white oak
shouldn't. The fact that
14e
called you that where
October, 1973, and of
$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
20" and above. Pay cash
the country music
He is
record on Microfilm in
SPARETIME!
Unor work on shares. Will
association in Nashville
You might be too.
Book 153, Cabinet 1,
believably, excitingly
also buy logs. Call (502)
last year voted him
Drawer 5, Card 83, in the
easy! Send self- 753-2359, call collect.
America's leading
Not only did wife and
office of the Clerk of the
addressed and stamped
country disc jockey is no
children love you
Calloway County Court.
envelope to Box 1824, WANTED: B-J Auto
reason for him to think
But grandchildren and inIt FURTHER APCleveland, Ohio 44106.
he can expound on
laws as well.
Salvage. Junked and
PEARING to the Court
anything, but he does
What your life has meant
wrecked cars needed.
that the said defendants
News, Society and
anyway. Two good
to your family
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
HOUSEKEEPER
for
have not been found
753-1918
Sports
features about his show
Only God could ever tell.
resort. Call 436-5376.
the
Comwithin
Retail Display adare Howard Cosell at
15. Articles For Sale
monwealth of Kentucky,
vertising 753-1919
7:25 a.m. and Paul
So be happy, dear Daddy
EASY
MAILING
work
and have not voluntarily
Classified Display
Harvey at 7:30 a.m. In that land of Joy and
from your home. Earn TOBACCO STICKS for
appeared herein, and that
sale. Call 489-2126 or 435WKYQ-FM93. The
Classified, Circulati
Peace.
from
$75-$200 weekly.
personal service within
4263.
station Murray has been
Abn and the Business
One day we'll be with you
For
information send
the state upon said
waiting for (except
be
may
Office
In a life that will never
stamped self addressed
defendants is not pracmaybe
not
Jay
cease.
reached on 753
envelope to Edwards EXCELLENT, EFticable because defenDiamond, but you have
FICIENT, economical,
1916 and 753-19 I 7
Publication
Co. 391 East
ts'
present
dan
to take the bad with the
Blue Lustre carpet
Written by a daughter,
149th
Street,
Bronx,
are
whereabouts
good).
cleaner.
Rent electric
Catherine Smotherman.
N.Y. 10455.
shampooer. Big K, Bel
If
COOrCE
AL.EXANDER STOP 7.0-2C,'"ov.NO
Aire Shopping Center.
\..../ELL DA,

Phone Plumbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

YOU DON 7
HANG UP sec L..ia
coAr AGA+N,

t5X..42 Ct£744E5 AL_.....OVER 7HE
•
.$

THRO\N'S
COT-ES
TRE
FLJRN,7LJRE,
TOO

FREE!
WHOLESALE
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive
Designers'
Collections! Bargains
galore!
Box
1824,
Celveland, Ohio 44106.
EAR CORN FOR SALE.
Call 753-8767.
.
32

THIS .5.1j5T
BE 70-,E
autETE5T.
5iC5T PEACEPEJL
PLACE ON EARTH.

I LOVE
EXPLORE 'CUR
SKULL CAVE.

ALL THESE CHRONCLES OF
YOuR ANCESTORS FOUR
CENTURIES! couL2
BROWSE THRt TNEM
5041E0AV

WOOD FOR SALE, Oak
or Hickory. 1.2.50 rick
delivered. Call 437-4731
or 437-4346.
BATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE kits. Marbleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.

15

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767..

C

,

\N

S 4 TRE

CAROB WHO
N:CHARS V-

r7-

16

HOMY

24 Misrellanoniis
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323-

NEW HOLLAND baler
and rake, 38' hay
elevator, International 2
row planter, case front
end loader, post hole
digger and farm wagon.
Call 753-4848.
_JOHN DEERE manure
spreader. Call 753-6720.

Furnishings

G. E. REFRIGERATOR,
30" wide, 64" high, 28"
deep. Good as new. Call
492-8417.
KROEHLER BROWN
and green floral couch,
$75. Wood table and 6
chairs, $200. Call 7537293.
GOLD EARLY American
couch. Good condition.
$65. Call 753-7907.
KROEHLER EARLY
American wing back
couch. Three cushions.
Light tan with dark
brown figures. Chair,
light tan. Both in very
good condition. Call 7534698.
REFRIGERATOR, 17 cu.
ft. 2 door. Couch and
chair. Portable T. V.,
black and white, with
stand and antenna. Call
753-7475.
KENMORE 30" electric
stove. Good condition.
Call 437-4631.
OFF WHITE COUCH very nice. Can be bought
for less than having
yours recovered. Phone
753-5402 evenings, 7533456 days.

CONTACT WEST KY
Grain
Handling
ulpment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
- Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.
20

Sports Equipment

12 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
ileavy duty trolling
motor. 35h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
14' FIBERGLASS BOAT
and trailer, with 18 h. p.
Evinrude trolling motor
depth finder and all
other equipment. Call
489-2394.
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
skis and all gear. $1100.
Call 753-2248 after 6 p.
m.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

23 Exterminating

KIRKSEY USED furniture. Buy and sells.
Call 489-2752.

Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

26. TV Radio
NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
Antennas, trunk or roof
top mount only $9.95.
Tennessee Liquidation
Warehouse Store, Court
Square, Paris, Tenn.
You save more at our
licplidation store.

TV SALE. Drive to cube
and save. We have the
lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
around and compare.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1969 HOUSE TRAILER,
12 x 65. Call 753-7490.
1968 10 x 58 TRAILER,
porch, air condition,
underpinning and
furnished. Price been
reduced. Call 753-5287 or
753-0839.

1971 TORONADO 12 x 52,
2 bedroom, partially
furnished. $3500. Call
753-0626.
FOR SALE - 1974
Schultz 14 x 7e, 3
bedroom, all electric
central air condition,
and heat, steps, deck,
underpinning, and 10 x
10 metal outbuilding.
Phone 753-8428.
1974 NEW MOON mobile
home, /2 x 70, all
electric, 1;4 bath. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

MCM•1111

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359. Mike Hutchens.

Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th

19. Farm Equipment

EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m.901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.

30 Business Rentals
CLEAN-UP OR BODY
Shop. Call 753-5311.

Auction Sale

NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for
spring.
AgriProducts has them. Call
753-2958.

Saturday, March 5th
10 a.m. rain or shine at the late W. 0. Darnell home
in Shit° at Highway 1551 and 464, 8 miles east of
Murray.
Will sell lots of antiques and household items.
Selling old forks and spoons with wooden handles, lamps, smoothing irons, oak washstands,
Singer sewing machine, Jenny Lind bed, round
top trunk, old dresser and chest of drawers,
round oak dining table, one oak dining chair,
preserve stand, 220 electric heater, like new
bedroom suite, living roOrn suite, Ashley wood
heater, deep freeze, Frigidaire electric stove,
Westinghouse refrigerator, cookware of all kinds. Lots of items too numerous to mention. Kent
Korte is working with me full time.
For all your Auction needs call Terry-Shoemaker.
Kent Korie Auctioneer, licensed and bonded in Ky.
and Illinois.

HESSTON HAY DAY on
March 4, is your opportunity to get all
questions
answered
about
Hesston
Stakhands and Round
Balers. Also Hesston
manuas spreaders and
forage harvestors.
Come see us on March
4th. That's A & I Ford
Supply in Paris, Tenn.

Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of March
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
r". Ads must run three consecutive days
v. No changes will be made in copy
a"- Paid days will run first
v• No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
Alt Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect

ONE DRESSER with
mirror, 8v2 x 11;,2 oval
braided snug, 12 gauge
shotgun. Call 753-6054.
WHITES COINMASTER
5
Supreme
metal
detector. $210. Also
exclusive dealer in West
Ky. and Tenn. for new
Nautilus Super detectors. Call Bob Mali, 4362415.

6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Cali 436-5870.

ONE USED Remington
SL11 chainsaw with 24
inch bar. New bar, roller
nose and chain. Saw in
good condition. Price
$110. Call 753-7580 after
5.
SALE •
CHAINSAW
chains, 3,8" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
par,. $10.95,
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

Farm Equipment

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

ONE AUTOMOBILE
luggage roof rack.
$15.00. Call 753-6387.

BOY'S LEISURE suit,
shirts, and sweaters.
Size 14. Jeans ancl knit
panti, assorted sizes.
Also used Color T. V.
Call 753-7289, after 5 p.
m.

'N

19.

Arlirles For Sale

NUMBER OF DAYS FREE
1
-- 2

NUMBER OF DAYS PAID
3
6

,

9 .

,

3

TOTAL DAYS RUN
4
8

-

.1ii---
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THREE
ROOM
APARTMENT
furnished
near
the
University. $100 a month
including utility. Call
753-1976.

38 Pets
THREE ROOMS with
private- bath. Water,
stove and refrigerator
furnished. 213 Elm, Call
436-2610 or 898-3216.
APARTMENT 1600
W1SWELL Road across
from West View Nursing
Carpet, air
condition, stove, garbage disposal,
refrigerator, dishwasher, 2 bedrooms,
utility and bath. $175
month. Call 753-3865.

NEWLY DECORATED 2
bedroom house, located
on a lake front lot in
Pine Bluff Shores. No
or
children
pets.
References
required.
$135 month. Call 7538355.

AKC REGISTERED
German
Shephard
puppies, 1 male and 2
female. $50. Call 7532329.
GOOD BORDER Collie
dog. 15 months old. Call
492-8651.
AKC REGISTERED
Collie pups. Sable and
white. Fottr males and 2
females. Call 498-8231.
43. Real Estate
LOTS- LOTS-LOTSWe still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at
$3,300. Some wooded lots
still available. Owner
finance
will
with
minimum
down
payment. Guy - Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets. Good
references. Call 753- two
OLDER
NICE
7449.
bedroom frame home in
central part of town.
35. Farms For Rent
Has been recently
redecorated inside and
30 ACRES OF land for
painted on the outside.
rent. Out Penny Road.
Ideal for a retired
Call 753-0676.
couple or young couple
just starting
36 For Pero Or lease
housekeeping. Priced
under $10,000.00. John C.
FOR LEASE - Building,
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
Main Street, Phone 753753-5881. •
0101 or 753-5921.
37 livestock

Supplies

FOR SALE: 1974 Vega
GT wagon, 4 speed, air,
condition.
-excellent
$1195.00 guaranteed.
Call 753-3704.

ENJOY
COUNTRY
LIVING In well-kept,
roomy 3 bedroom home
with den, and enclosed
utility porch. on approximately 1 acre lot.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
_MAJORS
KEAL

1971 BUICK ELECTRA,
1973 V. W. Squareback.
$1200 each or best offer.
Call 753-3465 after 4.

1975 DODGE kv ton
pickup. Four Speed, V-8,
club cab, still under
warranty.
Perfect
condition. $4000, or
nearest offer. Call 4365628.

"IF THEY ALL START THAT 121AL-APR5IDENT HEAR
THE WHIT E
HOUSE, iikt t10114G-15ACIK1tYPLAINS7

Ar

ESTATE.

33 Rooms For Rent

34. Houses For Rent

BARGAIN PRICED on a
good home on a quiet
residential street. Home
is well constructed and
insulated. 2 bedrooms,
bath, living room and
kitchen. Also outiicre
storage building. Priced
at only $12,750.00. Don't
delay. Call us today on
this excellent buy. Call
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.

Supplies

MCC REGISTERED Old
English Sheepdog
puppies, 2 months old.
Also 3 year old female
St. Bernard and6 month
old female-white 'German Shepard. Call 7536412 or 753-0957 after 4.

TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
o. m. M-F.

ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

CHARLES
MOON
ANGUS Farm Cow Herd
,Dispersion. "Oldest
Kentucky Performance
Herd." Selling 120 head.
Top bulls and females,
many with calves.
March 14, 11 a. m. in
heated barn,on the farm
4 miles N. E. of Fulton,
Ky.

SM.
SS,

Suppiies

Wilson

12 WEINING PIGS for
sale. Approximately 50
lbs. apiece. Call 4365454.

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
202 &oath ilth Street
Mese 753.323

Public Notice
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
Public Hearing on the rezoning of Loretta Jobs
property at 1200 Sycamore St. This is a new
rezoning request, in that it eicludes the property
at 1202 Sycamore St. which was previously included. The request is to rezone this property
from R-2 (Residential) to P.O. (Profession Office). All interested parties are invited to attend
this meeting, which will be held Tuesday March
15, at 7:00 p.m.,in the City Hall Bldg.

W. A. Franklin, Chairmen
_ Steve Zest, Resident Planner

WALLIS.DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

PANORAMA SHORES.
1008 sq. ft. 3 bedroom
lake house for rentannual least, $195. Lake
access large lot Call
Phillips' 502-924-5421
after 6 502-94-5307.
Unfurnished.
Water
furnished.

46. Homes For Sale
BUY DIRECT from
owner and save. Circarama Subdivision,
large 3 bedroom.2 bath,
living-dining
room,
large paneled den with
fireplace, double
garage, equipped kitchen, drapes, Pella
windows, and doors,
large private patio,
entrance garden on
large landscaped lot.
Fully carpeted, large
closets throughout,
central gas heat and air
conditioning, beautiful
condition. For appointment call 753-1206,
Downing.

THREE
BEDROOM
brick in Sherwood
Forest has 2 lovely
batht, dining room with
beautiful chandelier,
family
room
with
fireplace, wall to wall
carpet in all rooms,
built-in kitchen with one
wall brick. Central heat
and
air, attached
garage, large utility
room which could be
used as study. Priced in
30's. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

TWO ACRE LOT with 4
room house plus a 1967
12 x 64, two bedroom
trailer. Call 492-8746.

JUST ON THE Market
80 acres - 30 in corn this
past
season
with
potential of 18 more
being tillable. 3 bedroom
frame home built in 1969
with central heat,
commercial wend Less
than $400 an acre..: We
also have a country
home with 2 bedrooms
with potential of 4
bedrooms, has'been well
maintained with appliances and carpeting.
2'1 acres with pony lot,
strawberry patch and
fruit trees. Ideal for
young marrieds_ or
retirees. Priced in
teens...Exclusive
listing. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille. All power,
temperature control.
Everything works good
and has good tires.
$950.00. Phone 354-6217,
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
1952 G. M. C. PANEL
truck. G
r, good
tire
.00. Phone 7;-.3plate
7777 after 4 p. m.

yressure

1968 CHEVY PICKUP 6
cyl. straight shift, with
tool box." Low miles in
good condition $875 00.
Phone 354-6217

REALTORS

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511651

BY OWNER -5 acre mini
farm with nearly new
modern brick home, 8
miles from Ky. Lake on
Highway
Ap94.
proximately -2500 sq. ft.
living area, plus large 2
car
and
garage
workshop. This home
has many appealing
appointments that must
be seen to appreciate.
Phone after 6 p. m. for
appointment, 753-2957.

1975 CUTLASS SALON, 2
door coupe, 24000 miles.
Power windows, door
locks, trunk locks, AMFM tape. Cruise control,
$4200 firm. Call 753-8730
or if no answer, 753-6965.
1976 CORVETTE with
13,000 actual miles.
Sharp. Call 753-5562
after 6 p. m.

White's
Camper
Sale,

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Alrno on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

Men's Store
901 Coldtkater Road

Close OutSale!

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.

Everything Reduced
Shirts

47. Motorcycles
1975_ELECTRIC minibike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
ecirtirnuting to town or to
classes. Priced to seH.
Call 753-65641.

$6
0°
Reg. to $15.00
An

Jeans
/
1 3 Off

1975 HONDA CB-550.
Excellent condition.
Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.

Leisure Shirts

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 foux*ith
windjammer. Cal 7532226.

More Suits added to
ow' 1/2 Price Racks
_

1972 IMPALA COUPE.
Excellent mechanical
condition. Good tires.
Air arid power. $1000.
Call 753-7508.

1976 FORD 150, 4 wheel
drive, red with power
steering and brakes.
Call 492-8269 after6 p.m. .

50 Campers

1 Services Offered

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

'WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Pkone •
527-9959.

15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 7534015 or 7538300.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

1 Services Offered

CARPET LAID at $1.25
per yard. Expert workmanship. Guaranteed, 6
months. Call Ray 4362124 or Bob 436-2415.

GLITTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

WET BASEMENT? We
.make Ica basement,
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construc_tion . Co., 13oute 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky
42001: Phone day - or
night 442-7026.

1;$1 DODGE CHARGER,
excellent condition. All
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
power, 318 two barrel,
rocked and graded. Free
automatic., cruise.
estimates. (Wit-Clifford
control, rear window
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
defroster. Factory Rally
p.
wheels. Call 753-7947 or
753-8182.
LICENSE:
ELECTRICIAN and gas in1969 OLDSMOBILE Delta
stallation
will
do
88, brand new. Call 753plumbing, heating and
11533 or 435-4325.
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
1973 FORD MAVERICK
metallic green, V-8,
DRIVEWAYS
white
power steering, air.
rocked. Sand and lime
Four door, 34,000 actual
hauled. Call Mark Huey.
miles. $1850. Call 437753-8381.
4786 after 4:30.

1971 BUICK ELECTRA
1957 FORD PICKUP u ith
225, 4 door hardtop, air
camper, $295 1968 Ford
OWNER MOVING out of
LTD_ t350, CL1692535. _ and all Rower. Price
state. Three bedroom_
$1475. Call after 5:3-0 p.
home, good location.
m. 753-4974.
Nice large lot, Call 7531972 BUICK SYKLARK,
1961.
low mileage, sharp. Call
FOR SALE OR TRADE,
1469-2462.
1974
Volkswagen
IN SHERWOOD Forest, 3
Dasher,
automatic,
1976 GMC 14 tun. Heavy
bedroom brick with 2'1
radial tires, red, good
Duty
spring,
and tires.
baths,
with
den
gas mileage. Call 753Must sell. Best offer.
fireplace, formal dining
5447 after 5 p. m.
Call
7534716.
room, large living room,
half basement. Call 7531964 BUICK SKYLARK
8138 after 4 p. m.
1963
PLYMOUTH
wagon. Excellent
VALIANT Six cylinder,
hunting and fishing car.
TWO
BEDROOM
25 mpg Very good
$200. Call 753-7765.
FRAME house in Lynn
condition. $275. Call 753Grove area. Fully
0329.
1976 kz TON CHEVY
carpeted, built:in appickup Scottsville. 23,000
pliances. Call 435-4428.
1972 DODGE DART
actual miles. Fully
Swinger. 8 cylinder
equipped. Call between 3
BY OWNER -3 bedroom,
automatic, good conp. m. and 6 p. m. 753attached garage, garden
dition. $1250. Call 4891842.
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
spot, apple trees, shade
trees on 641 South. Will
m.
1972 AUDI 100 I. Air,
accept offers. Call 753automatic, AM-FM.
0154.
New radial tires. Glyn
1976 BUICK REGAL
Gordon, 753-5312 or 753Landau sport coupe.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
Like new. Sport wheels, - 7773. $1900brick, den and dining
stereo tape player, air,
room, excellent conpower, white wall steel 1968 FORD PICKUP, 1963
dition. 1702 College
Ford 6 cylinder, really
radials. Bought new by
Farm Road, price been
nice. Also 100 egg inowner. Lot of other
reduced. Call 753-5287 or
cubator, cheap. Call 436extras. Call 753-6784.
753-0839.
2628.
1970 V. W. Beetle, AM-FM
NEW FOUR BEDROOM,
cassette, low miles. 1973 OLDS 98 IS, AM-FM
Ps bath house. Has
Excellent condition.
radio, power seats;
formal dining room, also
Extra nice $1,000. Call
power windows. Good
breakfast room. Large
7534216,
condition. $2500. Call
.
den with fireplace, and a
753-4097.
double garage. Call 7531975 CHEVROLET 4
3903 to see this new
50. Campers
wheel drive Short wheel
home.
base, power stering
and brakes. Black with
WILL SELL for $19,950 or
maroon interior. Call
trade for house in
489-2737 after 5 p.m.
Mayfield. Two bedroom
frame house with 2 lots
1968 CHEVROLET IMin Lynn Grove. Call 733PA(....excellent• con4953 from 8-4:30.
dition. Power steering,
arid brakes. 327 engine, 4
FIVE ACRES with 3
door, $450. Call after 5 p.
bedroom brick home,
, Located 4 miles
m. 753-6211.
plenty of outbuildings
east of Murray on
with shade trees in yard.
1962 CHEVY NOVA, 6
1"2 miles from town.
Highway
94
cylinder standard shift.
Mid 30's. Call 75378500.
toward Ken-Lake.
- $125. Call 7534294.

The

$495

1E1'

Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - Star,craft
Pop-ups.
Used campers all brands.
Owners and Operators
Ernest & Virginia White
Call 753-0605.

Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House
This•week old fat boy will be here from St.
Louis. 12 foot buffet, oak dresser, desk, 7 chair'
old tables, hall tree, old beds, walnut dr‘sser
with marble, old sideboard, R.R. lantern. PLR.
trunk. Old violin, old cast iron pot bellied stove.
lots of glass,and small items.
' Shorty McBride
M247 Auctioneer

QUALITY
TREY
SERVICE. Expert tree
service on top jobs and
take down. Pruner work
and dead wooding. Call
753-6256.
WILL REPAIR and install T. V. antennas,
towers and rotors. Call
753-7765.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Stearn clean one
room at 8 cents per'sq
ft and we will clean the
hallwaN free, limit 4 x
10 A 19 s 10' room
would oril be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens. 753-0359.

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt
ficient service. NO job
toir small. Call Ernest.
White, 753-0605.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

FOR A FREE estimate,
on all stump removal.
Contact .K and S Stump
Removal. 435-4:343 or
753-9490.

COLSON
ELECTRIC
AND Plumbing. (lent
Colson, licensed electrician and licensed.
master plumber. Almo„
Ky. 753-8549.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to .complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop, 753-4124.
TAXES . PREPARED.
Will pickup information
and retarn. completed
.ants- tq,--s4111-14otue--ar--office. Call Jim Fitch,
753-9799.
W.LNUOWS WASHED and
gutters cleaned. Call
753-5320- for
free
estimate.
FAIN S ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.
PAINTING interior and
exterior.'Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work,or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, ware gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
53 Feed Ana Seta
GRASS HAY for sale. Call
- 753-5701
JAP
Terrell Tidwell.
54 Free Column
_
FREE
HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
white. Female. Sweet
and loving. Call 753-3535
after 5:00.

Manager Needed

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Salaried position, Bonus Plan, Company Paid Insurance.
Apply In Person Only To

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

See Richard Porker
SAVE .
NOW
FREE
70 MILE
DELIVERY

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
.Call 753,8090.
PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or
exterior, by the hour or
job. Free estimate.
Phone 753-8343.

1.425.00 up, floored, ready to use. Also precut, you bold as
low as $300.00. $ i 1 up to 21 i at) standard, but roll precut
env size needed. ley the best for loss.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 7S3-01114

WALL TO WALL STUREWIDE
1/2 PRICE SALE
Leather
Purses

Jewelry

S 18to 520

Prices to 32 00

Value

$599 & $6
"
$599 to $799

Work
Shoes

S40 8 S50 Dingo

Casuals Dress

Boots

Less Thor) 1 2 Prrn.

New Styles

$9-$12-$14

"
$1999 & $24

With Any Purchase
Of $25.00
You Receive Free

Belt
Valued at S8 to S 10

Pair

Guess The Exact
Value Of Certain Items
In The Store & They
Are Yours!

Absolutely Free!

Vernon's Western Store
9-9 Weekdays, 1-6 Sun.
153-9885

Olympic Plaza

MEM
e.a.n
MEM

-
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HOSPITAL nous) Librarian Testifies Before Subcommittee In Washington
citizens. She said
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THURSDAY, MARCH

3

Eastern/Central Time
3 30/2.30 p.m. CAREER EDUCATION
400/3 GO SESAME STREET
/5.00/4 00 MISTER- ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30/4 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6 00/5.00 ZOOM ICaptioned)
6.30/5.30 ONCE _UPON A
CLASSIC "David Copperfield"
M: M:cawber denounces Urtah
Heep ,is a forger and thief
ttonecit IA from Sat I
7 .00/6:00 GED SERIES "Science II The Blood"
7:30/6_30 CROCKETT'S VIC- TORY GARDEN IR from Sun.)
800/700 THE PALLISERS
With Plantagenet's political fortunes on the rise, Glencora becomes a stylish
_ London .trIps_tess.
900/8:00
THECLASSIC
'ATRE: HUMANITIES IN DRAMA "The Duchess of Malfi" The
Era of Queens, when women
dominated much of Europe,
Pon fOr John Webster's famous
Jacobean drama.

FRIDAY.

MARCH

4

WKAS 25 Mewlle
WKGB 53 Somerset
WCVN 54
INKZT 23 TRANSLATORS
INKHA 35 Barbourville
WKLE 46 Boston-Butter '
WKMJ 68 Cowan Creek-Eolia
WKMA 35 Falmouth
VOW R 38, Louise,..„
Mellott? 21 ---Prnevitte- ..
NIKON 52 Whitesburg

TIVE ON THE NEWS
4.30/3.30 COMMENT ON KENTUCKY Newsmen and humanists discuss issues pf importance
to the Commonwealth IR from
Tn.)
5:00/4:00 NOVA ''Bye, Bye
Blackbird" A partly humorous,
partly tragic story of Man
against the multitudes of pest
birds. (Captioned) IR from
'We'd)
6:00/5:00 THE WAY IT WAS
1951 Pep versus Saddler Championship fight
INFINITY
FAC6:30/5:30
TORY
7:00/6:00 STUDIO SEE
7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC David's child-bride
Dora, dies with Agnes Wickfteld
at her bedside
_ 8:00/7:00 _LQWEI,L. THOMAS
REMEMBERS -107T8:30/7:30 COUSTEAU: OASIS
IN SPACE "Grain of Consctence" Host Philippe Cousteau
explores the problem of world
utions.
9:00/8:00 SARAH Since little
Sarah is adopted she feels she,
like her parents, has the right
to choose and she chooses a
retired civil servant, Mr. CI'ssold, to be her adopted father
SCLUNDSTAC*.
10:00/9:00
"Loudon Wairivvrtgfit"
11:00/10:00 MONTY PYTHON

Eastern/Central "Lan
3:30/2:30 p.m. SONG BAG/
MAGIC PAGES
4:00/3.00 SESAME STREET
500/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5'30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
SUNDAY, MARCH
6
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
Eastern/Central Time
6:30/5.30 LILIAS; YOGA &
200/1:00 p.m. CLASSIC THEYOU
ATRE PREVIEW: THE HUM7:00/6:00 FARM MARKETANITIES IN DRAMA "The
PLACE "Hedging and Basis"
Dutchess of Math" Actress Eile7:30/630 COMMENT WO KENen Atkins and scholar Michael
TUCKY Newsmen and human- ill Goldman discuss women in the
ists discuss issues of importance
Elizabethan world.
to the Commonw,edth.
2:30/1:30 CLASSIC THEATRE:
8:00/7:00
WASHINGTON
THE HUMANITIES IN DRAWEEK-IN REVIEW
MA ''The Dutchess of Math"
8:30/7:30
WALL
STREET
Eileen Atkins•stars as the beauWEEK
tiful, tragic heroine who is
9:00/800 AGRONSKY AT
hounded to death by her family
LARGE
for marrying the wrong man.
9:30/8:30 WOMAN "Women
IR. from Thu.)
and Heart Attacks" Second of
4:30/3:30 TBA
Iwo parts with guests Dr. Nan5:00/4:00 SARAH (R from
ette Wenger and Dr. Harriet
Sat./
Dustan
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC1000/9:00 DOCUMENTARY'
TORY GARDEN
SHOWCASE "The World's Worst
6:30/5:30 IT'S EVERYBODY'S
Air Crash - The Aiibidable AcBUSINESS
cident'' Bill Moyers- hosts this
7:00/6:00 IT'S EVERYBODY'S
examination of the DO-10 disBUSINESS
aster of March, 1975
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGSATURDAY, MARCH 5,
AZINE
,
Eastern/Central Time
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE,of
PITTSBURGH ',Concert
8:00/7:00 a.m. VILLA ALETchaikovsky and Stravinsky"
G,RE
Andre Prevm conducts the Pitts8.30/730 MISTER ROGERS
burgh:Symphony Orchestra;
NEIGHBORHOOD
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE THE9:00/8:00 SESAME STREET
ATRE: UPSTAIRS, DOWN10:00/9:00 ONCE UPON A
STAIRS A social dilemma
CLASSIC "David Copperfteld"
arises for the Bellamys when
10:30/9.30 TEACHING ELEVirginia is takeh OW by:a .rich
MENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
and politically influential man
1100/10:00 IT'S EVERYBOwhose help Richard needs.
DY'S BUSINESS
LINE
ONEDIN
10:00/9:00
1130/10:30 CAREER EDUCATION
MONDAY. MARCH
7
12:00/11:00 IT'S EVERYBOEastern/Central Time
DY'S BUSINESS
3'30/2-30
p.m. GED SERIES
'
12:30/11:30 CHUST FOR FAN,....-C.L.,%'Grammar VI:, Modifiers'
CY
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
1:00/12:00 NEW SHAPES: ED5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
UCATION
NEIGHBORHOOD
1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THE.
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPATER: RUSSIAN CLASSICS
ANY
'Ivan the Terrible, Part II" The
6:00/5:00 ZOOM,
lonely and melancholy Russian
ruler resists efforts to dethrone
6:30/5:30 LILIAS' YOGA &
him Filmed on location in the
YOU
Soviet Union. IR, from Tues.)
7:00/6:00 GOVERNOR'S PRESS
3:30/2:30 CINEMA SHOWCONFERENCE Governor Car,
CASE
roll and members of his cabinet
4:00/3 00 BLACK PERSPEC.
in a live press conference from
Lexington. IFiring Line moves
to 9 p.m., 8 Central tonight
only
8:00/7:00 MICROBES AND
For InformationIl
l MEN "Men of Little Faith"
Pasteur and Koch continue to
disparage each other's work
Regarding
9:00/8:00 FIRING LINE ICommonwealth Call-In will return to
this time next week.)
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT
10:30/9:30 BOOKBEAT "My
Stde" by Ruth Gordon

WKPI 22
WKSO 29
12
64
9
56
10

a

66

4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
6,00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6.30/5:30 STUDIO SEE Visits
with a snake wrestler, an all student traveling Circus and
some young New Orleans street
musicians.
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES "Sci•
ence III The Atom"
7:30/6:30 THE CAPTIONED
FRENCH CHEF
8:00/7:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL "The Vol.
ga The mighty Volga river carries National Geographic cameras through the Soviet V_nion,
providing a view of Russia and
her people seldom seen by American",
9:00/8:00 IN SEARCH OF THE
REAL AMERICA "America
Pig of the World"
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THEATER: SHAW ON ElI-JILL:Gee,
se* 'and- eteoparre- * superb
cast, headed by Vivian Leigh
and Claude Rains, in the George'
Bernard Shaw plea for peace in
a militaristic wo4-1d.

ADULTS 133
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Gabel (mother
Opal), Rt. 2, Springville, Tn.,
Baby Boy Lowery (mother
Denise), 1702 Keenland Dr.,
Murray, Baby Girl -Turner
(mother Florence), 228 N.
5th., Mayfield, Baby Boy
Jackson (mother Nita), Rt. 6,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS .

Mrs. Deborah A. Settle and
Baby Boy, 504 S. 11th.,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara A.
Hatcher, 401 Elm, McKenzie,
Tn., Mrs. Karen L. Barnett,
34-A Shady Oaks, Murray,
Miss Sabrina -L. Davidson, IT
Orchard Hgts., Murray, Miss
Cindy A. Edwards, Rt. 1,
Hazel,George J. Goulet, Rt. 5,
Bentanc-MrsAitagie- L !erry.,
Rt. 1, Almo, Glenn N. Card,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Martha E.
Wimberley, 309 Powell, Paris,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9 Tn., Mary E. Ellis, Rt. 2,
• • Henry, Tn., Herbert L.
Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES Cochran, 500 S. 8th., Murray,
"Grammar VII Capitalization
Mrs.-Joyce Y. Woodruff, Box
and Punctuation"
4:09/3:00 SESAME STREET 222, Grand Rivers, Mrs.
500/4:00 MISTER ROGERS Myrtle Duncan, Rt.6, Murray,
NEIGHBORHOOD,
Miss- Barbara D. Stewart, Rt.
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMP.
4, Cadiz, James D. ArmANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
strong, Rt. 7, Murray, Miss
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA & Debra J. Walters, Hardin,
YOU
Mrs. Bernadine P. Francis,
7:00/6:00 M.D. "Diabetes MelBox 607, Cadiz, Elish T. Orr,
tilos"
.7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA- 1508 Canterbury, Murray,
ZINE (R. from Sun..) ,
2:00/7:00 NOVA "The Pill for Glen D. Bell, Rt. 1, Alm°, Mrs.
Mellodean Nanney, Rt. 1,
the Fkople" The history and
deveropment of birth control
Dexter, Mrs. Willie L. Jones,
pills
Rt. 2, Murray, Robert L.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORWaters, Rt. 4, Murray, Buford
MANCES: CHILDHOOD 'Possessions" by George Evvart
H. Brown, National Hotel,
Evans Widow Cassie Pritchard
Murray, William E. Perry, 110
and her three sons give up most
Ash, Murray, Mrs. Bessie F.
everything they own to pay off
Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel, Earl G.
her husband's debts
10:00/9:00 SCENES FROM A
Waters, 1397 Johnson Blvd.,
MARRIAGE First of six shows
Murray, Eulon Williams
in Ingmar Bergman's original
)expired), Rt. 2, Buchanan,
television series that follows a
marriage over a ten year period
Tn., Carrol Farmer (expired),
from innocence to confronta309 N. 4th., Murray.
tion, divorce and reunion.

Rate Hike Requests To
Conlinue, Sturgill Says

Utilities will continue to ask
the state Public Service
Commission (PSC) to approve
rate increases unless national
action is taken to stabilize the
energy situation, Barkley
Sturgill, PSC chairman, said
recently.
Sturgill, speaking at a
meeting of the Interini
Committee on Public Utilities
and Transportation, said
inflation, environmental
protection costs, a shortage of
energy and lack of a national
energy policy have resulted in
requests for utility rate increases.
"There will be continued
rate cases," Sturgill said,
adding, "This is a national
picture." The PSC conducted
61 hearings during the last two
months.
(Permanent,
In response to questioning
from committee members,
Removal of Hair)
TUESDAY, MARCH 8 Sturgill said he has "no way of
Eastern/Central Time
Call
knowing" what fuel rates will
3'30/2:30 p.m. TEACHING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCI- be in the coming months and
ENCE
years. He said there is nothing
the PSC can do about the
power rates, but "I imagine
Congress could do something
about it."
Sturgill came before the
for Sheriff
committee to report on the
May 24 Primary
functions and operation of the
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
PSC.
IS APPRECIATED.. THANKS
"I think that we have
Paid For By The Committee To Elect Benny Jackson
adequately done our job," he
said. The hiring of additional

I

02-24-77
•_

Electrolysis

753-8856

BENNIE JACKSON

THIS IS IT!
rail N. If"inter .Slioes Only

engineers, examiners and fulltime legal counsel has permitted the commission to keep
abreast of cases before the
PSC, according to Sturgill.
And he said the employment
of an executive director,
probably within the next 30
days, will make the PSC. even
more efficient.
Sturgill reported on specific
issues Gov. Julian Carroll had
asked the PSC to study last
year.
Among other things, he said
the commission believes a
division or department of
water resources should be
established to deal with the
collection and treatment of
sewage.
"This commission has had
some experience with private
sewer systems and sewer
districts. We have found that
most of these systems have
been developed with a
Minimum amount of capital
investment by a real estate
-promoter with little concern
for continuity of operation of
stfwer services," reported
Sturgill.
Sturgill said the commission
is evaluating the feasibility
and desirability of permitting
utility rates to deviate from a
cost-of-service basis to aid low
and fixed income groups,
among other purposes. A
study on that will be completed July 1.
Coal production in the
western United States will
nearly double by 1985, according to Dr. Thomas V.
Fantle, director of the Interior
Department's Bureau of
Mines.
•

handicapped
committee on the extension of
the ISCA by Congressman federal funds have extended
Carl D. Perkins ID-Ky., 7th .Services "to. 5,0V7 persons in
District), chairman- of the state institutions, and have
reached out to the socially and
subcommittee.
The Act provides'- federal economically • disadvantaged____
financial assistance for ex- of the Commonwealth."
or
new
Thirty-nine
tending library services to
renovated buildings have been
areas without such services or
with inadequate services; constructed in Kentucky with
constructing facilities; funds provided under the Act.
Mrs. Williams told the subestablishing and maintaining
local, regional, state, or in- committee that, "in a recent
survey of construction needs,
terestate cooperative library
producer Harvey Bernhard, networks; and establishing, we found that 13 projects are
Lee improving, and extending
production-manager
needed now, and with apRatner and set designer Fred' library services to the elderly. propriations under the Act,
Harpinan, Hodges had ex- Funds for these programs are
construction could be started
plored other possible locations now depleted.
within the next two years.
In Texas and Georgia, but
"An extension means we .,-Unemployment rates have
Indicated Kentucky came can finish assisting com- been consistently high in the
"nearest" to the desired at- munities with new or construction industry. With
mosphere for the sequel to the renovated facilities, and can
this funding we could not only
popular movie about demonic prepare the way for greater finish existing construction
possession.
needs,'but could also provide
cooperation among all types of
If Kentucky is selected as libraries toward a goal of job stimulus. It is estimated
the filming site, it will be integrated library services for
that $9 million of new conidentified as such and ap- all citizens," said Mrs. struction would mean $16.2
proximately 85 per cent of the
-million for Kentucky's
move may be produced in the' Kentucky has benefited economy."
state, Hodge-aid.
Mrs. Williams said "exfrom financial assistance
"We want the rest of the provided under the Act. Mrs. tension of LSCA is essential to
a
With
world to know about the Williams pointed out that this our
future.
beauty of Kentucky, and this assistance
aided
Congressional mandate, we
has
movie would provide that type development of
public
can plan for today and
of exposure," Gov. Carroll libraries in 106 of Kentucky's tomorrow based on where
Mid, adding that the project 120 counties, as well as people are, what they need
would bring substantial established library servicee
and -how that relates to the
revenue into the state.
world in which we live."
for 70,000 blind and physically

"An emphasis on NOW librarian, told the subSelect
instead of yesterday is needed committee
on
by the library -community in Education of the. Con3nrAtt".0
carrying out an extended on Education and Labor in
Library Services and Coll' Washington, D. C. recently.
At4, ti-SCA
Mrs. William:twosinvited to
Struetieft
Barbara Williams, state testify before the sub-

Efforts Made To Encourage
Film Making In Kentucky

Some of
Hollywood's
cameras may soon be focused
on Kentucky as the result of
efforts by Gov. Julian Carroll
and the Kentucky Film
Commission.
Kentucky is the current
favorite among proposed
locations for filming of "The
Omen Pint II," according to
Twentieth
Century-Fox
director Michael Hodges, who
visited
the
Governor's
Mansion here Thursday afternoon.
During Gov. Carroll's
recent-trip tcr-eattfornia,--he
and the film commission
hosted a luncheon for nearly
100 movie representatives.
Gov. Carroll encouraged them
to consider Kentucky in future
productions, pledging his full
support and cooperation
through the commission.
Consequently, Hodges and
three film crew members
William Kenunler, a conarrived in Kentucky Tuesday
and were"escorted to possible victed murderer, was the first
location sites near Lexington man to die in the electric
by Film Commission Director chair. The execution took
Tom
Clark-Todd
and place on August 6, 1890, at
executive assistant Betty Auburn Prison, N. Y.
Iampkin.
-This is exactly the kind of
response we hoped for from
the film industry people," said
Development Secretary
William L. Short, chairman of
the commission."We are very
happy to see results this
soon."
Prior to an inspection tour of
Louisville Thursday, Hodges
and his film team dined with
Gov. Carroll and examined
the Governor's Mansion. They
said the mansion almost, but
Adv•rtisers
are
not quite, suited
the
requested to check the
requirements for the primary
first insertion of ads for
location.
correction:This
'We're looking for a
n•wspoper will be
luxurious estate in the
responsible for only
country, preferably with- the - -en* incorrect .nsifirtion
ANY -ERROR SHOULD BE
appropriate furnishings such
as a swimming pool and tennis . REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
courts," said Hodges, an
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
English-born filmmaker
AND NOTIFY US PROMwhose recent credits include
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
"The Terminal Man."
ERROR
Accompanied by writer-
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NANCY'S HOUSE
OF SHOES
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Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

I
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Price

will resume at the

University
Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street

7 PM Wednesday,
March 2nd
Classes for all age groups

Broadway at 4th
Phone 443-1751
Open A Charge Acct.

Price

Juniors, Misses,
Half Sizes.
Second Finn.

Juniors and
Misses Famous Brands
Main Floor

Spring Styles
and colors.
Second Flaor

Regular to 29.00
Girdles, All In Ones,
Garter Belts. All
Famous Brands.
Second Floor

First Quality

First Quality

Men's Shirts

$10

Regular to 16.00

Solids and Fancies.
Original Famous Label
Main Floor

Boy's Knit Shirts
Short Sleeves
Sizes 8 thru 20
Regular to 7.00

$399
Third Floor

CLIP AND MAIL NOW!

753-5131

753-6611
753-7588
753-0919
753-NEED
753-1188

Mid-Week Bible Study

Foundations
$175 to $675

753-1441
753-1611
753-6952
753-9331

753-3994
Comorelienthe
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needlire .
Learn To Read

our regular

PLWVCAH DRY
(.-

if You
Need Them:
fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency .
Humane Society

NOTICE

First Quality

Men's Knit Slacks
$988

and $1188

See The Famous Label
Solids and Fancies. 29-42
Regular to 20.00
Main Moor

Please send me an application for a Paducah
Dry Charge Account.
Mail today to

PADUCAH DRY
BROADWAY AT FOURTH
PADUCAH, KY. 42001
Name
Street
Phone No.
City
State

Zip

